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HDR Hits BillionDollar Mark
Arch1tectur,tl englnccnngconsultmg firm II DR. '' hich h;s
l\\0 offices 111 Rl\<:rsidc and 14
other Cali forn1a oiTic.:s. has
n:achcd the billion-dollar mlicston.: 111 hook.:d \\OrJ... 111 2007.
\s Chainnan and CEO Richard
R. B.:llnot.:d. it's fittlll!! that the
milcston.: '' '" r.:achc~l 111 the
sam.: ) .:ar the .:mplo;. ce-O\\ ned
eompan;. c.:lchrat.:d ih 90-;. car
ann I\ .:rsar;. .
Bell said ... Reaching thi'
milcston.: i' a d1r<:ct reflection
of our stairs hard \HlrJ... and the
l~tith our ch.:nh plac.: in us. And
although I !DR has mm joined
the r,mJ...s of the ·mcga-fimh, ·
\\e ''Ill continue oflcnng th1s
personal approach through a
strong local pre'>cnce ...

Citizens
Announces 73rd
Consecutive
Dividend
C1tuens f 1nancial Corp.
announced an e1ght and onehalf cent (SO.Ol\5) per share dividend for the fourth quarter of
2007. The dividend ''ill be
payable on Jan. I X.
to
shareholders of record as of Jan.

:wox

4. 200X.
.. Our 73rd di\ idcnd retlccts
the continued confidence of our
board of directors in the strong
performance of CVB Financial
Corp.:· said Christopher D.
:vlyers. president and chief
execuuve
officer.
CVB
Financial Corp. 1s the parent
company of Citizens Business
Bank .
With $6.1 billion in
a~sets. Citizens Business Bank.
IS the largest bank headquartered in the Inland Empm:.
Ediwr \ Note: In rieH of

the dail\· con\UIIlt negatil·e
report.\ of hank and financial
institution\ /o.l£'.1, it i.1 refreshtnt: to unnotmce Citi:.en\ ·
{{('('OIIlpfi lfliiU'/lf.\.

Januar) 200X

Indian Wells Arts Festival
The 6th
Ann u .1 I
1'\DI\"\\ E L l <;
ARTS ff::S
T!Vr\L
IS
scheduled
for \pnl 4.
5 & 6. 200X.
at the Ind1an
W c I I s
T c n n 1 s
Garden
Home of th.:
Pacllic Life
Open :\lore
than
200
a\\ ard '' mning .trtist'>

for Drurker
\ward
~g

plaza . into a spectacular festival
and the place to he!
lndlan Wells I'> com cnicntl)
located in th.: heart of the
Southern California -- Palm
Spnng-,/Des.:rt Reson commun1tiC'>
You don't need to be an art
afic1onado to enjo) the Indian
Welb Arts Fest I\ al '\Jumcrous
on site dcmon-,trallon-, mcludc
glas-. hlow111g. pamting. \~cav-

Inland f mp1n·
!lank Rc1~•rt
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will tran\-r
--1 .1 .
form
the P.li..A.ing ll'ill he exhibiting S0/11£' of her mwn~rclllw~
magnificent \mong them i.1 the painting "Sunki.\ serl" 11-llich has the
path -I i 11 e d
honor of helllg the po.1ter image j(1r the l'\'CW.
e\p~nencc

7

ing. large scale stone sculpturing. mural v\orJ..., pottery thro~ing. camas-. stretching and glaS\
bead maJ...mg. Thi-. ;.:ar·s ~special c\hihits feature a hand-,-on
approach V\ nh "Art Beyond the
Visual - An E\hlhll to Touch"
\\hich incorporates Braille clements. v\hilc Recycle Bicycle
adds a hit of fun anti V\ himsy

conW/IIl'll on page 20

VOlT Development Company Sells 15 Acres
Voit Development Company
has -,old 15 acres of l<md at ib
Wateml<lll BU',mc-.s ParJ... project to
the California Housmg Foundation.
"\\llcn we onginally purchased
the Watcm1an property. our belief
was that based on its location. the
property could lx."Come more than jAn artist rende1ing 7i}_'thejitlwt' ccun~
simply an industrial parJ.... We
a small group of dedicated mdividubelieved it would be a regional busials who recognrL.Cd the need to supness center," explained Robert D.
port the Inland Regional Center's
Voit. pres1dent of The Voit
(IRC) mission to nonm1lize the lives
Comp<mies. 'Th1s acquisition for an
of persons with developmental disabilities. The California !lousing
office campus ah'>Oiutcly validate;,
VOC\ initial read of the market ..."
Foundation acquired the parcel in
Waterman Business Park is a
order to ci'C<lte a 200.<XXJ-'f.Juarcfoot ot1ice.
500.CXXJ-'f.Juare-foot
mixed-usc
According to Mayor Patrick J.
oflicc and mdustrial busmcss center
'vfonis, "In addiuon to prov1ding
situated on 11 acres along Watcm1an
Avenue 111 San Bernardino.
na.>ded "t:l'licc.s to our community.
The
Calitom1a
Housmg
this new facility will save 6(X) jobs
Foundation i-, a not-lor-profit chari~
from leaving th1s region <Uld will add
approximately 120 new jobs..."
table foundation founded in 199X by

CSUSB Business Alliance Launches
Executive Briefings on Leadership Series

SunWize Technologies Completes
Merger With GenSelf Corporation;
Expands Service to Dealers

Special
Sectio_n s
\hnnm Cbn"n

Bl SINL·S S JOURNAL· Pi\GI. ~

Januar) 200X
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Investors
Continue to Eye
Inland Empire
Office Properties
Ele\'ated office de 11 v·enc-,,
due large!) to the lnl,llld
Empire's health) long- range
demand dnver\. rc-,ulted in a
vacancy. incrca-.e 111 2007.
although C\tcndcd forec.ISh
lllghilght
the
metro's
strengths. according to a thirdquarter "Office
Research
Report" released h) \llarcus &
Millichap
Real
Estate
Inv cstment
Scrv 1ccs.
the
nat1on \ largest real estate
investment scrv ices firm
While
ol'fice- us111g
employment
grovo,th
in
R1vers1de-San Bernard111o v~ Ill
rank. among the highest in the
country last year. builders will
boost office 1nventory more
than 9 percent, and delivcnes
will outpace ab~orption.
"Just as the recent rise in
vacancy has not deterred
builders, investors continue to
pursue
office
pro pert 1es
throughout
the
Inland
Empire." says Kevl!l Asset,
regional manager or the
Ontario office ot Marcus &
Millichap.
The following are some of
the most sign1ficant aspects

continued on page
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'SunWize Technologies.
Inc. has completed 1ts previously announced merger with
GenSelf Corporation, headquartered in Ir vine, allowing
the two companies to leverage their respective talents to
better ·erve the solar dealer
market.
SunWize, the premier
solar electric distributor in
the USA, recently opened a
70,000-square-foot manufacturing and distribution facility in Rancho Cucamonga,
which increased the company's operational capabilities
in the western United States.
The addition of GenSelf's
operations will create opportunities to further SunWize's
goal of making solar electricity a cost effective energy
solution.
"Ever-changing marketplace dynam1cs requ1re meth-

ods to reduce sales and
installation costs to the end
customer," sa1d Dave Kulik,
CEO
of
SunWize.
"Combining the strengths of
the two companies will aid
that effort."
The
acquisition
of
GenSelf brings sales planning and market strategies,
developed through Its five
years' experience, to enhance
existing SunWize services
offered to dealers. More
robust residential and commercial system development,
sales and installation will be
key advantages of the merger.
"Joining the SunWize
team brings the strengths of
both operations under one
umbrella for the greater good
of all customers," said Fred
Bloom. president of GenSel f.

Eight business leaders will
share the1r experiences, insights
and perspectives as part of Cal
State San Bernardino's College
of
Business
and
Public
Administration's 2008 Business
Alliance Executive Briefings
series.
"We've assemb led a terrific
group of individuals to share
their knowledge, expertise and
business acumen, which has
helped make the inland region
prosper not only in busmess but
m finance, technology and business ethics," said Karen Dill
Bowerman, dean of Cal State
San Bernardino's College of
Business
and
Public
Administration. "The Business
Alliance is proud to sponsor
these executive briefings to help
local businesses, entrepreneurs
and, of course, our students,
who can benefit from these
talks."
The executives come from a
variety of industnes, including
banking, journalism, medical
technology. public relations and
entrepreneurship. Bowerman
said.

The bnefings will be held on
e1ght successive Thursdays
startmg Jan. 24 through March
13. Each session will run from 7
to 9 a.m. at the university's John
M. Pfau Library 4th Floor.
Room 4005. The cost is $25 per
briefing or $185 per ticket for
all events. The cost is $10 for
Business Alliance members.
CSUSB faculty, staff and students or $75 per ticket for all
etght events. The Jan. 31 briefing by Walt Pavlo is $40. A continental breakfast is included.
The list of topics and speakers are:
• Jan. 24- "Designing Your
Destiny," Lisa Marie Platske.
president and chief executive
officer of Upside Thinking.
Platske teaches professiOnals
how to develop clear leadership
vision. increase their sphere of
influence and achieve long-term
growth and steady profits. She
IS the author of the book
"Des1gning Your Destiny."

continued on paKe 22
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Brilliant Branders and Wolf Criers: Fhe Companies Who
Kno\\ the Importance of the Ultimate Customer Experience
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consistently create the ultimate customer experience and wolf
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Overcome a Talent Shormge: Create a Gen-X Friendly
Workplace to Retain Key Talent Deanne DeMarco
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up 45% of the workforce are now starting to retire . . . . . . . . . .
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ARMC Foundation Recieves $1 Million Donation
The Arrowhead Regional
Medical Center Foundation, a
non-profit entity that serves as
the
fundra1smg arm for
ARMC, has received its largest
monetary gift m its 30-year
history, a $1 million donation
from
D~
Edwa~
G.
Hirschman and wife, Anne, of
Newport Beach.
Dr. Hirschman has requested that the donation be used for
"general worthwhile purposes"
that w~IJ aid ARMC in its
ongoing efforts to improve the
health of residents throughout
San Bernardino County. To
commemorate the donation,
ARMC will rename its Inland
Counties Regional Burn Center

to the Edward G. Hirschman
Bum Center at ARMC.
''For years, Dr. Hirschman
has been a strong supporter of
the medical center and the
services we provide to the
community,"
said ARMC
Director Patnck Petre. "We'd
like to thank him and his wife,
Anne, on behalf of the hospital
and patients who will benefit
from his generosity. A donation
of this magnitude is unique.
and we most certainly will put
it to good use."
Dr. Hirschman, who lived
in
Redlands
and
San
Bernardino for 25 years before
he moved to Newport Beach,
served as the director of

Pharmacy Services for the old
San
Bernardino
County
Medical Center (SBCMC)
from 1980 to 1997. ARMC,
owned and operated by the
County of San Bernardino,
opened in 1999 as the replacement facility for SBCMC. Dr.
Hirschman continues to work
as an ARMC Pharmacy
Services consultant. A renaming ceremony for the Edward
G. Hirschman Burn Center is
scheduled for January 2008.
"My
heart
is
at
Arrowhead,"
said
Dr.
Hirschman, who will also be
given a permanent seat on the
ARMC Foundation's Board of
Directors. "I had wanted to do
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High Desert Corridor
Takes Major Step

Columns

News and Features

January 2008

this for years, and now is the
right time.
"I am honored to have my
name attached to the medical
center's outstanding burn center, and my hope is that this
donation will help the hospital
to continue its excellent work
in the area of patient care."
ARMC's Burn Center is a
14-bed unit offering comprehensive bum care for children
and adults of all ages. The
Bum Center, which has provided bum care to area residents
since 1977 when it was opened
at the SBCMC, is the only burn
unit serving the four counties
of San Bernardino, Riverside,
Inyo and Mono.

A brand-new expressway
that will 1mprove travel safety,
spur econom1c growth across
the High Desert and d1vert truck
traffic from Southern California
freeways and High Desert highways got a major boost.
two-county
agency
A
charged with build111g the High
Desert Corndor today released
a Request For Proposals to engineering firms to spell out plans
for how the proJeCt can be
financed and built.
"This is a maJor step for a
project that will benefit the
entire
region," smd San
Bernardino County Supervisor
Brad Mitzelfelt, who is chairman of the High Desert
Corridor
Joint
Powers
Authority. "We have an opportunity to create JObs. reduce
traffic congestion and accidents,
and improve the quality of life
for High Desert res1dents."
The Board of D1rectors for
the High Desert Corndor Joint
Powers Authority includes representatives
from
San
Bernardino and Los Angeles
counties, along with the High
Desert cities of Adelanto. Apple
Valley, Victorville, Lancaster
and Palmdale.
The corridor, also known as
the E220. will run from
Palmdale to Victorville, and
will be a cruc1al element for creating an "inland port" complex.
It will connect to a separate
project currently spearheaded
by the City of Victorville that
will link Interstate l 'i to US-

395, 111clud111g a connection
wnh
Southern
California
Log1stics Airport, and 111 a later
extensiOn to H1ghway 18
through Apple Valley. The engineering firm that is selected will
work closely with Victorville.
Southern
Californ1a
Logistics Airport, the fonner
George Air Force Base 111
Victorville, is already emerging
as a key hub for mov111g fre1ght
by air, ground and soon by rail
as the BNSF Railway Company
is developing a large railroad
yard complex there. Multimodal freight distributiOn centers such as SCLA are v1tal to
lessening dependency on the
Los Angeles basin for goods
movement, and keeping pace
with the global economy. Los
Angeles County officials plan to
see similar developments at
Palmdale Airport.
Engineering firms that
respond to the request for proposals will not only outline a
preliminary design, but must
also spell out a financ111g plan.
Proposals are due back to the
JPA in March 2008.
"The High Desert Corridor
is a giant step closer to becoming a reality," said Supervisor
Mitzelfelt. "It is my goal to
have this highway built within
I 0 years, but it can't happen
soon enough. We need to get
trucks and congestion off of
Interstates I 0 and 15 and
Highways 60. 210. 118 and 18,
and this is our best opportunity
to do so."
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Winners Chosen for the Drucker Award for
Nonprofit Innovation

Investments Resolutions to Follow
All Year Long
By \a seem Qader
l k r~ an: a k \\ r~sn l utiOns
that .1r~ ~as1 er to stick \\ ith than

many ot the trJd1tinnal Jan uai)
\ mv s You do not ha\ e to overcome b1g obstacles to foliO\\
these tenets of investmg, j ust
develop a few good habns.
Re-evaluate Your Portfolio
Analyze your portfolio holding>. considering your m\·estment
obJeCtives. time hori;ron>. and life
stage. lfyou have invested heavily m stocks and are approaching
retirement age. you may want to
consider reallocating a portion of
your ponfoho into high-quality
bonds. Their long-term return
potential may not be as high as
stocks, but neither 1s their shorttem1 volatility. As you get closer to the time when you will need
these asseb, you may want to
cons1der shifting to more conservative investment vehicles to
help reduce risk.
Take the Long-Term Vie"
Consider the quality of a
company before you mvest and
research its track record over
five to I 0 years. Resist judging
an investment solely by last
year's return-past performance
is no guarantee of future results.
A good investment can have an
off year and still provide outstanding returns over the long
term.
Invest in a Blend of Securities
One ume-tested way to help
reduce risk in a portfolio is to
diversify. That means holding a
mix of stocks, bonds and cashequivalent instruments from a
variety of issuers. Younger, conservative investors who want to
invest in stocks for. long-term
growth may want to consider
mve.,ting a portion of the1r portfolio in corporate and government bonds. Investors of retirement age s hould keep in mind
that inflation could erode the
returns on short-term securit1es.
Maintaining at least a minority
portion of a portfolio in equities

could 1mprme the chances ot
keeping total retum () ield plu-.
CapJtal gain>.) ahead o f inflat iOn.
Th1-. strategy dO<.!s not protect
agamst loss.
Keep an Emergency Fund
Be prepared for une'\pected
cash needs: emergency medical
bill>.. child care. home repairs
and livmg expen>es 111 case of a
sudden job loss. Always keep a
port1on of your portfolio Iiquid .
Watch for Ta.x Developm ents
The amount you keep alter
taxes 1s the most accurate measure of your investment \ perforn1ance. Your tax bracket,
mvestment
objective
and
changes in tax codes could make
changing your investme nt strategy worthwhile. Cons1der speaking with your personal tinancml
and tax advisors about whether
tax-advantaged investments may
be swtable for you .
Leal e a Legacy
In today 's eJ1\, ironment, ll
may be a good idea to consider
mvestment strategies that allow
you to leave an estate for your
children, grandchildren, other
heirs or a favorite charity as part
of your overall financ ial plan.
Such plans may not require as
much updating as altering your
investment objectives. A conversation with your tax and
financia l advisors could help
your beneficiaries eliminate probate (a lengthy procedure whereby a court handles distribution of
assets not designated to a beneficiary) and other estate planning
issues.
Save T ime and M oney
Take advantage of the services offered by your brokerage
firm . You could save yourself the
trouble of delivering stocks and
bonds to your financial consultant each time you're ready to sell
an investment by having your

continued on page 31

Brooklyn-Based Production
Assistant Training Program
Awarded $35,000 Prize
The folio" ing are some of the
latest real estate acith ites in
the Inland E m pire:
Duke Realt)' Corporation has
announced the purchase of 16
acres of land in Ri alto, Jts firs t
acqu isi ti on in the Southern
Ca li forni a marke t since 11
established an office in
Newport Beach last February.
Duke tnte nd s to deve lop a
352.000-sq.-ft.
indu stri a l
bu ildmg on the site, which 1s
located in Rialto. Plans call for
deve loping the bui lding in the
s umme r o f 2008 ........... A new
18-acre, 20-bu ilding business
park in Lake Elsinore is slated
to get underway in Fe bruary
2008 . The projec t. Fairway
Bus iness Park, is tailored to
sati sfy what project offic ial s
say is a void for a ''wide range
of opt1 ons for bu sinesses. " The
develo pme nt rece ived c ll y
counci l approval of the project
earlier this month . U pon fin a l
bu ild-out, the $35 million
Fairway Business Pa r k will
comprise 280,000 sq . ft. of
warehouse, light industrial and
office space on Pasaden a
Street, situated between Th1rd
and Chaney Streets. along the
key I- 15 corridor. The project,
which will be the second
largest business park in Lake
Elsinore, is a venture of
Manhattan
Beach-based
F airway
Comme rcial
Partne r s and Adle r Realty
Investments, out of Woodland
Hills. Total project completion
is slated for 20 I 0. Phase one
of the business park will comprise mne buildings including
three dock-high structures
from 20,000 sq . ft. to 31.000
sq . ft. , four buildings from
8,000 sq. ft. to I 0.000 sq. ft.
with approved outdoor storage.
and two multi-tenant buildmgs
divistble down to 1.5k sq. ft.
Phase one 1s expected to be

available for lease or sale b)
the
fourth
4uarter
of
2008 ............ 1n Fontana, a 62acre site v. as recent ly acqu1 red
by a development partnership
planning to add over a milhon
square feet of new industrial
space to the region. The land,
situated JUSt minutes from the
1- 10 and I-15 Interchange in
south Fontana. offers a lmost
three quarters of a mi le of
frontage a long Jurupa Ave. It
was purc hased by a venture of
CB R E
Investors
LLC
(C BREi)
and
Phela n
Developm en t for $40 mi llion
CBREi
and
($ 14.80/sf).
Phela n are planm ng to develop
a three-bulldmg, 1.2-m illionsq .-ft. Class A mdustrial par~
on the s ite. The project. est imated to cost nearly $ 100 million, is expected to begi n construction in the fi rst quarter of
2008. Ri ck John of Collins
Comm ercial re prese nted the
buyer and the se ller in the
transaction ......... In the month,
Long Be ac h-based Sevent h
S treet Developm ent sold
seven small bu ildings total ing
120,000 sq . ft., with a combined value of approx imate ly
$ 16.5 million , at Jls projects in
San Bernardino. Pomona and
Irwindale. They also have two
more buildings c urre ntly in
escrow. Three of the buildings.
of 16,200 sq. ft.. 12,800 sq . ft.
and 9.600 sq . ft. in size, we re
sold at Waterma n Business
Cen ter ,
a
191,000-sq .- ft.
industrial
park
in
San
Bernardino. Seventh S treet
was represented by Johnson
and Alexey Zabo lotskikh of
Lee & Associates and John
Bosko of NAI Capital. The
buyers we re repped by Frank
Artura of T VM Comme rcial
Realty ........... Seve nth Str eet
Develo pme n t
recentl y

continued on page 21

The Drucker Institute at
Claremont Graduate University
has announced this year's winners of the Peter F. Drucker
Award
for
Nonprofit
Innovation.
The
"Made
in
Y"
ProductiOn Assistant Trainmg
P rogram, wh1ch enables unemployed and low-income New
Yorkers to start careers in the
TV and film mdust ry, was
awarded the $35.000 firstplace prize. Co-sponsored by
Brook lyn
Workforce
Innovations. a nonprofit organization, and the New York City
Mayor's Office of Film,
Theatre and Broadcasting, the
program offers four weeks of
free training m both "hard" and
"soft" skills fo llowed by two
years o f job p lacement and
caree r advancement services.
This
year 's
runne r-u p
($7 .500) was Rx Partnership in
Richmond. Ya., which distributes free med ication to the
unins ured through health cente rs
aro und
the
state.
Additiona ll y,
DIGNITY
Program s operated through
Cathol ic Charities Community
Services tn Phoen ix-was
given the th ird-pl ace award
($5,000) fo r its i nnovative
e ffo rts to help former prost itutes rebui ld their lives. In all ,
more th an 34 0 organizations
applied for these honors.
" Long before it was fashionable, Peter Drucker taught
us that nonprofit organizations
are ofte n leaders in innovation-doing things with a c reative spirit and effectiveness
that most busines es can only
hope to emulate," said Rick
Wartzman, direc tor of the
Drucker Institute. "This year 's
winners underscore just what
Peter was talking about."
The Drucker Award for

Nonprofit Innovation has been
g1ven annually smce 1991 to
recognize ex 1stmg programs
that have made a real difference m the hves of the people
they serve. Cons1deration is
based on Drucker's definition
of mnovat1on-change that

creates a new d1mens1on of
performance. Cash pnzes are
designed to celebrate, inspire
and further the work of innovative nonprofit organ11.ations in
the United States.
The ''Made 1n NY" PA
Training P rogram impressed

the judges, in part. because of
the success Jt has achieved 111 a
relatively short penod of time.
The program was launched
only last year; It has smce certified 101 individuals as "Made

continued on page 36

SMART ENTREPRENEURS SIMPLY CHOOSE ELK GROVE.
It's the natura] location to start a new business or grow an existing one.
Elk Grove has a wealth of educated workers who would love to work
where they live. Our businesses profit from easy access to lntenlfllte 5,
Highway 99 and Sacramento Airport. With such a safe and hospitable
environment, •t's no wonder that Elk Grove is known as one of the
fastest growing cities in the country. Brea.k the superstition habit.
Come discover what many entrepreneurs here have already concluded.
Elk Grove means business and business is good.

ELKGROVE
-

PkOUO Hn.IT'*"'l l._IGHT flJl'U al -

www.elkgrovecity.org • 916.683.7111
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Iran-Mexico Meeting Deepens Ties to Islam
President Calderon welcomes Khatami in effort to bypass confrontational West
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By jerome R. Corsi
In a little notice meeting
reflectmg
grO\\ tng
tics
oct\\ een )outh Amenca and
the lslamtc \\Orld. i\fe\tcan
Prestdent rcltpe Calderon
\\Clcomcd formet
lrantan
President !\1ohamed Khat,tmt
to !\lcxu.:o Cll\
The t\\ o leaders met Ja,t
month at Lo' Pmos . .!\1e\ico·,
offici,tl prcsidenti,tl residL'nce.
to dtscu" deepening cultural
oonds \\ ith the hi,Hl1ll \\OrJd
in the face of \\'estern notiom
of a ..clash of ci\ tlt.tations."
The \ isit dre\\ \ irtuall) no
mcntton in the press ouhide of
\texico. e\en in Iran.
Khatami came at the im itation of the International
Center for Dtalogue het\l.een
Ci\ ilizatton-,, established tn
2006 at the Colcgio de San
Luts 111 the Mcxtcan state of
San Luis Potosi .
A notice on the Colcgto de
San
Luis
Website
satd
Khatami spoke at the centcr to
oppose thc matn thesis of
Harvard Uni\crsit) professor
Samuel Huntington\ seminal
I 996 book .. The Clash of
Civilizations
and
the
Remaking of World Order."
In his speech. Khatami
proclaimed
a
"Dialogue
among Civilizations," a theme
echoing a 2001 U.N. declaration.
Similarly, a statement by
Calderon
emphasized.
in
diplomatic language, that
Khatami was promoting an
exchange of opiniom .. conccrning the roads available to
promote peaceful co-extstence
among natures and cultures."
The Mexican newspaper
La Jomada echoed the presidential statement: "The government of Mexico shares the
conviction that dialogue and
negotiation should be promoted as the preferred means to
advance agreements."
The radical leftist La Voz
de A;:;tlan in Los Angeles char-

acterized
Khatamtthe
Calderon meeting as .. part of a
grO\\ mg alliance between
\l cxico. South Amertca and
Islam."
La \'o: de A::rlan also
noted. ..Prcsitknt Calderon
has been \\ orricd about thc
gro\\ ing

and
a gat nst
Mc\ tcans
Me\ tcan-Amcrican' in the
LSA"
The onltnc publication
said the visit .. may stgnal the
bcginntng of a new intcrnation,tl alignmcnt that ma)
bnng mto real it\ \\hat Patncl.
Buchanan \\rotc in ht~ nn\

THE GAINERS
hook. 'Day of Rccl.oning. "'
In
Jul).
Venc/uelan
Presidcnt Hugo Cha\ e/ met in
Tehran v,ith Iran's Prestdcnt
Mahmoud
Ahmatlinejad.
rcflccttng Tchran ' s recent
c.tmpaign to de\ clop closer
COilfilllll'd 0/1 Pllf!.C
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By Joe Lyons
unfatrly treated in history, havc
dcmanded reparations for past
injuries. Not thc tribes. "latt\'C
Amcm.:ans ha\C stood up and
taken care of their O\\ n. no
mattcr how many times the.>
have been beaten dov. n.
People who oppose thc
aforemcntioned proposllion'
feel that if the tribes are going
to givc mone_> to the state. then
the state should get to audit thc
tribe's gambling profits. This
would be like your college
alumni checking your bank
account to see if you are donating enough to them. It ·s none
of thetr business.
Opponents also claim that
this all gives unfair riches to
the big tribes and hurts the little ones without a casino
income of their own. This 1s
patently untrue. As I JUSt mentioned. the ri c h tribes have
been sharing their wealth with
their poorcr brothers. again by
self-determination. not by legislatton.
There is also an allegation
that health coverage for casino
workers is outrageous and
many people have to rely on
"taxpayer-funded health care
programs." I could be wrong
here but I thought the insurance
companies set their rates, not
the consumers. (In this case,
the tribes.) Besides, don't the

Compan'

f'op five, h) fJ<.'rc<.:ntag<.:

Point <icChange
Change

PFI Bancorp lnL
I0.1 S
Fleetwood Enterpnscs Inc
'i 79
Hansen Natural Corp
45.'\3
Provident Financiallloldings Inc IR.20
Amencan States Water Co
40.11

9.40
5.47
4:1.31
18.26
41.65

0.75
0.:12
1.92
-0.06
-1.54

tnbcs gct any credit for htring
non-tribal worl.ers an_> how?
Just how much financtal
good do thc casino tribes do as
far as area \\ide emplo.> ment
and circulation of cash?
Certatnl.> the Highland area
around San 'v1anucl and the cit}
of Temecula near Pcchanga see
casino dollars roll 0\ cr into
restaurants. gas stations and
other discretionar) retail sites.
Indian gambling is good for the
local economy.
Then there is the matter of
the tribal donations to local
service and non-profit groups
This mone.> doesn't count as
part of the donation to the state.
There is even a complaint
that the tribal payments to the
state arc not funding education.
We ll. whose fault is that? Do
the tribes have to mal-e out
checks to the California School
System. or should the statc see
to it that the schools gct their
fair share?
One final note.
On the bottom of the press
release which I received 1s dtsclosure of JUSt who makes up
the "No On 94, 95. 96,97"
group. The two first names on
the list are Bay Meadows and
Hollywood Park!
Gee, you don't suppose
there is some jealousy going on
here, do you?

American States Water Co
Channell Commercial Corp
CVB Financial Corp
Fleetwood Enterprises lnc(L)
Hansen Natural Corp
HOT Topic lnc.(L)
Modtech Holdings lnc(L)
National RV Holdinqs lnc(L)
Pacific Premier Bancorp lnc(L)
PFF Bancorp Inc
Provident Financial Hldg. Inc
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc

R.O' ,
5 9'Yc
4.4';'
-0.3'k
-'\.7<';(

CQmpan)

!&llin1

~

Point

Clo~e

Month

~

0.14
1).46
6.31
2.15
11.12

-0.06
-1.32
·0.76
-0.25
-0.99

National RV Holdings
Pacific Prcm1er Bancorp Inc
HOT Topic Inc
Channell Commercial Corp
CVB FinacJal Corp

O.OH
R.l4
5.5'i
I YO
I 0.1'\

c~~hange

-42.Y'7c
-14.0%
-I2.oq
-11.6'<
·R.9'Yc-

12/17/07

11/31/07

52 Week
High

Lo"~>

Current PIE
Ratio

Exchange

Open Price

%Chg.
Month

52 Week

Close Price
40.11
1.90
10.13
5.79
45.33
5.55
0.88
0.08
8.14
10.15
18.20
27.81

41.65
2.15
11.12
5.47
43.41
6.31
0.92
0.14
9.46
9.40
18.26
29.31

·3.7
-11.6
-8.9
5.9
4.4
-12.0
-4.3
-42.9
-14.0
8.0
-0.3
-5.1

46.14
6.01
13.84
11.41
68.40
14.42
5.53
4.46
12.38
35.76
32.22
33.91

11.57
1.63
9.46
4.45
32.15
5.40
0.81
0.04
7.83
7.12
17.25
25.02

25.9
NM
13.5
NM
35.1
15.7
NM
NM
12.7
13.4
17.3
22.1

NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
AMEX
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NYSE

Ticker

Bury My Heart at the Polling Booth
l tr) not to get too political
\\hen it comcs to e lectiOns. hut
I havc spoken out about the
proposition concept before. so
lct me \Otce 111) opinion again
This lime I am upset about four
upcoming tssucs. They arc. b)
numhcr. 94, 95. 96 and 97.
Thc) all conccrn Indian castno
gambling anti the tnbal contributiOns to the state.
Let's establish two truths
here. The state is going broke.
The tribes with casinos are
making some big bucks . A third
point. "now that I think of it, is
the fact that the Indian casmos
are on sovereign tribal lands.
legally not part of California.
You have read in history of
the terrible things that the U.S.
government did to the tnbcs
back in the 19th century.
Despite things like Little Big
Horn and Wounded Knee.
ative Americans have come
back strong and are clearly
self-sufficient today.
Out of generosity and
despite the fact that they owe
us nothing, they have agreed to
give large amounts of money to
the state to help. Meanwhile,
they are taking care of their
own with hospitals and daycare
and senior care and even subsidies to other tribes which don ' t
have big gambling revenues.
Other demographic groups,

THE LOSERS

'lop fiv..: hy f'l<.'IT<.:ntagl'

AWR
CHNL
CVBF
FLE
HANS
HOTT
MOOT
NRVH
PPBI
PFB
PROV
WPI

Notes: (H) -Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L)- Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM -Not Meaningful

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation's leading investment banking and financial advisory organizations. All
stock data on this page is provided by Duff &
Phelps, LLC from sources deemed reliable.
No recommendation is intended or implied.
(310) 284-8008.
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Five Most Active 8taeD
Month Volume

Stock
Hansen Natural Corp.

20,883,194

Flee twood Enterprises Inc.

14.267,275

HOT Topic Inc

10,128,637

Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc.

8,917,045

CVB Financial Corp.

4.760,895
67,347.898

D&P/IEBJ Total Month Volume

Monthl! SIIIDiftary
l1Jl7107
Advances
Declmes
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

3
9
0
0

5

"Laws were made to~ broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had ~en blum 'd; for
not to know we sinn 'dis i1111ocence"
Sir William Davenant
1606-1668
I0681 Foothill Blvd. Suite 280 Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730
tel. (909) 9R0-0630 fax. (909) 948-8674
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Brilliant Branders & Wolf Criers:
Fhe Companies Who Know the Importance of the Ultimate Customer Experience
(And Six More Who Haven't Learned the Lesson)
By Scott Deming
Ever had a customer e'\perience that left } ou vv llh a genume sense of delight? On the
other hand, have you ever had
an encounter ~ ith a company
that left you gnashmg your
teeth and griping about the
event for ~eeJ.,s on end to anyone ~ho'd listen'? If you're
like most people, you can
answer both questions (especially the second one!) wl!h a
resounding yes. But did you
ever stop to wonder precisely
~hat I! was that went so
right-or in the second case.
so terribly. horribly ~rong?
There is a surprisingly
simple ans~er: Great customer experiences happen
~hen companies keep their
word. Belo~ are examples
from both ends of the spectrum : hri II iant hr.mders ( vv ho
consistently create the ultimate customer experience)
and ~olf cners (vvho cla1m
they do hut actual!) don't).

The Brilliant Branders:
they got it right

Ho~

Businc\\cs fail for any
number of rcasom. hut there is
only one foolproof ~ay to
build a truly successful one.
Stumped'? The key to business
succes-. 1s to consistently
deliver-or
better
still,
overdeliver-on your brand
promises. That's exactly ~hat
the following five companies
do, day in and day out.
"These companies kno~
that even ahead of sales numbers and profits, the most
important part of your business is the relationships you
build with people your customers and employees.
It's
that simple. Deliver on your
promi cs to your employee!>
and they'll be sure to deliver
on your company's promise.,

to }OUr customers The rcsulttng ultimate customer experience turns your LUstomcrs into
IO} al, raving fans ~ ho vv 1ll
take your company to the
promised land."

1. Saturn
Saturn. the little car company that could. has built l!s
busmcss around a pron11se "to
surprise and delight people 111
all a-.pccts of the automotive
experience." The Saturn brand
sundvcs because I! delivers on
th1s prom1se by providing hassle-free sales, exec llent sen1cc. and honest, down-to-earth
transactions. It tells consumers that 11\ "a different
kind of car company." and it
h.
As evidence of that. one
man shared hts Saturn ultimate
customer e'\penencc in a 2005
Btl.lilll'.\' Week Online arttclc
h) Otego Rodnguet. The
author reported that the man's
daughter ~as left stranded in
Aritona after her Honda (yes,
Honda) broke do~n. When it
came time to ask for help. the
man called a Saturn customerservice center. According to
the article, in order to give the
man an excellent automotive
cxpenence as they promise in
their brand purpose, the customer service rep arranged for
the Honda to be towed and the
young woman to be picked up.
They then let her father kno~
that she was okay. The reason
Saturn succeeds is not because
they make a better car than
say. Honda, but because they
overdcliver on thetr brand
promise. It's not the car. It's
the car company.

2. Ben & Jerry's
From its inception in 197!1,
Ben & Jerry's set out to create

a spec1al customer e'\perience
and a socially-consciOus company. When their first store
opened. the pair immediately
went to worJ,: building a relatiOnship with the Burlmgton,
VT community where 11 was
located. Their first summer
there, they held a free movie
festival by projecting movies
onto the outs1de wall of the
store . Throughout 1ts existence, the company has been
dedtcated to creating jobs for
Vermonters. Ben & Jerry's
seems to he built around the
idea that you can have a thriving bustness and still give
back to your customers. community. and employees As the
novv mult1 million dollar company has grown, it has continued to stnve to put out the
highest quality product\ vvhile
still being good c1111ens:
• Rather than throv. ing
avvay e\cess matenals. they
began feedmg a )tovve. VT,
ptg farm ICC cream wa-.te .
• The founders spoke out
agamst usmg Bovine Growth
Hormone (BGH). refusing to
use mill-.: from cows that vvere
g1ven the hormone.
• The company has created
umque (and delicious!) flavors
that have helped bring attention and funding to everything
from rain forest preservation.
to disadvantaged people, to
Farm Aid.
These arc only a few of the
ways Ben & Jerry's gives
back. Their soctal and environmental identuy is bound up
with their product and their
brand: in fact, there's no distinction. This is what 111<1J..:es
the Ben & Jerry·, experience
unique.

3.

co..tco

Through their excellent
employee
retention
plan,
Costco shows that providing
the ullllnate ~:ustomcr experience starts ~ llh treating your
employees well . Costco is a
general merchandise company
that sells high quality. lowcost items from mayonnaise,
to automobile tires. to crystal
chandeliers. A crucial component of l!s success is employee
loyalty. which translates to
employee evangelism. In fact.
Costco has the lowest employee turnover rate in retail.
The average v\age for u
Costco employee is more than
40 percent higher than its closest competitor. Sam's Club.
And the company provides
excellent benet ih. contributmg to empl<1yee 401(k) plans
after tvvo years and providing
health insurance to part-time
employees after si \ months of
employment Employees sa)
they v\ant to vvorl-.: ,11 Costco
until
retirement a
rare
e\prcsston of employee satisfaction.
aturally. the cffech
of the company's approach to
employees npple out~ard as
Co-.tco shoppers appreciate
the fact that the lo~ prices
they enJOY do not come at the
C\pense of workers' v.ages
and benefits.

4. Wegmans Food Markets
Wegmans Food \llarkeh is
another great company that
constantly overdelivcrs on its
brand promise of "Every Day
You Get Our Best." Wegmans
is a 70·store. family-owned
supermarket chain that focuses
on gtving its best to both customers and employees. CHing
the t1me last year ~hen CEO

continued on page 32

Budget Deficit Now
$14 Billion
Bv \en. Bob Dutton
I· o r
the l.tst
s c \ e r ,, I
\\ c e " s
I'H• been
u rg i n g
the go\
crnor .tnd
il' ~IS J.t
~s·e;;awr /J~1h Outw~ t u1~e
to
take vv hatev cr steps .tre nee
essary to begin addressing
the state's budget situation
that seems to he getttng
\\Orsc by the day.
Stnce the passing of the
2007-0X budget the sttuatton
has only gotten worse In
'\io\ember. the non-parttsan
Legtslativc Analysts Office
released figure-. that 1ndicut
cd the 200H-09 budget
deftcit would reach $10 bil
lion - up from the original
projection of So. I billion.
Dunng a budget hearing
111 late November I asked
some tough qucstiom of the
Legislative Analysts Office
and the Department of
Ftnancc. I asked 1f they
would he surpnscd if the
deftcll for 200H-09 reached
$14 billion.
Both representatives didn't answer the que-.tion
directl y, but lov\ and behold.
ju\1 I\Hl vvecb follovving
that hearing the Dcpartml'nt
of Ftnancc has announced
the 200X-09 budget deficit
will he about $14 billion
I believe the budget sttu.ttion 111 C,tltfornia has
reached the stage where

ti11111L'tliate ,tctton ts necessar) In 2004. the go\crnor
,tskcd
the
people
of
(' .tl i I orn 1,1
to
p.tss
Proposuwns 57 and SX 111
onk1 to gi\C hun the tooh to
deal \\ 1th the huge budget
dcftl 11 he tnhcntcd \\hen he
tool.. oft ice 111 l,llc .20(J'.
Proposition 57 authonted
the state to bornm S 15 btllion dollars to dc,tl \\ 1th past
ddtclls.
Proposition 5); vvas ,tlso
passed h) the v otcrs and
ga\C the governor and the
legislaturl' the authority to
prcv ent our budget problem-.
from spiraling out of control.
Under Prop )X. if the gO\ernor determines that the state
1s !acmg a fiscal emergency
he may call the legislature
1nto a spec1al ses-.ion. The
governor is then requirl'd to
propose
legi\lation
to
addre\S the problem.
By any reasonable definition. a budget deficit that has
grovv n from a projected $6.1
billion to $14 billion over
the course of just a few
months ts a fiscal crisis.
I bclteve we must address
the ftscal crtsl'> facing
California no~. I'm askmg
the go\ l'rnor to declare a fiscal emergency and propo-.c
the nec\:'ssary legislation to
fix the problem We should
not \vait any longer to deal
vvith th1s problem because it
continues to gnnv hy the
da).

If This Doesn't Open
Your Eyes
... Nothing Will
I . ..wr, ol ,til v.orkers in
L A. Count; ( L.A County
has I 0.2 million people) arc
\\orl,:tng lor l,t..,h .tiHI not
p:.t)lllg t,t\es. This \\,\~
bcc,tUse the) MC JHO:dOml nantl) tlll!g.tl tmn11grants,
\\ orl..tng v. 1thout ,, green
c,trd
2. 951J'r ol v. arr:.tnts for
murder 1n Los Angeles .trc
for illegal aliens

3. 15(( of people on the
most vvanted list 1n Lo-.
Angeles art' illegal ,tliens.
4 Over 2/1 of all btrth-.
in Lo-. Angele-. County are to
1llegal alien \1exicans on
Medi-Cal, ~hose births were
patti for by taxpayers.

5
early 25(( of all
inmate-. 1n Callforn1a detention centers are Mexican
nationals here illegally

6

Over 300.000 illegal

GABRIEL
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.tltcth
in
Los
Angclc~
Count) .trc ltv ing 111 garages.
7 T'he I·BI reports h.tlf of
,til g.tng members 111 Los
Angeles ;tre most likely tile
gal aliens from south ol the
border.

X. :">e,trly 60'7t ol all
occupants of H D propcrttes
arc i lie gal.
9. 21 radio stations 111
L. A arc Span1sh speakmg.
10. In
mill ton
E:.nglish.
Spanish.
million
County:.)

L.A. County 5.1
people
speak
3.9 million ... peak
(There are I 0 2
peopll' in L.A.

II. Less than 2o/c of illegal aliens are picJ..:ing our
crop-.. but 29<,1, arc on welfare.

All of the anon· from the
Lo.1 Angcle.\ Timc.1.
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How Have Your Customers Changed
in the Last Five Years?
By Ross Shafer
FiN of all. forget the tired.
old adage: "The cu,tomcr b
al\\ays right!"
It's just not truc ... or cv en relevant. anymore.
Replace it "ith, ''The cw.tomer is always ... Vulnerable."
Customers feel vulnerable,
helpless. out of control. and anxious. That was the clear message
we got from them when we dissected 1,000 random customer
complaints we found on customer complaint Web sites.
blogs. and chat rooms. We didn't edit the complaints. We didn't solicit them or try to manipulate them. We just read what
customers typed into cyberspace
when they had nowhere else to
tum for satisfaction. The complaints
were
emotionally
charged and spoke to how customers feel before. during. and
after the transaction ... " ith )OU.
What's
This
Caused
Drama?
Your customers get emotional about the transaction because
they need you for something.
And. anytime you need somebody else for something, you're
vulnerable. Somebody else has
the control. Somebody else has
the knowledge. Somebody else
has the product, service, or solution you want. Abundant "need"
is the active ingredient for your
customer to feel vulnerable,
helpless, and emotional. Face it.
you know everything about your
business - the costs, the hidden
expenses, and the time of delivery... but your customer doesn't.
He/she needs guidance from
you. He/she needs a livable
price, a quote and/or budget
from you. He/she needs you to
keep your production deadlines.
He/she needs to keep his boss
happy. He/she needs you to
make him look smart for hiring
you ... so he/she can get some
sleep at night. (I realize using

the "hc/,hc'' i' an no) ing but
let's face 11. he rna) he a very
po\\crful she!)
Haw Customers Actually
El·otved?
Yes! Our company has been
making human resource training
films since 1994. and we've witnessed a huge shift in the customer's emotional state: especially since one shattering event
in American history·_: the 9-11
attack on the Twin Towers. That
morning. Americans sa\\- more
than 3,000 of our fellow citizen'
vaporited before our eyes. We
no longer felt safe in our own
country·. The convenience of airevaporated.
line
travel
Homeland Security \\Us established. Retail sales of Taser stun
guns. mace. personal body
armor. home security ')stems,
biological weapon suits, home
generators, and fireanns instant!) tripled. Hooks like, "Purpose
Driven Life- What on Earth Am
I Here For!" hcc.tmc m crnight
hcstscllers as Americans looked
to their faith and purpose as a
way to cope with impending
catastrophe. At the same time.
TV
shows
like
reality
"Survivor." "Dog Eat Dog." and
"Fear Factor" enjoyed staggering ratings as Americans tuned
in, not only for entertainment.
but as a weekly lesson in disaster preparedness.
Today. America is still on
high emotional alert. When the
movie trailer for Universal
Pictures "Flight 93" was shown
in New York, the AMC-Lowes
in Manhattan made the decision
to pull it after viewers said they
found it to be too upsetting.
How does this make your customers feel five years later? The
brave ones remain cautious.
Some are just plain scared. But,
everyone is irritable if they
sense fear or anxiety if their
money, reputation, business. or
life is endangered.

Then, There io; the Human
Matter of Self Sufficiency
:\h. don·, let me forget to
mention that the Onlme
Pu rchasc/K 10-.k/AT M/Sc If
Checkout economy 1s doggedly
detaching your customers from
your most important relationship building tool: you. While
you may not be generating and
maintaining a lot of bid,, business. or service calls over the
Internet today. count on it to
infiltrate your business soon.
Online inquirie-.. bidding -.ubmis-.ions, progre-.s reports. sales,
and evaluations are already
becoming popular. Saves time.
right" 1 Short tcrn1. yes. But. there
1s an enonnou-. lost opponumty
cost when your customer no
longer needs you. Bccau-.e so
many bu-.iness people have
learned to complete the transaction thcnhclves \\- ith a computer
-or through an automated kiosk.
it actually rt.'sulh in lt.'ss purchast.' anxiety. Question is ... do
) ou rea II) "'ant ) our customer'
to stop nct.'ding )Ou'>
So, What's the Fix'?
find a mirror. Gate closely.
It's you.
You have the power to capture your customer\ loyalty by
putting your face in front of
theirs . Learn how to interpret
your customer's emotional state
before. during. and after the
transaction. It's not difficult.
First. assume your customers
don't have all of the answers and
are feeling vulnerable. Next.
you can easily read their faces
and interpret their tone of voice
by becoming familiar with the
top six facial expressions that
telegraph your customer's "hidden'' emotional state. You do it
when you're playing poker,
right? Why not apply the same
study to your customers: without the gambling?
Besides looking them in the
eyes, stop talking. Ask a few

non·thrcatenmg questions and
rt.'ally listen to what your customers arc telling you. Avoid the
urge to -.ho" them ho\\ smart
you arc by JUmping in "ith
something to ad.,ance your
agenda. It's not about you. right
no\\. Keep it all about them.
Don't question your customer if
he's misinfonncd. It makes him
feel stupid. Rather. take the
position that you may have misheard
then carefully clarify
again. Keep digging deeper with
more questions un11l you are
absolutely clear about his concerns.
The Customers' Final
Moment:
Customers remember ho\\
they felt during the final
moment more than at any other
time during the transacllon. So
make your final moment worth
ro.:mcmbering. :-.:atur.llly. ) ou
\\ ,mt to lt.'a\L' them "ith a smile
and a prom1se kept. But more
nnportantly. make them feel like
they made the best choice "ith
) ou. Poslli\ c "fm,tl moment
feelings" arc '~hat wtll not only
bring that customer back to you.
but eliminate your need to compete on price alone. Customers
will pay a premium price to
someone who cares about them.
Plus. caring about people is a
diffcrentiator that costs you
nothing- yet contributes more to
your bottom line than all other
marketing efforts combined.

Abow tht' Author:
Ro.1.1 Shafer i.1 WI Emmv®
all'ard winning ll'riter. TV host,
and producer of (I -1) human
resource training films on customer ser..,ice and moti\'{/tion.
His latest books, "Thl' Customer
Shouts Back!" and "Customer
EmpathyTM" have just been
released.
For free downloads of
his
e-books
visit:
www.RossShafer.com.
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A Farewell to the Boob Tube
By). Allen Leinberger
The picture tube is dead.
Your nc't TV w11l be a digital nat screen. It\ not that I am
psychic. I s1mply know that the
old cathode ray tube (CRT) has
gone the way of button shoes
and telephone dials.
Best Buy has already
stopped selling "analog" TVs
and on Feb. 17. 2009 ALL TVs
will he digital. Your rabbit ears
or rooftop antenna simply will
not work any more.
Now before you panic. Best
Buy and other stores are selhng
convener units which will allow
you to continue to usc your old
20th century technolog) set to
watch "Lost" or "24."
Also. )OU wtll not need a
converter if you have cable or
satellite service. or if your new
TV has a built in digital converter.
This change has been coming for a long t~mc. Japan had
digital "ide screen TV for about
the last decade. At that time we
were being told that to receive
such programming here. TV stations would have to broadcast
on two separate UHF channeb
(those above Channel 13). Not
so now. Twenty-first century
technology
has
advanced
beyond that.
Much of the blame for this
advance goes to laptops and
garners. The laptop couldn't
function without a flat screen.
Garners demanded better. sharper pictures for their action.
This is not a bad thing.
Critics have described HD pictures as the equivalent of putting on your prescription glasses
for the first time. It is true. I
know that I wrote I 0 years ago
that I would wait five years to
get a new set. In fact. I waited
till last year. I found that I could
see the blades of grass on a football field. I could practically see
the stitches rotate on a pitched
baseball.

Of course. many TV people,
especially local newscasters
have faced the same fate as
those actors who found they d1d
not have a vo1cc when ~ound
came to the movies. Who knew
that had complexion-. ran so
rampant in the newsrooms?
Then there is the si1c factor.
Your old 32-inch picture tube
JUSt can't compare to a 40-inch
big screen. Screens in the 50. 60
and 70-inch range are positively
stunning.
You also have to understand
the !-.hapc of the picture. Your
old set has a square picture.
Actually the picture width to
hc1ght ratio is about 4 to 3. The
ne\\o nat screen-. run 16 x 9. Add
a Dolby 5.1 Surround Sound
system. and you have turned
your linng room into a movie
screen. In fact. many people
nO\\- refer to the living room as
the entertainment center. Like a
high-tech feng shui. such rooms
arc designed around the picture
and the speaker placement.
Your next question is probably. "Ju-.t what IS HDTV'?"
HDTV (High Definition) is
the digital picture. which provides greater sharpness by providing more "lines" of picture.
Your old analog set has about
480 lines from top to bottom,
making up a single frame. Your
eye corrects the difference just
as it does a small spot on your
glasses. HD comes in two
forms. The I 080 number you
have seen refers to over one
thousand lines, more that twice
the old picture. The 720 number
is created with two passes
instead of one. This results in an
effective 1440 line frame.
According to a recent article in
"TV Guide." 1080 is considered
the best.
So. What kind of set do you
get? Well you basically have
two choices. The plasma set and
the LCD set. Plasma has better

color. black levels and contrast
ratios and is faster for catchmg
qu1ck ac11on like spom. LCD
plays better in a bright room. It
handles glare better and is considered a better system for
garners. So tf your hooking up
your X-Box 160, this is the way
you want to go. LCDs also
weigh less. which is important if
you want to have your nc\\o set
wall mounted.
Both consume a lot more
electricity that your old set.
Both run hotter. Again. accordmg to "TV Guide," the most
popular plasma sets arc the 42
mch ones and LCDs arc popular
in the 40-inch models.
You may notice some channels seem to have an odd ghost
effect to some pictures. especially dark scenes. This happens
when you arc watching analog
channels on your digital set.
They don't have the pixels of
the digital ones and thus the
internal computer compensates
badl}. They will go away on
Fcb.l7.2009.
If you watch a lot of movies
or TV shows, the plasma sets
will serve you well. Garners and
people who want their sets to
double as computer monitors
should consider the LCD.
But things don't end when
you open the box.
You should consider getting
a cable hookup or a satellite
dish. And don't be afraid to
shell out the extra bucks for the
HD channels available. You
may not like sports, but few
things are as impressive as a
nature show on Discover HD.
You would have to actually
travel to the Grand Canyon or
the Serengeti to see things any
better.
Wiring is important also.
Get the best connectors you
can find to hook things up. And
by all means get a surge protector. You should already have

one for your computer. Get one
for the new set. Small variances
m the AC from your wall socket
can affect your picture.
Is there anything else to
worry about?
Indeed there is. Very soon
your old VCR machine will be
outdated. Already we !'>ee that
many new movies are not available on tape. This up-.cts people
I know who feel that they have
invested too much on their tape
collection and want to be able to
see them when they wish. ow
we sec that DVDs are being
replaced by the HD and BluRay DVDs. I warned you about
this two years ago. Your old
DVDs will pia} on either HD or
Blu-Ray. but these two new systems are not compatible. And
neither of these new discs will
play on your old DVD player.
(Yes. I said "old DVD
Player.")
The jury is still out on
whether HD or Blu-Ray DVDs
are better and which will
become dominant. Don't ask
me. I invested $1.500 in a very
good Bctamax system just
before they stopped making
them and conceded to VHS. As
always the market will ultimately decide. In my time I have
seen the passing of the 78-RPM
record. as well as 45 and 33.3
vinyl. the four and eight track
cartridges and the cassette.
Some now predict that computer or cable downloads will soon
become the dominate source for
both audio and video programming.
Ask me in another year
about which new DVD system
to go for.
And remember that big
screen TVs are a genetic thing
as well. Husbands love them.
Women just don't get it. (That's
OK. Husbands don't get the
thing about shoes.)
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Overcome a Talent Shortage:
Create a Gen-X Friendly Workplace to Retain Key Talent
the 1--e) to retamtng these
sk11led \\Orl--crs m your compan) so you're not left m the
cold \\hen the labor shortage
hils. Following are four strategies that will enable you to
attract the Gen- X talent you
will need to stay successful
and competJt1ve m the years to
come.
1. Focus on collaborative

relationships.
Gen-Xers gre-w up 1n
social cond1t1ons very different than prev1ous generations.
Many were latchke) children.
and 50 percent were ra1sed in
single parent homes . They
often spent an excessive
amount of time alone. As a
result. today Gen-Xers arc
relationship builde rs. In fact .
this need for strong relation ships touches every aspect of
the1r life at home , at \\Ork, and
as consumers. As such, companies need to develop new
communication models that
include strategte~ for building
"it" together.
Unfortunatcl:r. many managers still don't usc their
workforce to collaborate on
projects, goals, or the development of ideas. Instead, they
use coercion or they dictate
what is going to be done. But
that approach won't cut it for
the
Gen-X
workforce.
Compan1es that retain these
workers for the long haul need
to
take
a
collaborative
approach to such things as
decision making, problem
solving, and product development. Yes, Gen-Xers want the
company to do well, but they
also want to be a strong voice
tn taking the company where it
needs to go.
So rather than tell your
Gen-X employees what steps
to take to solve a problem,

aiiO\\ them to brainstorm \\ Jlh
you to generate 1dea s. Or
when you need to decide on a
course of action . get their
feedhacl-- on wh1ch option to
pursue. Reali) l1sten to \\hat
the) offer and act on the1r
input. Be open to what they
sa:r . often their suggestions
will amaze you.

2. Offer 'ariety.
In the past, the baby
boomers were interested tn job
status and cltmbing the corporate ladder. In contrast. GenXers are tnterested tn equalit).
flex1bllity, and a lauice corporate structure. The Gen- Xer is
not tmpressed w Jth status
symbols like title or pos1t1on ;
rather. they want an uncensored corporate structure coupled with opportunities to
learn new sl--llls. When g1ven
the choice, the; prefer flex
hours and the ability to
telecommute over a higher
salary.
Therefore. rather than
restrict your Gen-X worl--ers
from trying new thtngs.
encourage it. Offer them
opportunities to learn new
ski lis, to job share, and to
assist in projects tn other
departments. Gen-Xers yearn
for increased intellectual stimulation. If you keep them ''in a
rut." doing the same thing day
in and day out. they'll quickly
get bored. That's when they
start cyberloafing and looktng
for
employment
elsewhere ... or mapping out
their own entrepreneurial
vision. which could be in
direct competition with you.
Additionally, since GenXers were raised in the information age, they expect to
have the latest technology
tools
to do
their job.
Remember, this group was the

first to d o the 1r h1g h school
papers on the computer. and
the) arc techn ical!) sa\ v:r. To
not pro vide th e la tes t and
g re atest tec hnology is equivalent to handing the m the " want
ads ."
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By Deanne DeMarco
The 75 milhon bab)
boomers \\ ho mal--e up 45 percent of the worl--force are nO\\
~tanmg to retire: in 2007 that
rate 1s expected to hit three
million people. And the ma~s
exodus of boomers from the
worl--force \\ill on!) increase
O\ er the next I 0 years. So the
questJon ts: Who \\ill replace
these retinng worl--ers?
While logic would dictate
th3t the next generation
(Generation X, as the) 're
called) will s1mpl) step in and
fill the new!) vacant roles.
that is simp!) impossible.
Wh)? Because the Gen X population---those born between
1964 and 1977 ---totals a mere
45 million people. That's a
deficit of 30 millton worl--ers.
As one economi~t from the
Office of Labor Statistics
noted. "over 500 occupattons
\\ill be adverse!) affected b)
the boomers' departure." It
doesn't tal--e a roc l--et scientist
to f1gure out that a worker
shonage is on the horizon.
To mal--e matters worse,
retaming Gen-X employees is
a challenge that plagues many
companies . A number of
research studies suggest that
one in fi\ e Gen-Xers 1s
preparing to leave their current job. ln addition. Gen-Xers
are leaving the big corporations in droves to be entrepreneurs or to join smaller companics---even if it means taking a pay cut. According to
exit polls and research studies.
Gen-Xers are disgusted with
the mismanagement of top
corporate officials. hierarchical politics. corporate ladders,
and the lack of job satisfaction
and job fulfillment.
Gen-Xers across the country echo the same message:
They want a Gen-X friendly
workplace. And that. in fact. is
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3. Work in teams.
Te aming and the ability to
bond \\ith others is core to the
Gen- X work e thic . And while
many organization s g 1ve lip
sen ice to team - build1ng trainmg and activ1t1es. most o rganIzations are n g idly bureauc ratic and employees do not
feel valued as a pe rson . In
fact. the "good old boys,"
"bureaucratic c ulture s." and
the "double standard" of yesteryear are seen as draining.
egocentric. and c h1ldish to
Gen- Xers. That \ wh:r c ompanies need to focu s on c rcaung
a trul) team- focused ell\ ironment to keep these much needed worl--ers.
For example. wh e n Jl
comes to leading Gen-X worl--ers, managers need to do more
than just manage ; they need to
work alongside the employees
doing the da1ly activities.
Also, assign teams within the
department to complete proJects. For each new task or
project, rotate the team leader
so that everyone has the
opportunity to develop his or
her
leadership
skills.
Additionally. have people
work in dyads, where one
team member helps another on
a project to build internal
working relationships. Finally,
allow the teams to self-manage. After all, you hired them
because of their expertise, so
let them put that expertise to
work and see the project
through from beginning to

continued on page 34
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fly Inland 1-.'mpire 1-.'urollmm t

StuffinJ?, 1.1
"taffinR Compan~" ide
I.E. Officl"
Total Office..

s~

Woodland Holl<, CA

N/A

21

Pac1fiCare Health Systemc;, Inc

10.263

Santa Ana, CA
1978

16,678

WND

0

27 mill

4]

NIA
N/A

0

3.000 (P'f<)

2,155

rule
Phont: Joa\
J:-.• \tad add~lj

Richard \I. \la..t<lar
CIO
IH()()) 9W-682~/18~8) 278 1:62

Ed Tanoda
General M.tfl<l~c:r
(92Sl .s-11-9000

.:_,o-ro..

coo

(:162) 9~ 1-64001951-6646

Michad D. Scbotz
SVP-We!<.~, Chcaf Marlt:tmg Officer
(209) 47:1-0811/473-0863
"'ww.mfo(gmtcrplanhealth oom

43,29~

0
na
I

I ,162

Foundatoon Health

hlp LocaJ 1- \l-cuth e

GeM ........
Praideot

~Voce

(909) JI90.41<KW9G-4163
Sl<pb<D H<lmsk)
I'= identiC EO

(7141 Q~2-1121/226-WI4

N/A
Woodland Holl'
1985

WND • "'-Ould Not Dacc:/o,~ N!A = Nc)t Appllcablt' no ,. not u..a1Wblt' Tht' mfilf'mlJtiottlfl tM alxn·t' lUI ~os olnamcdfrom tJwo romparut'JIIStt'd To I~ #Nst of OUT ~lt'dgt' tM mformu.tt~.on swppl1nl u an urutt' a.s of~q ~ . Wluk nt'n·
t'Jfon IS modt 10 t'n.JIIf't' tht accuron· and llwrouRhnt'SJ of tM ltJt om1.1.m ms and npograplucal ,.ron w~,,~ OC'Oir Plt>au st'fld corrt'CtiOru or adJmons M cnmpan\ lt'ttt'rMud to. ~ lr~WNI £mpuY Bk.fiMU )Oknt.JI. P.O. B().t: 1979.
Rancho Cucamonga. CA. 9Jn9~ 1979. Rt'Jtorcht'd bv Janntt' Damrafl. Cop)Tlf(ht JEBJ
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• Office completions

foot hy the end of 2007.

Largest Sales and Use Tax Delinquencies in the Inland Empire

totaled 1.5 million square

• Sales \clocity had
mcreased 24 percent over

The Hoard of l: qualt.1atton " required h) l,t\\ to ptht this inlormatton e\ cr) quarter, rcmm tng amounts th.tt are hetng addres~ed through

the past year.

pa) ml'nt arrangement. hankruptc). litigation. or appeal.

feet in 2007. appn)\imate
I) t\\:ice the amount of

lkiO\\ i'

,1

ltst of the largc't delinquent 'ales and usc tax an.ounts over

100,000.

deliveries from one year
for

the

Rl\ersidl' San

Bemardmo "Office Resl'arch
Report":

For

ago.

.1

copy

for

the

• Vacancy ended the year

Ri\erside San

at II.H percent.
• Askmg rents advanced

"Office Research Report." as

• Ri> erside-San
Bernardino's employers

7. 7 percent to $22.95 per

were on pace to crea te

square loot. \\:hlle cffcc-

49.900 Ill''-" JOhs in 2007.
a .3.9 percent gain.

ti\e rents gained 7.4 per-

J..eh nationwtde. • tslt Marcus
& M II he hap's Wehs ttl! at
w \\_\\.MarcusM llltchap.com.

If )OUr

tnformation has hcen posted tnl'rror, or )OU ha\e question' ahout the Ji,t, please contact the Hoard atlJI6-44'i-5167.

Bernardino

'-"ell as reports on other mar-

NAME

ADDRESS

1st LIEN DATE

BALANCE

ROMEO ll.\MBARSl \1 MAMIA"i
DB.\ lIS.-\ S Bl -\L 1 Y SUPPL't

2!!9W l I :\.I"<GTO:-. RD
TI· \1ECll.A . CA 92~91 - ~5XI

OX/IO{.!(Xl~

$

A~ ORE

'1.1ARIO LARTIGAU
DBA VALUE AlffO SALF..S

121!57 BISCAY~EAVE
VK.IORVILI h, CA 92192-727~

05/12/200l

s 2,712,204.64

E\1PORIA, I"<(
DBA BEST & lAST CREDIT AUlO

N~

h HOI:f AVh
POMOSA , CA 91767-5655

01 / 12/2001

s 2, 196.794.20

EDGAR IINJA(A
DBA BEST & FAST CREDII AUTO

PO BOX 150~
UPLA!'<D, CA 917!15 1503

OV28/2007

S I ,957.503.29

HAMPARTSOl'\1 KOl ' ROl MUAN

:'i4~l FETLOCK AVF
FONTAN·\, CA 923~6 -0122

t 1/05/2002

S 1,955 I t9. 1X

Gl.ASSTOt-'E, INC.
DBA GLASSTONE

747MO 421'D AVE
PALM DFSERT. CA 92260-1906

OR/25/2<Xl5

$ 1,707,703.18

THE R.A.Q.CORPORATION
DBA MAJOR Bl SI"FSS Sl R\ ICFS

10550 BLSINI-SS DR
FO:-ITANA. C '\ 92~~7 1!222

0~/ 13/200~

$ I ,4 I!1.64!1.61

NOR WEST GROUP OF-

Ill N LI"COL.N AVE
CORO:-iA, CA 92RM2·1849

11/15/2000

s 1,118.507.75

HASSAN MALAKLOU
DBA ROSS MOOR MOTORS

14642 SLOVER AVE
1'0:\'TANA CA 9Hl7-714-l

otnonooo

$ 1,055,081.61

4 WHEEL'S CON!'li'CTION INC

625 AUTO CENTER DR
CLAREMONl: CA 91711-5470

OVl.>/2005

S%2,40252

DARAN Fl ISH> FESTA
DBA RACE TOWN MOTORS

11971 AUBURN AVE
YL'CA IPA. CA 92399-W19

01/23/200-1

'S

KRV, INC
DBA WILD WEST TRAil F.R SALES

1414 6TH ST
NORCO. C A 92~60-ll61

09109/2005

s 821,310.56

MOH O~AR CH:\'1.1MAE
DBA TOPS Al'fO

16296 \1ERRILLAVEAPT 113
FONTANA. CA 923"\5-230~

02/09/2(X) I

$ 746,05X.09

NORTHLAND RF-"iTAL INC

D644 CEl'o'TRAI.AVE
CHINO. CA 91710·5107

01{0:\12007

s 654,555.95

PHYLLIS L Sll VER
DBA SILV ER \10TORS

470 N VILLA CT
P·\LM SPRINGS. C-\ 92262 0669

06/:\0/2006

) 647All ::!6

LONG BEACH REBAR INC

2215 VIA CERRO
RIVERSIDE. C A 92509-24 I 2

osnonom

$ 613,968.56

DANIEL ROBLES
DBA ROBLES AlTO CENTER

905 CANNON RD
RIVERSIDE. C ·\ 92506--1909

t 0/01!2<Xl2

585.700.3 I

TEMECULA VALLEY RV, LLC
DBA JAN WEILERT RV

PO BOX 221X
TEMECULA. CA 92590-0000

09/01!(2004

s 486,407.29

MO:-.;TCLAIR AUTO SALI.:_s, INC

10325 CE:-o;TRALAVE
MO:-ITCLA1R. CA 91763-.WO::!

05/02(2(Xl I

454,777.40

IQBAL MOHAMMAD MANDA

4770 HALE AVE
LA VERNE. C' A 9 I 750-1951

01/26/2007

s 454,777.40

M B STOP N'GO. INC
DBA MB El'o'T INC

R2K1 ARLINGTON AVE
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503-0429

0'117/1997

5 42R.2 10.7 l

JOE SINGH SANDHU
DBA RED HILL LIQUOR

1033 POMELLO DR
CLAREMONT, CA 9 I 711-2051

03/19/2003

s 426,170.97

79-225 HWY.I I I
LA QUINTA, CA 92253-0000

04/19/2007

s 426.16334

cen t to $19.H2 per square

2008 EDITORIAL SCHEDULE
EDITORIAL FOCUS
hbruan
• Coinmclcoal R I'_ Oc\dopcl'o
• Rc 1dcnt1al Real !:stale
• ArchJtccturc/l.and Plannong
• Redc,dopmcnt
• MaJorf\1ultohcnt Venue-s
• fmanc1al In,ututu.>n'
• Health Care
April
• Mcetong & Conventoom
•A11pon'
• Ne"' Home Commumtu:'
• \1,olls & Reta1l Store'

SUPPLEMENTS

LISTS

• lOOM l:conomoc Conference
• Auoldong and Oc'dopment
• Bu\lne" Banlong

• Independent Banb
• Commercoal/ lndustnal Contractor\
• Rc\ldentoal Buoldel'o
• Archotectural Engineering, Pl.mmng Finm

• Em oronmental
• Fxecutovc EducatiOn
• Cit} b:onomoc and Ocmographoc Data

• MBA Progran"
• llMO,fi'PO'
• Re,ldenual R.l,. Brolel'o

• Women & Bu,one" Expo
• Mcetong\/Convcntll>n'
• Tmvcl/llotels/Toun'm
• Commercial R.F~ Brole"
• Small Bu\lne" llandl>ook

• lnd1an Gammg
• So Cal Vacation Spoh
• Hotel Meetml! I .ooht1cs
• Travel Agcnc1c'
• Vi,itol'o and Conventll>n Bureau'

• \\'omcn..o"' ned Bu,1nc"cs
• llum.m Resource Gu1de
• Chamt>cr ol Commerce

• En\lronmcntal hrm'
• Emplo~ment/Scrvice Agenue'
• Law hrm'
• Ocntal Plan'

'\18\

· • Lconomoc· Development (RovCI'olde Ct} )
• \1arketong!PR/Medla Adven"ing
• ln,urancc Compan1e'

June
• hnane~allnstllutlo"' (I 't Quancr, 'OX)
• Health Care & Scrv~ee'
• Tra'el and Lersurc
• I hgh Technology
• Emplo}ment Agcncic
• GoIf Re"'"'
• !lome Health Agencies
• Economll· lkvclopmcnt (San Bcrnardmo County )
Juh
· • Manufactunn~
• D"tnbution/1-ulfilhncnt
• Credit Umons
• Event Planning
• llogh Dcsen Economic Oc\C.·lopmcnt

•
•
•
•

Marketml!il'ublic Relations
Mcdoa Achen"mg
('a,u.tl Dmmg
Builthng Services Oorcctol)

• lluspllals
• Sa' ongs and Loan'
• Motorcycle Ocalef\
• Mcd1c·al Chn1cs

• CPA Firms
• Commercial Pnntcr.
• Ad Agcnnc,fl'ublic Relations Firn1s
• Lmgc't In urancc Brokers
• SB,\ l.cndcl'o
• Stall Lc.l\ong Cumpanocs Scrvmg the U·

COMPA~IES I~C

DBA LINCOL.

SHELL

-\ugu~t

• l'crson:tl, l'rofcssoonal Development
• I .mplo)mcnt/Serv 1cc Agcnm~s
• I lcalth & Fitnes Centers
• Caterer.

• l·m oronmental
• I ~panswn & RclocJtlons
• \\omen m Commcrt1al Re:ol ht.ote

• I .urgest C'ompames
• Small Package l>ehvcl) Servoces

September
• • \1ongage Bankong
• SAt\ Lending
• Independent I 1vmg Ccnt<·rs

• II alth Care ,~,.: Scrv tees
• ,\uport.s
• (ioH Guodc to Southern C.olifonna

• Sub"ancc Abuse Programs
• IAtrgc't Bank\
• l.ar!!cst I Intel'
• Golf Course.,

October
• l.awvers/Accountanls
• liMO/PI'() Fnmllment Guodc
• 1\conomtc De•elupment Temecula V,ollcy
• hnancial lnstrtutmns <2nd Quancr, 'OX)

• relccommunu.:atlons
• Ofticc Technology/Computer\
• International Trade
• llohday Pan) Plannmg

• Internet Scrv1ces
• Lon~ D"tance/lntercunnect hnns
• Coplcrs/T·.tx/Bu,incss l:quopmcnt

No\ ember
• Reta1l Sales
• lndustnal Real !:state
• Commcrcoal RE./OIIicc Parks
• Educational Services Oorectury

• Human Resources CiUide
• l ·~ecuto\e Gilts
• Aulldmg und Ocvclopmcnt

• Commcrcwl R.I!. Dc'cl<>pmcnt ProJects
• Commercial R h. Broker'
• hl\te't Growing I.E. Cnmpanic'
• Mongage Cumpamcs
• Title Companoc'

• Health Care

• 2009 "Book of Li,h"
• Fket Lea mg Auto Dealers
• Bu mess Brokerage Firm'

December
• hnanc1al Institution' <'rd Quaner. 'OM)
• Top Ten Southern Cnlifornm Resons
• Temporary Placement Agencies

• ~ew Commumtics

1 ,h 75 , 2~ 1.64

JPS CORPORATION
DBA THE MAZDA SL!PERSTORE

902.696.7~

J .1nu.1r) 2008
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Financial Brokerage Firms Serving the Inland Empire
NauA.,·tl h\ \umh,·r oJ 01/ic ,.,

Operation Employee Loyalty:
Twelve Ways Small Business Owners Can Ensure
Their Best Employees Never Want to Leave
You don't haH' to paJ JOur
empiOJet'S huge o;alaries to earn
their IOJ1iJtJ. In fact, if JOu're
like most small busines.., O\\ners. JOU can't Entrepreneurial
E:\:pert 1) FreJH>gel laJ" out
some non-monetary "aJS to
create loJ1ll empiOJees "ho 'll
stick "ith JOU through the ups
and do"ns.
Eve I) ..:ntrepn:neur kno\\ s
the hectil' lifestylt! that comes
along \\ tth starting and runmng a
company. (Heck. most of us liw
for the cr.uiness!) But have )OU
e\er consid..:red ho\\ thts \\Ork
sch..:dule affects your employees'?
You can bt!t the fat..: of your business on the fact that they don't
enjoy the long hours or the days
(and nights) they must unexpectedly come into the otTice to handle the latest emergency. If too
many such days come and go
without any acknowledgment
from you. you can bt!t they'll bt!
handing out their resumes all
over town. And since your
employees make or break your
business, you must keep your
best ones around.
"Employees of small businesses are often a'iked to go way
beyond the call of duty." says
Freyvogel.
founder
of
MakingSenseOfYourBusiness.co
m, a new site with a plethora of
great business advice for any
entrepreneur. "And they usually
do 11 without receiving huge paychecks. But not being able to pay
hefty salaries doesn't mean you
can't take advantage of a million
other ways to create happy. loyal
employees."
Small business owners may
feel that they are at a disadvantage compared to CEOs of large
corporations precisely because of
the lack of deep pockets. But
Freyvogel says nothing is further

from th..: truth. Be~:am.e th<:)
\\Ork so Cllhely \\ith their
t:mplo) t!t!s. ratht:r th.tn hemg separatt:d h) layt:rs ofhurt:aucra<:y. it
is t:as) for tht:m to gt!l to kmm
thetr t:mployt:t:s \\<.!II.
"Think ahout it." ht: says.
"You kno'' ) our cmpiO)CCs'
points ot pain and you kmm
what makt:s them happ). If you
use this information to mt:et th..:
spec1al nt:t:ds of your t:mployt:t:s
and t:vt:n surprise tht:m \\ ith a
ft:\\ t:xtra perks. )OU \\til he a hit:
to build strong relationships ''I ith
them and the). in tum, will he
\\ illing to go tht: extra mile for
you."
Here are 12 ways to keep
your ovaworkt:d and (perhaps)
underpaid employees loyal to
you and your company:
Pro'ide them with muchdesened time off. Time off
doesn't have to translate to the
business being understaffed for
the day. There are all kinds of
ways to give your staff a little
break without slowing the business down. "Give them Friday
afternoons off in the summer."
says Freyvogel. "Or give them
either the day before or the day
after their vacation off to relieve
the stress that always accompanies taking ofT work.
"Another option is to set up a
compressed work week for your
staff so that they get time off at
the end of the week." he adds.
"You'll help them ward off
burnout, and after a little break,
they'll be ready to get to work
and do a great job for you."
Give them bonuses at criti-

cal times. Presumably. you work
closely with your employees and
know a lot about thetr lives outside of the work. Act on this
knowledge in ways that benefit

them t:xactl) \~ht:n the) nt:t:d it
mo-.t " If one of )OUr emplo) t:t!s
h:b a ne\\ hab) or a sick spouse
or child. a txmus ''til help cast:
tht! financial hurdt:n dunng tht:se
Urnes." sa)., Fre) vogel "She '~ill
apprt:ciatt: your concern for her
and her famil) ·., \\t!ll hemg."

the lint:s of communic,uion open.
If an t:mployee exprt:S\t!s an
mtt:rt:st in getting traint:d for a
diftert:nt JOb. by all mt:ans gt:t ht:r
tramt:d! If )OUr empiO)t!es lccl
passionatt! ahout thetr jobo,, it
mcreases tht! chances that tht:y ' II
\\ant to kt:ep \\Orkmg for )OU.

Be flexible. Your empiO)t!Cs
arc \\Orkmg hard to makt: your
busmt:ss the bt!st. The least you
can do is he fle.\1hlt! \\ht:n they
ha\e to take unexpectt:d tlmt: oft
or need to work a new scht:dule.
If an employee is having a personal problt:m. help him crt:ate a
work schedule that allows him to
solve h1s problems \\ tthout feeling like he is going to bt! in trouble with the boss.
"If your t:mployees have children or are taking care of their
parents. you may even \\ant to
consider providing chtldcare or
eldercare assistance to reduce
their scheduling burdens," says
Freyvogel. "Either would bt! a
huge benefit. And one of the
perks of living in the Age of
Technology is that location ts no
longer an issue with a huge number of jobs. Your employees
might bt! interested in telecommuting at least part of the time or
working flexible schedules. If
your business can operate this
way. talk with your employees to
sec what they prefer."

Hdp them hetter tht:msclvt:s
(and in tum tmprove your buSInt:ss1). You can do th1s b) pa)ing
for t:mployt:e'> to take a class that
\\ill hdp tht:m improve on tht!ir
job skills or on something that
interesh them---even something
unrt!latt:d to their current pl>sttlon. Or take an interest in tht:ir
health. Provide your t:mployt:t:s
with ht:alth club memberships or
enroll in a busmcss-wide wellness program that evcryont:
(including you!) will taJ...e pan in.
"Your employees will appreciate that you care about their
health, and your healthy t:mployees wtll help you save money in
health
care. costs,"
says
Freyvogel. "Like each of these
loyalty-building exercises, it\ a
win-win for everyone."

Be sensitive about their
strengths and weaknesses.
Carefully evaluate where your
employees do their best work,
and ask them what jobs they feel
the most comfortable doing. For
example, if an employee isn't a
people person, chances arc she
won't excel working the front of
a store. And you wouldn't want
non-people people to be handling
your customers anyway! Keep

Feed them! A free meal evcl)·
now and then is one of the easiest
(and most appreciated) perks an
employer can provide. It\ a
great way for any employer to
say, "Thank you" after a panicularly rough work week or for a
job well done. Another great tdea
for employers is prov1ding a
catered meal for any t:mployec
who is working late. You'll he
surprised how far a full stomach
goes in building employee loyalty.
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Constantly recogni1c a job
well done. Everyone likes to he
told they've done a good job on
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art festival ...
C0/11/111/Cd )1"0111

pg 2

\\ ith paint~d. I\\ tst~d and cmbdlish~d bik~s.

With a cdcbrat~d reputation
for qualit} and \\itle \artet) of
fine art and craft. antsts travel
from throughout the countf} to
panictpate.
Selected by JUf}
process. the) are on hand to
explain and demonstrate the
technique that created hundreds
of pieces of one-of-a-kind anwork available for purchase.
Offenngs mclude pamtmg.
dr.m mg, ceramics, glass, photograph). sculpture, jewelry.
apparel and hand-crafted wares.
More than I 0,000 attended last
year's festivaL from local residents and tourists to serious bu}ers and collectors. Art sales
topped $900.000.
A Gourmet Market Place

Janu,lr) 200H
offers !!OUmlet speci.tlues and
\n \1arket ofters an produ..:h.
<:>ttle\l,tlk chalk dral\lllg, chil·
dren ·, aettvlltes, 11 UK' t.lsllng.
mustlal
emenamm~nt
and
refreshment .tre happenmg
throughout the da). The 3rd
Annual "Chef Masterpteces," a
private tastmg presented by local
chefs and sponsored by the
Indian Wells Chamber of
Commerce takes place on
Saturday only.
The Indian Wells Arts
Festival is designed to incorporate a number of local charittes
as partners tn the Festival.
Participating
organtzations
mclude College of the Desert An
Department. Braille Institute,
The
Children's
D1scovery
Museum of the Desert, Student
Creative Recycle An Program
(SCRAP)
Gallery,
The
Champtons
Volunteer

Found·!llon and Palm
Desen Soroptom1st.
F·e,lival Producer.
Dtanne
Funk.
describes the fesli\ al's
objective: "We promote both ~~lcbrat~d
and emerging antsts
w Hhin a festive em ironment dcstgned to
be enJoyed by all. The
creative synergy of
arttsls and local organtzauons enhances our
venue
while
we
donate to thctr an programs and scholarshtps.'"
General
admtsAri::.ona artist Br11ce Freund will be
sion: $8.00 for Adults,
demonstrating his craft and technique all
Children 12 and under
three days. all dar long.
free. Parkmg - FREE
California.
with valet available. The Indian
For Poster orders and further
Wells Tenms Garden. 78-200
mformauon call 760-346-0042.
Mtle-. Avenue, Indian Wells,

Community Colleges in the Inland Empire
Rcmli.ec/ by l:"nrollmclll
Institution
~dd""'

Cit}, State, Zip

StudenL\:
Total Enrollment
Faculty-Student Ratio

f<acult) :
Full-Time
Pari·Time

Tuition &. J4ee--.:
Calif. Re\ident •
"-'on R esident

1) IX of ln~titution

Year Founded

Top Local E\e<:.
Tille

Phonell"'a:\
E-Mail Address

t.

2.

ML Saa Anlonio Comm. Coltego.
I 100 W. G1"311d A,e.
Walnu~ CA Q 1789

40.000
l 30

Ri>ersid< Community College
4SOO Magnoha A'e
R"ers•dc. CA 92506

30.000
I 24

3M1
1.697

$20 per Unll. Plus Ftts
Sl50 per Unat. Plus ~ecs

Comm. College

1946

JohnS. Si•on, Pb.O.
lntcnm Prc..r,tdem

('XI'II 594-5611/WM-2303
245
485

Pubhc
1916

S20 per Unat. Plus Fees
S160 per l: nil. Plus f'ees

Or. Sahatore <... Rotella
Chancellor
(951) 222-8800/222-8035
ruth.adam\@ rcc.edu

Cllllll'ey Collo&e

3.

5885 Haven Ave

19,000
l-32

240
620

Comm. College
1883

$28 perUmt
Sl82 perUmt

~Cucamonga. CA 91737

Supenntendent/Pre~1dent

(909) 652-6102/941 2783

\1ctor Yalloy Colloge
11!422 Bear Valley Rd.
Victorville, CA 92392

10,968
1.28

5.

Ceeop of the o...rt
43-SOO Mon~erey Ave
l'llm Desert, CA 92260

10,789
1.21

405

Comm. Collegef2 year
1958

$20 per Um~ plus fees
S 182 per Unu. plu> fee,

'-

ML San Jacinto Colloge
1499 Nonh St.ate St.
San Jacmto, CA 93583-2399

10.000
1•28

96
350

Comm. College
1963

$28 per Unu
S 120 per U011 + S26 per Umt Ftt

4.

Henr,. D. Shannon, Ph.D.

140
375

Comm. College
1961

S26 per Unat
Sl57 per Unat

Patricia Spencer
Supenntenden~\1dent

(760) 245-4271/245·9019
104

Jerry Fatton
Supenntendcnt/Pn:>ldcnt
(760) 773-2500/341-9732
Or. Richard J. Giese
Pre~tdcnt

(909) 487-6752/654-6236

rgtese@msJc.cc.ca.us

7.

8.

S........_VdeyCollop
701 S. MI. \lemon Ave.
S. Bemanlino, CA 92410

10,000
NJA

Palo Verde College
One CoUege Or.

8,439
N/A

150
2.~2

Comm. College
1926

S21 per Umt. Plu' Ftc.
S190 per Umt, Plu> Fee>

19
108

Pubhe
1947

S20 per Unu
Sl60 per Unu
(Anz. Student>, $42 per Umt)

Blythe, CA 92225

CnftooiiUio O*&e
II 7 II Sand Canyon Roo!d
YtoeaqJa. CA 92399

5,200
NIA

Barstow Community College
11. 2700 Bar<tow Rd
Blll'tOW. CA 92311

4.100
1:20

t.

Denise Wblttaker

Presu:Jent
(909) 3tl4-8298/ll89-61l49

95
116

Comm. College
1972

S:!O per Umt, plui fees
$160 per Um~ plu• fees

James W. Hottois
Supenntendent/Pre~tdent

(760) 921·5499/921 5590
Gloria M. Htrll50ft
Prr-stdent
<909> 7'14·216tn'14-0423

http://chc.•bccd.cc.ca.u<
41
96

Comm College
1959

S20 per U011
S143 per Unu

Or. Clifford Brock
Supc:nntendent/Pre\Jdent
(760) 252-2411/252-6745
cbardo~J.e@barstow.cc.ca.us

u.

tty Oorildllll ~
251T-SI
Redtuds, CA 92373

Ca

15

3

1:7

15

Pnvate Commumty
1995

•

S200 per umt

Or•••riedhelm Radandt

$200 per unn

Prts1dent
(909) 335·8863/335-9101
adrnm(iilcccollege net
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REAL ESTATE
NOTES ...
C'OIIIillllt"c/ fmm

pg.6

unvctled
solar
electrical
opt1ons
for
buyer~
at
Waterman Business Center -believed to be a fir~t for smalland mcdium-s1zed applications
for speculative industnal build111gs 111 Southern Caltforma.
Work111g with lrv111e-based
Suntrek, Sennth Street is
offenng buyers of Waterman's
butld111g~ five dtfferent system
options sized from 3.300 watts
to 19,800 walls. 1\htch will he
custom1zed to the energy needs
of each user.
The •anous
packages. wh1ch 111clude the
installation of the solar panels,
the 111verter '" htch converts
solar energy to AC power, and
a computert/Cd controller that
regulates the system and
directs unu-.ed power back to
the utility, arc offered as building optional features at predetermined, fixed prices for fully
installed
systems ........ . .ln
Pomona, Seventh Street sold a
16, 700-sq.-ft.
warehouse
building on an acre of land at
thetr Mission-71 Business
Park, a master-planned complex ncar the l-10 and 57 freeways. The buyer was RJ
Sports. a manufacturer and
distributor or golf and sports
bags, which w11l usc the building for its headquarters and
distnbutwn faciltty. SeHnth
Street was represented b) the
CB Richard Ellis team of Lyn
Knox, Barbara Emmons, John
Privett and Lynn Eisenhower.
RJ Sports was represented b}
Brad Yates of Grubb &
Ellis..........
In a Rancho
Cucamonga acquisitiOn, Costa
Mesa-based Essex Properties,
LLC paid $17.05 million for
Arrow Business Park , a
seven-buildmg, 136,800-sq.-ft.
($125/sf') multi-tenant prOJeCt
at 9007 ArrO\\ Route, south of
Foothill Blvd and cast of
Vineyard Ave. Built 111 198X.
the proper!} is situated on 8.07
acres and is 75 percent occupied by approximately 50 tenants. Frank Kosi of Sperry

Van Ness represented the seller, Irvine based SVN Equities.
Alan Destcz of Sperry Van
Ness and Dave Stassel of
Grubb & Ellis handled negotiations for the buyer........ Also
111 Rancho Cucamonga. ERS
Partners purchased a threebudding mdustrial portfolto at
the
Mountain
Vineyards
Business Park from Chase El
Monte LLC in a deal 1alued at
more
than
$4.5
mtllton
($147/sl). Two of the properlies were 9.200 sq. ft. 111 s1ze.
while the third qructure contall1ed 12.200 sq. ft. Robert
Harrison, Robert Sto•er and
David Parker or Charles Dunn
teamed w1th the Lee &
Associates· Ontano oiTtce to
represent the seller in the deal.
TVM Commercial Realty
Group
represented
ERS
Partners in the acquisiIIOn ........... ln a storage facility
buy from a month or so ago, a
California investor patd $1.75
mtllion for Indio RV Storage.
The 5.3-acre facility covers a
375 by 618 foot parcel located
at Dr. Carreon Blvd, JUSt east
of Calhoun Street. The seller
had acquired full approval and
cntttlemcnts for a 30 !-space
recreational veh1cle, boat, and
self-storage facility. Steve
Novarro
of
Marcus
&
Millichap represented the
buyer and the seller 111 the
deal. ....... ln retail development
news, an upscale neighborhood
shopping center ts 111 the works
for La Quinta, a resort communtl} of around 25.000 people
stlllated roughly 25 miles
southeast of Palm Springs. The
$20 millwn prOJeCt, called The
Plaza at Calle Tampico. ts situated in the heart of the city's
downtown v 11lage and will
include a 14,000-sq.-ft. Fresh
and
Eas}
eighborhood
Market. a local grocery concept by Tcsco that is new to the
United States. The proJeCt \\ill
also tnclude two retail pad
buildings, for a total si1c of
18,300 sq ft. Situated at the
northeast corner of Calle
Tampico and Desert Club Dr..

continued on
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The 6th

Annual Joshua Tree Music Festival, Mly 1&-18, plrtillliH up:

IVAN NEVIUfS' DUMPSTAPHUNII
ON THE ONE
DUBCDNSCIDUS
TELEPATH
DUSTY RHODES &THE RMR BAND FLDWMDTIDN
SOL JIBE
AMY LAVERE
MDJDW &THE VIBRATION ARMY

more 1rtists tltl soon!
Avery limited number of festival
JIISSes Ire IVIillble now for
just $&0. To buy yours and
for artist info, log onto:
www.joshUitreentiiSicfestiVII.com

AFRDMDTM
I-SIDE PlAYERS
LYNX

THE lDYD FAMILY PlAYERS

LlllU,II\

200!-1

Casino Resort Spa Prepares
for April Opening
Th..: \~U,I Cth..:ntl'
Casino
rl'Cl'ntl)
announct'd st'v nal f..t')
managcml'nt roll's.

r

• Jan. 31
"Stolen Without
A Gun: Confessions from inside
history's biggest accounting
fraud - the collapse of MCI
WorldCom ,"
Walt
Pavlo,
founder and president of Etika,
LLC. Pavlo 's perspectives on
business are personal as he
served two years 111 federal
prison for wire fraud and money
laundering while working as an
executive
for
MCI
Telecommunications in 1996.
• Feb. 7 - 'Teamwork:
Independent Minds Working
Together to Maximize Success,"
Jon Slater, president and chief
executive officer of Optivus
Technologies. Slater founded
Optivus to develop therapies to
treat cancer and to develop centen; throughout the world. In
1987, he joined Lorna Linda
University Medical Center and
subsequently led the engineering team that developed the
world's first proton beam treatment center.
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A Tasty Growth Market in the Inland Empire
By}. Gnwer Crockett

With an Inland l:mp1re
population e'\ceedmg .f million, and expandtng dail;, the
area is cert<llnly fccl1ng economic growth, naturally, hut
also growth 111 career opportunities. The fact that approximatel:r half of that population
1s under 21 means educational
growth as well. Enter, The
International Cul111ary Schoo)<,
at The Art Institute located in
the city of San Bernardino .
The-year-old Inland Empire
culinary campus IS one of 10
locatiOns in North Amenca.
With an area that 1ncludcs
the lif..es of Palm Springs, the
Temecula Wille country, five
lnd1an gaming ca-,lnos and
some of the state's finest sf..iing
resorts,
the
Inland
Empire's need for e'\ccllent
restaurants,
\\ llh
e4uall:r
excellent chel\ and managers
is paramount. And while "outsourcing" 1s a "gmficant concern 111 bus1ness today, you
can't outsourcc a chef.
The California Labor and
Workforce
Development
Agency estimates arc that the
need for chefs and food and
beverage managers will rise
about 30('* or 700 pOSitiOns in

Michelle
Schactbauer has been
\.\. ith the Agua Caliente t::::.::;;.;;;::::i:!......::.S;_.==:::~~;:.:::)Jl
Band of Cahuilla lnd1ans' cenShann Faulkner, Room
tral human resources departResenations Manager.
Shavv n Faulf..ner is one of
ment s111ce 2005, most recent!)
the nev.. est addition-. and vv 111
as d1rector of tra111ing. In her
oversee all room reservatiOns
nev. role as director of central
human resources, she will
and related operation-..
Monica Rost, Spa Manager.
'>Upen ise all recruitment and
Monica has been \\ 1th the
training efforts for the tribe.
Agua Caliente Tnbe smce 2005,
Shavv n Highland, Hotel
as an esthetician at Spa Resort
!\tanager.
Casino. and team member relaShawn Highland joined the
tiOns manager for central operaAgua Caliente Band of Cahuilla
tions.
Indians m 200.'\ as hotel managAgua Caliente Cas111o 1s
er at Spa Resort Cas111o 111 Palm
located on Bob Hope Dnve 111
Spnngs. He v\ ill nov\ manage all
Rancho M1rage.
hotel functions at the new Agua
Caliente Cas1110.

cominued from pg. 3
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CORPORATE PROFILE

Director of Central
Human Resources Michelle Schaetbauer.

CSUSB briefings ...

Ltnu<tr)

• Feb. l.f
"DI'>ruptive
Innovation:· Steve Lambert,
executive v1ce prcs1dent for
news at the Los Angeles
"iewspaper Group. Lambert 1s a
27-year veteran of the newspaper business and editor of the
San Bernardino Cowllr Sun and

Inland Valley Daily Bulletin.
• Feb. 21
··Leadership in
Tough Times," D. Lmn Wiley,
vice cha1rman of the board of
directors and past president and
chief executive officer of
Citizens Busmess Bank. which
is the largest bank headquartered in the Inland Empire area
with 39 offices and more than
$6 billion in assets. Wiley is
also the College of Bus mess and
Public Administration's 200708 Executive-in-Residence.
• Feb. 28 - "When Brands
Leap, Business Bounds," Gail
Guge, managing partner and
brand specialist for Wilkin
Guge Marketing. Guge 's talent
drives right to the heart of
strategic platform, where brand

continued on page 39

the Inland Empire b) 2012.
When the word "chef"
pops to mtnd, many of us
immediately think: of those
tall, puffy white hats, or
maybe a sparf..lmg TV personality barking out orders or
nashing out a full course meal
111 15 minutes. There's more to
it than that, however. A lot
more.
"There are so man) vaned
and challenging careers 111 the
cul111ary field," remarf..s Chef
Eyad Joseph, acadcm1c threetor of The International
Cu II nary School at The Art
Institute of California Inland
Empire. He should know, having spent decades heauing the
f..llchens at man) ol the
nation·, fmcst restaurants and
resorts.
"Our goal here at The
InternatiOnal
Culinar)
School," he adds, "is to train
chefs and managers not just
coof..s. We want to produce
men and women who f..now
more than creating a nice
lunch or del1cious dessert.
There's so much more to being
a chef or managing a restaurant than most people realize."
There are head chefs at

HON• has a hne of fum1ture that's durable enough to handle
almost anything. And it's all backed

~·

by a hmited llfet1me warranty.

smart now. Smarter later.

Fullmer
.. . Expect More
To learn more about HON 's
complete line of furniture, contact:
Ellyn Schiavo
951 -314-1159
schiavoe@fullmeroffice.com
www.fullmeroffice.com

Chef Eyad Joseph, academic director of The International Culirzary
School at The Art Institute of California - Inland Empire shows off
three of six pastry ovens in one of the two million dollar teaching
kitchens at the school.

restaurants. of course,
but also sous chef\,
crUISe Ship Chefs,
dessert chefs. Industrial chefs, pastry chefs,
school chefs and so
much more.
There are restaurant managers. food
and beverage managers that serve at
hotels. resorts and
cru1se ships, caterers
and reqaurant owners.
And the Culinary
School's tra1111ng goes
well beyond the elaborate reCipe.
"At the
Inland
Empire campus. the
Culinary Arb facult)
set' out to groom a "Tht•n· are .1o many 1·aned and clwlleng-~
'complete· chef or
ing careen in 1he cu/inaryfleld... remark.\
manager, a person \\ ho
Chef !:)'ad Joseph, academu dtrector of
is ready to step into a
The lnicmtaional Culinw:' School a1 Fhe
career with a breadth
Arl ln.lfirwe of California- Inland
of f..nowledge and
Emptre. He should know, lun•ing spe111
experience
unparaldecades heading rite kitchens ar many of
leled in culinary trainrhe nation :1· fines/ restaurants and resorrs.
mg."
said
Chef
menu and pricing it accord1ng
Joseph.
to budget are necessary parts
Students learn to prepare
of the cul111ary education, a~
various pastries and desserts
well. And ~o is learning all of
from breads to menngues.
the tools and equ1pment of the
from fritters to sorbets and
f..nchen, along with the mainfrom preparat1on to presentatenance of them and the
tion.
important safet; aspects of
They prepare classic and
their use.
modern charcuterie products,
Handling buffets. banquets
hors d'oeuvres and appetizers.
and catering chores IS also part
They learn the variety, culture
of the school's curriculum, as
and cooJ....ing techniques of
domestic as well as internais understanding and addressmg the current trends in foods
tional cuisine, led by a culland their preparation, staying
nary director who speaks five
current with the latest technollanguages: Spanish, Italian,
Latin, Arabic and English.
ogy, concepts and ingredients.
Food chemistry is imporStudents study the various
cuts of beef, veal, pork, lamb
tant for the well-trained chef,
too. At The InternatiOnal
and poultry, and are taught
Culinary Schools at The Art
differing ways of fish and
other seafood preparation.
Institute students learn how
Food handling, san itation and
basic ingredients impact the
taste and quality of food prodsafety are critical ingredients
in a chef's training, too.
continued on page 24
Preparing and designing a
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Culinary
In stitute ...
continued from pg. 23
uct~. Students arc also ~hown
hovv cooking procedures affect
the character and the structure
or foods.
Then, there's the nutritional aspect of it all. Would-be
chefs are shov.. n the sources of
major nutrients and how to
best retain those values in
both food preparation and
storage. They then apply the
principles of nutnllonal needs
through menu planning and
food preparation.
And there's the financial
side. Cost control. budget
adherence, purchasing. receiving and storage all come into
play, along with. naturally,
making a profit.
There's training in dining
room operations and beverage
management, a long with the
most effective ways to hire
and tram staff and solve their
professiOnal and 1ndiv1dual
problems.
aturally. computer skills
and applications are taught
throughout the degree programs.
The International Cultnary
School at The Art Institute of
California
Inland Empire is
an
accredited
college.
Accompanymg the obv10us
classes tn cultnary specialt1es,
arc such general education
courses as public speaking,
college English, algebra, sociology. world civilization, literature. history and even anthropology that del1ver a fullyrounded education.
Students earn an associate
of '>Cience degree, enablmg
graduates to gain entry-level
employment in the culinary
field with the opportunity for
advancement in the vast food
service md u stry.
Students can also earn a
bachelor of science degree in
culinary ma n agement and may
manage restaurants, cater special events, offer personal chef
services, serve as the food and

January :wo~
cruise sh1p. own the1r own
restaurant and more. The practical culinary skills and management cour~es at The
International Culinary School
prov1de a foundation for graduates to advance 1n the cullnary arts field. The school
also prepare; student'> for
entry-level management po~i
tions in the food serv1ce
mdu;try.
"Students lack for nothing
in their culinary arts tr<11ning

at the school. with a multimillion-dollar cooking and
storage facility and first-rate
equipment," sa1d Chef Joseph.
''When culinary students
graduate
from
The
International Culinary School
at The Art Institute of
Califorma - Inland Empire,"
he notes, "they're ready for
entr)-level work.. They rcqu1re
very little additional training,
and can earn their keep from
day one."

Those tnterested in startmg
a culinary career arc 111 luck..
Clas~es stan eight 1imcs a year
at The International Culinary
School. The Winter Quarter
beg1ns Jan. 7, with classes
offered in the day, evening and
on weekends for new and reentry students. For details. or
a tour of the campus, call
(909) 915-2100. or go on I me
to www.aninstitutcs.edu/inlandempire.

years (7)Jf

Relationship
Banking
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INLAND -EMPIRE BANK REPORT
Bank

City Tangible Asset'i Tangible Capital Tangible Capital
Risk-ba<,cd
YTD
($mil<;)
($mils)
Ratio ($mils) Capital Ratio($mils) Income($mil'i)

• R~po11 mclud~s all hanks operating 111 Jhc lnl.tnd l.mprrc as ol 09/10/2007. Complied lrom data ohtamcd !rom kdcral rcgulalOJ'\.

I st Centenmal Bank
Bank of I lemet
CitiLens Bus1ness Bank.

Redlands
R1vers1de
Ontario

Commerce BJnk Temecula Valley

Murrieta

629.852

5S.I 05

8 749

3'1.462

~.975

II 625
10.585

7.396

395.141
6,098.775

441.686

7.242

11.799

14.469
19.679

91.808
13.097

3!\9.161
15.519

51.350
-0.925

9.268
22.499

8.880
l 'i.031

10.620

26.169

11.169
7 593
12.177

134.923

9.603
24.920
379.603
12.841

1,603.573
171.568

115.165
34.361

16.490
1,295.017

6.642
114.561
270.706

7. 182
20.028
40.279

15.760
l'i0.254
104.365

D.:sert Commercial Bank
Palm Desert
Ftl'\1 Nauonal BJnk of North County Carbbad
Golden State Busmess Bank

Upland

Inland Community Bank N.A.
Inland Emp1rt: Na!Jonal Bank

Rmho
RJverstde

Mission Oaks Nauonal Bank

Temecula

PFF Bank & Trust
Premier Service Bank.

Pomona
R1vers1de

Provident Savings Bank FSB
Security Bank of Caltfomm
Sunrise Community Bank
Temecula Valley Bank
Vineyard Bank N.A.

149.1\69
234.294
126.471
204.643
4,351.763

R1vers1de
Rivers1de
Palm Desert
Temecula
Corona

2.385.1\44

8.723
9.517

10.391
11.347

16.33R
13.24!\

7.759

-1.499
0.749
0.802

10.911

0.491
0.674

15.936
11.175

1.761
R.751

12.607

0.387

11.969
21.961

5.5 19
0.291

38.752
10.381
12.234

-0.805
13.479
23.851

INLAND EMPIRE CREDIT UNION REPORT
City

Bank

Steve Jones
Decra Roofing Systems

• Report mcludcs all credit union' operalmg

111

Assets
($mils)

Capital
($mils)

Capital Ratio
($mils)

YTD
($mils)

the Inland Emprre a> of 09/30!2007. Compiled from data obtamcd from federal rcgula1ors.

1ST Valley Credit Union

San Bernardino

32.203

3.67 1

11.390

0.234

Alta Vista Credit Union
Altura Credit Union

San Bernardino
Riverside

128.985

19.208
79.689

14.890
9.030

0.422
5.901

Arrowhead Central Credit Union

San Bernardino

881.872
1,078.167
37.018

100.004
5.800

9.410
15.660

12.280

Riverside
Norco

8.847

!.433

16.!90

Cal Poly Federal Credit Union
California Center Credit Union

Pomona
Rancho Cucamonga

11.250
8.532

0.980
0.860

8.7 10
10.070

0.025
0.041

Chaffey Federal Credit Union
Fontana Federal Credit Union

Ontario

76.607

10.3 10

0.567

Fontana

8.556

7.902
1.394

16.290

0.020

Inland Empire Credit Union

Pomona

42.960

11.360

Inland Valley F.C.U.

Fontana

39.553

4.882
4.446

11.240

0.056
-0.0 !8

59.286

5.825

9.820

0.223

107.365
72. 144

9.366

8.720

0.48 !

8.744

12. 120

Bourns Employees F.C.U.
C R C Federal Credit Union

La Lorna Federal Credit Union
Member' Own F.C.U.

Lorna Linda
Victorville

0.190

0.015

Ontario Montclair Schools F.C.U.
Ontario Public Employees F.C.U.

Ontario
Ontario

10.830

P.V.H.M.C. F.C.U.

Pomona

6.055

1.85!
0.804

0 .694
-0.002

13.280

0.055

Pacific Federal Credit Union

Pomona

3.641
0.773

20.260

0. 192

16.430

0.048

11 .360

-0.235
-0.173

17.078

Pomona Postal F.C.U.

Pomona

17.968
4.705

Printing and Publishing Employees C.U.

Riverside

9.75 1

1. 108

RAFE Federal Credit Union

Riverside

18.709

1.462

7.810

Redlands
Redlands City Employees F.C.U.
San Bernardino Comm. Col. Dis. Ernp F.C.U San Bernardino

7.3 13

1.475

20. 160

0.002

3.071

0.502

16.340

-0.004

San Bernardino School Employees F.C.U. San Bernardino
Ri verside
Service Plus Credit Union

58.460

7.876

13.470

0.356

87.825

8.353

9.510

-0.412

Ontario

29.052

3.355

11.540

0. 166

Victorville

7. 162

0.731

10.200

0.048

U. P.S. Employees F.C.U.
Victor Valley F.C.U.
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County Should Help
in Needles' Hour of Need
By Supervisor Brad Mitzelfelt, San Bernardino County
When a private medical care
contractor abandoned the residenrs of Needles by moving
most of its operation to a new
hospital miles away across the
river in Arizona, the County of
San Bernardino felt obligated to
step in.
The ensuing drainage of
resources has caused Needles'
hospital,
Colorado
River
Medical Center, to wither on the
vine. These actions by the contractor, LifePoint Hospitals, Inc.,
have left the most vulnerable citizens of the small town on the
Colorado River without adequate
access to health care- a situation
we cannot tolerate and must
address.
Keeping the hospital open in
Needles is vital because there are
some residents whose medical
coverage plans will not cover
services prov1ded in another
state - the) must receive services here in California. There are
other residents who lack transponation to travel to locations
where they could receive adequate medical care, mcluding
many who are poor, elderly or
disabled.
Another concern is the fact
that a bridge over the Colorado
River separates the two states
and could isolate Needles from
Arizona in the event of a disaster
or serious accident.
In
March,
the
San
Bernardino County Board of
Supervisors
unanimously
approved a plan in concept to
manage and operate the
Colorado River Medical Center
(CRMC) as a Critical Access
facility and to restore many medical services that had been lost
when LifePoint moved those
services to its new hospital in
Arizona.
I said at the time that I
believe it is incumbent upon
county leaders to ensure that adequate healthcare services remain
available to area residents. I

stand by that statement. San
Bernardino County has a miSSIOn
to provide 'services that promote
the health, safety, well being, and
quality of life of our residents.
Ensuring the availability of adequate healthcare and emergency
medical care is among the most
imponant of our responsibilities.
Our sheriff and fire chief
agree that keeping the hospital
open is vital to the health and
safety of area residents. Since
March, I have joined administrators from San Bernardino
County's Arrowhead Regional
Medical Center, the City of
Needles,
the
County
Administrative Office and others
in providing CRMC with assistance in addressing operational
challenges faced by the hospital
- challenges that threatened to
close the hospital.
We've been exploring vanous operat1onal options for
CRMC. Our goal has been to
find a way to keep the hospital
open and ava1lable to local residents and to ensure that the people of Needles have access to
vital health care services and
emergency medical care serv1ces
within their city limits. Working
m partnership wah the City of
Needles has made our collaborative efforts more effective.
The county envisions operating Colorado River Medical
Center as a Critical Access
Hospital and as such may not
operate a full-service acute care
inpatient facility in the near
future. That is not the ideal situation and falls short of what the
city would like to see. But I
believe it is the most realistic
configuration at this time.
We have significant challenges, such as adequately
staffing the hospital and managing the financial needs of the
hospital, but I believe we can
meet these challenges.
We also have significant
opportunities. I believe the coun-

ty will find a profitable market in
this area of 70,000 residents. I
have a lot of confidence in our
hospital team to find ways to
make thi s venture financially
feasible.
There arc economic forces at
work m the tri-state area that will
benefit Needles, including the
city's economic development
cffons with new residential and
retail projects, as well as the new
Bureau Bay park facility, the El
Garces Depot, the Needles
Highway realignment and a
potential new Indian casino.
These projects could bring considerable revenue to the city
through increased valuations,
population base and sales taxes.
Unfortunately, we cannot
wait for these factors to play out.
The time to act is now. LifePoint
Hospitals is currently planning to
close the emergency room at
CRMC, and a public hearing on
that proposal is scheduled in
Needles.
During a rare JOint meeting
with the Needles City Council. I
will ask my colleagues on the
County Board of Supervisors to
continue operations at CRMC,
including operation of the emergency room, for at least a oneyear period. During that rime, we
will be able to gather additional
data regarding the feasibility of
continued operations of the hospital and will be able to determine which services could make
the operation more financially
sound for the taxpayers.
Initial operations of the hospital will cost mon~. but I am of
the opinion that the county is in
the business of providing healthcare first, with the "bottom line"
being a secondary priority This
effort is about providing a needed public service to one of our
cities - a member of our county
family - in a time of need.

For more information vzs1t:
www.sbcounty.cov!Mitzelfelt.
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Iran-Mexico
visit...

Top Colleges and Universities in the Inland Empire

continued from pg. 8
ties with Latin America.
In
September,
Ahmadincjad met with Fidel
Castro in Cuba, where the
communist dictator endorsed
the Iranian leader's efforts to
further the goals of the
Islamic revolution begun by
Ayatollah Khomcini.
The International Center
for
Dialogue
between
Civilizations was opened in
2006 by Islamic Dawa of
Chauen, a militan t Shiite
Is lamic
group
original ly
formed in Iraq, and the radical
Junta Islamica of Spain.
Chauen is a city in the
Mexican
province
of
Marruccos with historic tics to
the Berbers in Morocco. The
Junta Islamica denvcs from
the descendents of the
Mori scos,
the
Spanish
Mu slims expelled from Spain
in the 16th and 17th centuries.
The Southern Poverty Law
Center, a group noted for
aggressively promoting the
rights of Hi spanic immigrants.
charactcn1.es the
atlon of
Aztlan. publisher of La Vo;: de
A;:tlan. as a "tiny Chicano
group that pushes rac1sm and
homophobia."
ALtlan IS the name for the
mythical place of origin of the
Aztec people. In the politics
of Hispanic immi grat ion,
Aztlan has come to represent
the part of the southwestern
United States, including a
large part of California,
sought by the Rcconquista
movement for Mexico.
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Jerome R. Corsi is a staff
reporter for
WND.
He
received a
Ph.D. from
Harvard University in political science in 1972 and has
written many books and articles, including his latest bestseller, " The Late Great USA."
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Storm Clouds on Horizon in 2008
Calm Seas of Workers' Compensation Threatened
By Wayne Partee
While declining work.ers'
compensation rates have benefited employers in recent years,
there are challenges that cloud
the future. The outlook. for :W08
is one of caution and concern.
I. R1smg costs and utilization of med1cal treatments. In
work.ers'compensation, alarming increases in utilization of
medical services compounds
the
ever-present
negative
impact of escalating medical
costs. An NCCI study concludes that the key driver is not
price but growth 10 the number
of medical treatments. What's
more, there is a move to more
complex and expensive treatments.
The seismic shifts in medical innovation and the corresponding increase in treatment
options coupled with consumer
demand for the latest and greatest treatments will continue to
propel the spiral of increased
utilization in 2008. Unchecked,
the combination of these factors
mean soaring medical costs.
2. A sundry of health care
standards. California's sweeping legislative reform has been
successful in reducing employers workers' compensation
from an average of $6.47 per
$100 for coverage in 2003 to
$2.93 in the first quarter of
2007.
A
cornerstone
of
California's success is the mandated use of the American
College of Occupational and
Environmental Medicine scientific evidence-based treatment
guidelines that enable employers to measure the actual versus
expected duration of absence
based on the injury and determine whether or not treatment
matches the prescribed protocols.
While
the
efforts
in
California have been closely
watched, only a handful of
states have adopted similar
extensive reforms. If you're
asking why, workers' com pen-

sation is a multiplicity of systems governed by the states and
there 1s no mantra to adopt a
national model. In a climate of
declinmg rates that fosters
lethargy and with unique political obstacles in each state, it 1s
unlik.ely that state poi1C1es will
ever converge.
The adoption of evidencebased guidelines will be agonizingly slow. In 2008, many
JOb-related health decisions will
continue to be made by health
care professionals without
appropnate training and expertISe in occupational injuries.
3. Declining rate cycle to
bottom out. The expectation
that rates will remain low belies
logic. Historically, the workers'compensation price cycle has
proven "what goes down, must
go up."
All eyes are turned again to
California, often a precursor for
the nation, where a key insurance industry group is urging
the insurance commissioner to
recommend a 4.2 percent rate
hike in 2008 citing the cost of
legal work, fraud investigation
and other claims management
tasks.
While dramatic rate increases are unlikely, the tide is turning and the days of double-digit
percentage rate reductions may
well be over.
4. Unnecessary loss of
skilled workers. The longer
employees are out of work, the
less likely they are to return.
Workers' compensation IS beset
by unnecessary time lags along
the continuum of care- lag time
to get doctor's reports, see a
specialist, get test results, etc.
This prolonged process produces a "disability mentality" the employee believes something is seriously wrong.
While studies show that 90
percent - 95 percent of injured
employees should be back to
work by the fourth day following the injury, nationally 24

percent of work.place injuries
result in lost time greater than
three days (ManagedComp survey). In effect. the system creates unnecessary disabilities
and th ere is no ev1dence that
this wi ll change in the coming
year.
5. Injuries to older workers
will continue to cost more.
By the year 2012. approximately 20 percent of the workforce will be 55 years or older.
While older workers have fewer
injuries, the injuries are more
costly and workers take longer
to recover than do younger
employees.
Now is the time to become
attuned to the implications of
the maturing workforce and
implement prQgrams that foster
retention and prevent injuries.
Without proper planning, this
unprecedented growth in the
number of aging workers will
lead to more serious injuries
and increases in workers' compensation costs in the years
ahead.
6. Drug use - legal and illegal - will continue to plague the
workplace. While greater vigilance by employers in the use of
drug testing has made inroads,
substance abuse remains a
daunting problem for the workplace, with alcohol topping the
list. Add to this the aggressive
adverti sing by drug manufacturers that has fueled the public 's demand for new prescriptions and the risk of prescription and illegal drugs leading to
workplace injuries is considerable.
As sadly demonstrated by
the recent controversy surrounding the death of two fire
fighters in Boston, this is a
thorny issue fraught with resistance. If there is to be success, it
will depend upon a high level of
employee education as well as
increased drug testing. This will
take time; look for continued
problems in 2008.

7.
Well ness
programs
requ1re continued commitment.
There is little doubt that the
lifestyle of the American worker is a threat to productJvuy. As
a result, many employers are
implementing wellness programs a1med at encouraging
employees to adopt more
healthful lifestyles, reduce
medical care costs, lower
absenteeism and injuries and
boost worker productivity.
Employers are still grappling to understand what particular interventions, programs
and incentives yield the greatest
return on investment. Privacy
and legal issues also contmue to
be s ignificant concerns.
This noteworthy and beneficial trend will continue in 2008,
but the effort needs to be constant - much li.ke the anti-smoking campaigns - in order to be
effective.
8. The bar will be raised on
return-to-work
programs.
While early and safe return to
work is a recogmzed "best practice" in workers' compensation,
there are still employers who
res ist transitional work assignments, offer demeaning or
"make-work" jobs or run ineffective prog rams.
Simply getting the employee back to work is not enough.
Employers need to understand
and enforce medical restrictions, establish realistic and
evidence-based guidelines for
the resumption of duties, monitor progress, integrate human
resources with risk management, and train employees and
supervisors on the value of such
programs.
Health care providers have
a role, too, by being accountable and becoming an active
partner in the return-to-work
process and case managers
must work to minimize lag time
m treatments and communicacontinued on page 31
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loyalty...
continued from PR· 18
someth10g, especially your
employees. "Typically, people
who arc interested in work.ing for
small businesses are driven more
by recognition than by dollars,"
says Freyvogel. "So whether you
implement an Employee of the
Month plaque or simply say,
'Thanks for the great job!' never
miss an opportunity to g1ve your
employees the recognition they
deserve. And when a client compliments an employee's work,
never steal the credit-indeed. be
sure to pass the glowing review
along to the rightful owner!"

While the employees have no
final vote 111 what happens with
the company, they still receive all
of the benefits of ownmg stock.
This helps me create employees
who feel hk.e partml owners of
the company, which makes them
work. harder and take more pride
in what they do."

Make them feel like owners.
Whethe r it comes from having a
voice in major decisions, being
able to work directly with clients
or actually owning stock, a sense
of employee ownershtp will go a
long way toward instilling loyalty. Nurturing your employees to
love your business as much as
you do will strengthen your company's foundation-and your
business will be that much more
likely to survive setbacks and
grow to great heights.
" I like to use what I call A
Stock and B Stock," says
Freyvogel. "Here's how it works:
A Stock is voting stock and B
Stock is nonvoting stock. The B
Stock is distnbuted among my
employees and myself, while l
keep all of the votmg stock.

them unw10d-tick.ets to a sporting event or gift certificates to the
local watering hole.

Make sure they have everythiOg they need to do their jobs.
Nothing frustrates a high perfonning employee more than
having to struggle to do h1s JOb
because he doesn't have the right
computer program or because he
must make do with faulty equipment. "Be the boss that constantly communicates with his
employees, and ask them whenever you have the chance if there
is something you can do that will
make their jobs easier," says
Freyvogel. "Sometimes you'll be
able to take care of it right away;
other times it will take awhile.
But the simple act of showing
you care will go a long way."

Help them leave if Jt isn't the
nght job for them. Workmg in a
small business 1sn 't for everyone.
If you notice that one of your
employees is struggling 10 the
environment or simply isn't
happy, talk with her about
whether or not your busmess 1s
the right place for her. If you collectively decide that it 1sn 't, help
her find a more suitable JOb. How
does helpmg an employee leave
build loyalty? "Well, the exitmg
employee will spread the word
about what a great boss you are,"
says Freyvogel. "Plus. your other
employees will see that you are a
and
understanding
caring
employer, even when someone is
ready to move on. Seeing how
well you treat other employees.
even those on their way out,will
make others think twice about
leaving-believe me, not all
employers are so gracious!"

Pamper them! Show your
employees that you know working for you and your business can
be stressful by providing a free
spa treatment every once in
awhile-even once a month-if
you can afford it. Female
employees, especially, will love
this perk. If your male employees
aren't part1cularly interested in
spa treatments, consider other,
more "masculine" ways to help

Provide employee attendance
incentives. It's likely that your
best employees are high performers who come in even when
they're feeling a bit under the
weather, and don't hesitate to
come in on the occasiOnal day off
to take care of an emergency.
These are the employees who
deserve attendance benefits. For
example. for every month without an ab ence. give employees

an extra vacation day, a gift certificate, or a bonus of some kind.
It's that simple. The reward they
rece1ved for their perfect attendance will mak.e them happy they
worked so hard for you throughout the month.
"All of the perks in the world
won't mean anything if you don't
show your employees the respect
they deserve," says Freyvogel.
"As a small business owner, you
can't treat your employees like
cogs 10 a machine and expect
them to keep coming back to
you. Frequently ask them what
they think about certain areas of
the business. And 1f at all possible, implement their 1deas and
suggestions-there is no more
powerful way to say 'I value
you.'
"Your employees are your
greatest
asset,"
continues
Freyvogel. "Anything you can do
to ensure that they stick with you
is worth it. As you can see from
the examples, you don't have to
break the bank to show them a
little extra appreciation. The loyalty these actions build between
you. your employees, and your
business will be priceless."

About Ty Freyvogel:
Tv Frep·ogel is also the
author of "It 's Not Your Smarts,
It's Your Schmoo:::.e and Sei::.e the
Century!." as well as an advice
guru on his new Website,
Makmf1Senseq.fYourBttsiness.coln.
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If People Love You, They Give You More Money
The Undisputed Secret of Repeat Business
By Ross Shafer
Moq
companies
are
obsessed With what their compelltion 1s domg . Progres sive
Insurance \\ant s to kno\1. what
Geico is doing. Macy 's wants
insider information about
Nordstrom . Ford \l.anh to
1-now Chry s ler 's sec rets , and
so on. And. because I speak or
consult with 90+ organizations
a )ear. my c lients assume I
have the ans wer. .. so they can
steal it.
Well. I do ... and here it is.
(Insert drum roll here)
lfyour customers lo l'e you,
they will give vou m ore
money.
Too simple. right '? Not
"high tech" enough for you?
Couldn't apply to your busi ness because you ' re not a c ustomer facing business '? Or.
may be your performance metrics are too sophistica ted to
measure somethmg a s touc hyfeel) as "soft skills'!" Ah. you
must not sell :rour goods or
sen ices to human beings.
For the sake of the conversation, let\ say you want to
experiment with this " love"
idea.
How would you go about
it?

I.
Understand
that
human beings have one emotional barometer.
Many of you make the mistake of thinking your customers, clients, or patients are
in a business relationship with
you. Wrong. Customers expect
a human relationship because
they can't tell the difference.
Customers respond to bad
service with the same hurt and
emotional triggers they experience in a bad personal relationship. If you ignore them, they
feel unimportant. If you second-guess them, they feel

defen sive. If yo u dismi ss them
with out sati s fying them , they
get ang ry . The] can't help 11
Unle ss they are heavily medicated . humans do n ' t have a
fire wall to protect them from
their fee lings. HO\\ e\er. the
fe elings of happiness a nd
cooperatiOn surface 1f they feel
loved and respected by you .
They want to feel unders tood
by you . We all want to fill o ur
lives with people who treat us
well. We want to see those
people as o ften as poss ibl e
because they mal-e us fe e l
good. Customers want to be
emotionally c onnected to you.
So. all you have to do is love
them. Loving your customers
makes
them
want
to
re turn ... and whe n th ey do.
the y will g ive yo u mo re
money.
2. Lol ing you means customers can stop dating other
companies.
Your custome rs and c lie nts
and patients have a dizzying
number of choices these days.
'Jot only do TV. radio. and
print constantly bombard them
- the online options further
blur their buying decisions. In
fact, reluctant customers often
experiment with several companies before settling in with
their "favorite place to shop."
You want to be the place they
"settle." Because, when customers finally find a shop,
service, or product they love,
what it means to them is that
they can stop "dating" other
companies and commit to you.
Feeling loved by you is a relief
to your customers. It makes
them feel smarter for picking
you. They can finally stop
spending time and money with
your competition and start
focusing on you.

3. Your "internal" customers need love, too.
Let's say you aren ' t in a
"custome r faci ng" o rgani zation. At some pomt you' II have
to ta ll- to someone in your
organizatio n. n ght? A boss? A
coworl-er? The UPS g uy?
These people a rc yo ur interna l
custo me rs and the)' need love.
too. Companies who g row
" love" the ir a ssoc iates. The
competitor 's sec ret may be
th at the ir empl oyees love
workmg there. They' re happy,
content , c hallenged , respected,
and have an emo ti ona l connection with the company. Do yo u
feel that way about your company? Does your team feel th at
way'? If not. you ' re go mg to
lose good people to your compe tito r and they are going to
take yo ur custo me rs w ith
the m. Lo st lo ve , inte rnall y.
means lost talent and lost reve nue
4. You can actually quantify 'loving' your customers.
Afte r one of my scmmars.
a man named John Hixon from
Sweetwater, Texas told me he
took over his father's grocery
store when his dad passed
away. John found out that the
little store had annual sales of
about $250,000/yr but had lost
$200,000 during the same period. He decided to take a leave
from his insurance business to
liquidate the store. When he
couldn't find a buyer, John
decided to step in and see what
he could do to save the market.
He couldn't afford to renovate
or add new products so he
turned to his customers - by
doing something radical something his dad would never
have done. John started loving
the customers. He would stand
at the front door and say hello
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to everyone. He'd tell them, " I
sure appreciate yo u coming
into our sto re." With a twm1-ling eye he's say. " We' re
small but we're m ighty.'' [f
they asked for an item. he
wo uld n't JUSt pomt them do wn
an aisle. He wou ld escort them
to, let's say, the oatmeal a is le.
T he n he'd explain why he carned tha t part icular brand.
The n, a fte r the c ustomer went
thro ug h the c heckout stand,
Jo hn wo uld be standing at the
door to say goodbye and w1sh
the m a nice evening ... o r weekcnd ... o r ho liday. John told me
that w ithin 9 months the little
store was o n pace to g ross $1 .5
million! And . th e o nl y thing
Jo hn ~i xon changed was th~
he sta rte d lovi ng his custo me rs. Wh at 's eve n more
mc rediblc was that dunng that
tune, W;tl- Mart opened JUSt a
few m iles away.
There 1s the secret you· ve
all been pining for. If people
love yo u. they give you mo re
mo ney. Th at is. o f co urse.
unless you ' re too sophisticated
for something as s illy as that.

Abollt the Author:
Ross is a six-time Emmy
Award-winning comedian and
writer who also hosted the
game shows "Lo ve Me, Love
Me Not " and "The Match
Game." Ross also hosted "The
Late Show." He is now a consultant, author and speaker
who specializes in customer
service, training and sales.
Alongside his latest book, "The
Customer Shouts Back - 10
Things You Must Know If You
Want Their Lifetime Loyalty,"
Ross founded the Customer
Empathy institute™ . For more
information, please visit:
www.RossShafer.com.

workers'
co1npensation ...
contlmtcd jimn pg. 28
t1ons. Only those employers
who recogn11e the value of
return-to work 111 retammg
employees. 1mprovmg producti vity and rcducmg costs will
comm it the t ime and resources
reqUired. Progress will be made
m 200R, but changmg att itudes
take time and ther!l is much
work ahead.
9. There will be limited use
of technology as a strategic tool
for
cost
containment.
Sophisticated Internet tools.
software and online access to
in formation arc avai lable to
help employers q uickly respond
to injuries, predict claims that
are li kely to spiral out of control, mon itor benchmarks,
detect fraud, and Improve communication and coll aboration
between all parties involved in
the worl-crs' compensation
process.

Thb requires a change 111
attitude by agents and employers . Agents Lan no longer "sell"
workers· compensatiOn 1nsur
ance. but must become experts
and consultants to deliver a full
range of injury management
sen 1ccs. Employers need to
recogmze that worl-ers · compensation IS not an expense but
a controllable busi ness cost
that. when managed properly.
will have a measurable and positive return on investment.
Clearly. managmg workers 'compensation costs 1s not an
"on/off' intervention to be used
when inJuries occur or rates
rise, but a ncver-endmg process
that encompasses all aspects of
the worl-place. The few who
tal-c charge will change the risk
management paradigm 111 2008.

Wayne Partee is CEO of
Partee Insurance Associates,
Inc .. Covina, California, one of
onlv 20 Level-5 member agencie.\ of the Institute of
WorkComp Professwnals.

Smith Barney.
1\ia.\eem Qadcr IS a financial
Ad1•i.10r wllh Smith Barney located in Claremont. CA amlmay he
reached at 909-625-9702.

investments
resolutions ...
contuwedfmm pg. 6
securities held 111 the firm\ street
name. When you're ready to sell,
just call your financial adv1sor.
Or, cons1dcr consohdatmg your
banl-mg and investments mto a
central financial brokerage
account. You may be able to
manage all your mvcsting. sa\mgs. borrowing and spending in
a single account. And. some brokerage fim1s may supply you
with an ATM card for convenient
access to your funds.
A financial plan that includes
the above, penodically monitored with the help of your finanCial adv isor, could help make
kcepmg your financial resolutions pamless.

This article IS based, 111
whole or in part, on information
pro1•ided by the Medw and
Marketing Communicatiom of
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brilliant
branders ...
cominued from pg. 10
Danny Wegman flew new.
full-time employees up to the
company's Rochester, NY
headquarters so that he could
meet them and welcome them
to the company, Fortune
named Wegmans one of its
100 Best Companies to Work
For in 2006.
Furthermore.
Wegmans
doesn't only make its employees happy. It also makes the
communities where 1ts stores
are located happy. According
to the to the company's
Website in each of its store
communities. Wegmans tries
to do the followmg: provide
food for the needy, give donations to neighborhood activities such as community festivals, help young people
become healthy, productive,
and independent adults, and
support the United Way. All of
these aspects combined ensure
that customers. employees,
and the communities truly do
get Wegmans best everyday.
"And perhaps the true sign
of a great company. Wegmans
knows a failed strategy when
they see one," says Deming.
"The company closed its 14store Chase-Pitkin Home and
Garden Centers in 2006 after
their efforts to mimic the big
players, such as Home Depot
and Lowe 's, failed. Leaders at
the company realized they
would have to invest a lot of
money and resources to be
competitive in the market, and
simply bowed out of the home
and garden arena. But they did
it with class. Always concerned about its employees,
Chase-Pitkin employees were
offered jobs in Wegmans
stores if they wanted them.''

5. Starbucks
Starbucks has grown to
optimize the idea of creating a
brand by generating so-called
correct
perceptions.
The
Starbucks brand is not entirely
about coffee. The product only

gets them in the game. What
makes the brand and keeps the
customers commg back are
experiences and associations.
"The Starbucks brand is
the reason we're willing to
stand in line way too long and
gladly pay way too much for a
cup of coffee," says Deming.
"We take our recyclable cup
out of the store and into our
workplace. We show, through
our purchase, how sophisticated we are, how we know about
the finer things in life. By
associating with the Starbucks
brand. we associate with success."
The Wolf Criers: Why
they've missed the mark
It should come as no surprise that any company that
neglects its customers is destined to be a consummate failure. That's why it's so astonishing that so many organizations (even multi-million dollar corporatiOns!) are still trying to do busrness without
making their customers their
number one priority. The companies below were each failures in this department. Some
misjudged the quality of their
customer service, some wanted to cut costs and thought
cutting customer service made
the most sense, and some simply made mistakes during critical times. There is a lesson to
be learned from each of them:
failing to create the ultimate
customer experience for your
customers will mean failure
for your company sooner or
later.

I. Time Warner
In 2006, Time Warner
bought out Comcast Cable. A
series of commercials airing in
Los Angeles. one of the cities
affected by the change,
assured customers that the
transition would be seamless;
Comcast customers wouldn't
even realize their cable or
Internet service provider had
changed. The implication was
that service was terrific to
begin with and would continue

to be so under Time Warner's
ownership and management.
Unfortunately. this turned out
to be not entirely true for at
least one customer in Southern
California. A simple wireless
router issue turned mto eight
hours of phone calls. at least
three technician visits, unfulfilled promises to return calls.
and all around incompetence.
2. Red Cross
A glaring and shocking
example of how trust can be
Instantaneously eroded comes
from the American Red Cross.
In the hours after terrorists
attacked the Unned States on
9/ II. record-breaking pledges
poured in from around the
world. The Red Cross set up
The Liberty Fund as a direct
response to the attacks and
collected more than $564 million. However, by November
200 I, CNN and other news
agencies reported that only
$154 million of that had been
distributed. Dr. Bernadine
Healy, who was the outgoing
Red Cross president at the
time, argued in defense of the
charitable organization's decision to set aside more than
half of the money raised for
future needs, including possible terrorist attacks. This news
angered many donors. They
felt like their money was not
reaching the intended recipients.
"In other words, though
donors were not critical of the
charity having money for
future disasters, the real question was whether the important agency misled donors into
thinking donations were going
immediately to 9/11 relief,"
explains Deming. "I don't
think anyone really believes
the Red Cross deceived people
for some selfish, greedy end.
But in a moment when individuals' feelings were of raw
helplessness and despair, and
the only way they had to connect with and help others was
through monetary donations,
the Red Cross failed to keep
its brand trust."

3. Sears
Scars was at one time the
preemment department store.
There wasn't a product they
didn't carry, and all of them
were backed by a guarantee
of quality. When you heard
the name Sears, you knew
you could count on what you
got. And, if something didn't
work the way it was supposed to, or stopped working
altogether, Sears was ready
with a replacement or quality
repair. Unfortunately, that
time seems to have passed.
"My personal experience
is a testament to the new
Sears brand," he says. "Sears
failed miserably as a brand.
Not only did it fail to deliver
on its promise-the same
promise
it's
made for
decades-it also failed to
exceed my expectations with
a unique experience when I
needed it most. The entire
Scars brand, in my mind,
failed because of a single
experience I had with one
young lady, a supposed customer service representative.
She did everything in her
power to do the minimum so
she could get off the phone
and go back to whatever she
was doing. The experience
soured me on Sears, and I no
longer trusted the Sears
brand."
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CSUSB Hosts 92nd Birthday Party
for World-Renowned Craftsman
and Master Woodworker Sam
Maloof On Jan. 26
Ninety-two years ago a
child was born to Lebanese
unm•grants, who could hardly
1maginc their son would grow
up to be a McArthur Fellow, an
acknowledged genius, a world
renowned craftsman and master
woodworker.
On Jan. 26, Sam Maloof
gets more than a birthday cake
when
Cal
State
San
Bernardino's
Robert
Y.
Fullerton Art Museum. and the
university's art department
partner with the Sam and
Alfreda Maloof Foundation for
Arts and Crafts to host a birthday party for the celebrated
artist.
The celebration. which will
be held from 5 to 7 p.m. at
CSUSB's art museum, is an
exclusive event that will provide guests wllh an unprecc-

dented opportunity to place a
bid on the one and only Sam
Maloof 92nd Birthday EditiOn
Rockmg Chair. Currently. there
is a six-to-seven-year waiting
list for a Maloof rocker, and
Maloof has never handcrafted a
rocker specifically for auction.
Guests at the party will also
preview the first-ever Maloof
Exhibition at the Fullerton Art
Museum,
"Sam
Maloof:
Essence of the Handmade."
A portion of each $92 ticket
will support the Sam and
Alfreda Maloof Foundation for
Arts and Crafts; establish the
first ever Sam and Beverly
Maloof Art Scholarship at
CSUSB; and create a ceramics
acquisition fund in the name of
Sam and Alfreda Maloof at the
Robert V.
Fullerton Art
Museum.

continued on page 34
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Palm StJring'S BookFesti~al
Sunday, March 16 at the
Chamclot Theatre Campus
Hon1e of the Palin Springs
International Fihn Festival

For sponsorship
information call:

1-760-564-3112
Having trouble keeping your website up-to-date?
Does it take forever to get your website updated?
Is your web staff overworked?

We can help!
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4. Song Airlines
Facing competition from
low-cost carriers Jet Blue
and Southwest, and still reeling from 9/11, Delta spun off
Song Airlines in April 2003.
The airline took its final
flight in April 2006. Its
demise came when it based
its marketing efforts around
reaching a well-researched
core customer, the "discount
diva," an upwardly mobile,
professional woman between
the ages of 35 and 54. The
new airline boasted terri fie
in-flight entertainment systems, offered organic meals.
and comfortable leather
scats. The problem? Song's

o

• Web Development
o Web Deatgn
o Databasing
o E-Commerce
o Web Hosting
o Graphic Design
o Corporate ldenttty
• Antmated Logos
o Marketing Collateral

Noticed!! Increase Business
with Custom Dealgn

Mention this ad for a free consuttation

-- Content management solutions
-- E-commerce tools and setvlces
-- Online shopping carts and credit card transactions
-- Website planning, design and Implementation
-- Website project management setvlces
-- Website hosting
-- Custom search engines, directories and catalogs
Our content management tools can help you decouple the
look-and-feel of your site from the Informational content.
Your clerical staff can keep your content up-to-date;
they won't have to walt for your overworked web experts
to dolt.
For more Info see us at www.csz.com
Call today for a free consultation!
909-920-9154 x27
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core c usto m e r \\ as not a real
person . It \\as a m a rke tm g
Frankenste in . a n a malg amation of market researc h. so
dell\ering o n Its brand pro m ise "as a cha ll e nge
" The .tirlin e had bu ilt its
brand a round th1s co re customer. a nd it j ust \\<Isn't suffic ient to keep the a1rline aloft.''
sa)s Deming Smce there was
no rea!Jt;. to ll s " a core c ustomer... there could ne no realit) to the brand . The lesson to
be learned from Song: Market
research will never y ield the
elements of an excellent
brand.

5. Dell
Recent!} in its bid to cut
111 a competitive market,
Dell cut funding in an area
that was once one of its
biggest strengths. customer
service. Naturally, ll didn't
take long for complaints about
poor serv1ce to start streaming
in. In May, those customer
complaints turned into more
than JUSt a customer service
nightmare, when the New
York
Attorney
General's
Office filed a lawsuit agai nst
Dell and Dell Financial
Services for false advertising,
failure to provide services. and
deceptive business practices.
Proving just how Important
meeting your brand promises
are. Attorne} General Andrev..
Cuomo released these scathing
remarks: "At DelL customer
service means no service at
all. Dell's consumers were
intentional ly misled. and they
had to pay for that pnvilege. I
hope this lawsuit sends a message to companies large and
small that delivering a product
b simply not enough - the
promises they make must be
delivered as well."
"Attorney General Cuomo
1s exact ly right and If Dell
wan ts to get its customers and
good repu ta t ion back, they ' ll
co~ts

ha\ e to re turn their focus to
creating the ultimate c ustomer
e xpe rie nce.
not
s,l\ m g
mon e).'. Dem ing dec lares.

6. Sprint Nc,tel
l'v1ost bus messes '~ ant the ir
c usto me rs to sta) \\ ith them
for the lo ng ha ul and \\ 11l do
.Iny th ing possib le to make sure
the) s ta) hap p). S pnnt \;e\tcl
has a uifTere nt approach. In
late J u ne, the compan). " h ich
MS
M ont:) "honored" 111
Ap n l b) plac1ng the compan)
in its Custo me r Sern ce Ha ll of
Shame in Apnl. se nt a let te r
o ut to 1.000 o f its c usto mers
te lling the m that "t he nu mber
of inquiries yo u have made to
us .. has led us to de te rmine
that we are unable to meet
your curre nt w ire le ss need s."
They gave the <!Xed c usto me rs
a month to find a ne w wire less
provide r be fore te rmin atin g
their contracts . "It see m s the
company was upset wllh the
number of call s these c us tomers were making to customer service reps," says
Deming. "It should be obvious
this isn't the way to treat customers. no matter how high
maintenance they are . My
suggestion would be that
Sprint Nextel take a look at
why their customer service
departments weren't able to
successfully handle customer
issues and attack the problem
at the source- not JUSt throw
their hands up and abandon
their
customers
to
the
telecommunication wilds."
About the Author:

Scott Deming delivers
high-energy sales, marketing.
and customer .\·en·ice presen tations to clients across the
globe m er 100 times a year.
He is the author of "The
Brand Wh o Cried Wolf.
Deliver on Your C(nnpany :1·
Promise
and
Create
Customers for Life" (Wiley,
April 2007). It is lll'ailable at
most booksellers and direct
from the publisher by calling
800-225-5945.

overcome
talent shortage ...
collltfiiiCdfrom pg. I.J

e nd. T he more }OU al low you r
Gen- \': employees to he a part
o f the team and to pa rticipa te
as eq uab, the more li kel)
the) ' II he to sta) at your company.

4. Build a 'otrong corporate communication proces<,.
In mos t compames there's
no open de bate. and emp lo)ees an: ahva}s "\vatc h• ng thei1
back ·· T he} kno\v that if the;
say somet l11ng out o f tu rn.
t he} ' re like I} goi ng to get
p rojec ts they do n ' t v..a nt or
they' ll get d inged o n the ir perfo rma nce revie v.. . G ran ted ,
some compan ies have atte m pte d to c reate an e n v iro nme nt o f
o pen communi cati o n . b u t
w he n e mpl oyees d o spea k
their mind, the company doesn ' t li ste n.
Gen- Xe rs re fu se to tole rate
such an environment. They
know it's hard to be productive and motivated whe n trying to always "watch your
back." And while previous
generations tolerated office
politics and egocentric executives, the Gen-Xers respond
by se nding out resumes and
seeking e mployme nt el se where.
Therefore, to keep Gen Xers on s taff, you need to
encourage de bate and oppos ite
opinion . Get people to ope n
up, discu s s proble ms, and
express o pimons. The n. put 111
the processes so the 1deas and
opinion s g et ac ted upon.
Equally important IS to create

an environment of In~ t a nt
feedback .
Rather than force people to
''a it for feedbac k for day~.
v..eeks or un ttl the yearly perfo rmance revie''· comm un icate regular!} . Gi'c updates
on ideas that were generated.
prOJCCts th<lt were \\orkcd on.
a nd an} t hing ebe that Im pacts
t he compan} or emp lo)ec.
Just as Gen-Xers like to text
message their fnends hcc,\Use
it offers Instant commun ication. the) expect the same
communication speed from
their manage rs.
The Ne'' Gen e ration of
Change
According to the I.J. S.
Census Bu reau, the number of
sm a ll b usmesses is growi ng.
A nd Gen-Xers are \lart111g to
reali ze that smal ler com panies
offer m ore in the \\a} o f
o p port unity. JOb fu lfi ll ment,
a nd job sati sfaction. As such,
Gen-Xe rs are givi ng up the
la rge r pa}c hec ks t hat large
companies offer fo r a small e r
c ompany that is Ge n-Xe r
fri e nd ly a nd m o re aligned
with their values.
The world is c hanging at
warp s peed, a nd Gen- Xers are
at the soul of that c hange. So
1f your organization is to survive lon g-term and a void
extinc tion. you mu st c hange
and become Gen- Xer fri e ndlynow!

About the Author:
Deanne De Marco is an
author of f our books, speaker
and corporate trainer.
Deanne can be reached at
866-91 -COACH
or
at
www. DeanneDeMarco.com.
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EXECUTIVE
Public relations \Cteran Barbara
Lohman has JOmed TMG
Communications, Inc. as vice
president,
hroadcnmg
the
Riverside-based firn1 \ services
and capabilities. Lohman has
more than 25 years experience in
the communications mdustry.
Prior to joining TMG. she served
as senior vice president of
Washington,
D.C.-based
Devillier
Commumcations,
Inc ............. Palm
Desert
National Bank announces Spirit
Award honoree Chad Dickson.
The award is g iven to an employee who demonstrates a commitme nt to c ustomer service, values
and mission. Chad is a bank ing
services re presentative at Palm
Desert National Bank 's La
Qumta branch and has been with
the bank for nearl y two
yea rs .................. Arrowhead
Regional Medical Center's Dr.
Joe D. Corless, recogmzed as
one o f the area's top physicians
m the field of pediatric alle rgy
and asthma and a key figure in
the development of the success-

ful Breathmobiie program. has
been honored b) the Asthma &
Allergy Foundation of America.
Cahfom1a Chapter (AAFA-CA)
as its Physician of the
Year.... . .......Stirling Capital
Investments announced It has
added two executives to the
development team at Southem
California Logisucs Centre
(SCLC)
in
Victorville.
Chrstopher Webb has been
named director of leasing and
sales and Mark Huber has been
named director o f design/construction. Webb will be responsible for overseeing all aspects of
marketing, leasmg and sales for
Stirling Capital Investments.
Huber Will select and manage
design teams and general contractors and oversee the overall
construction processes of all
onsite
improvements
at
SCLC ......... Tony J. Swartz has
been appoi nted president and
chief executive officer of Desert
Commercial Bank. Swartz
succeeds
R . Albert "AI"
Roensch, who was Desert

NOTES

Commercia l Bank 's first CEO.
s~~ artz served as president and
CFO of a de novo bank, Fresno
First Bank and as a foundmg
director for Fresno First Bank
............ Hyatt
AdHrtising
announced the promotion of a
key staff member and expansion
of the agency as 11 adapts to a
larger list of clientele. Hyatt has
promoted Mark Faus to ~enior
art d irector, recogmzmg h1s contributions to the growth of the
agency. Faus will conunue to
fulfill his creative responstbiliues
but will now manage Hyatt's
expand ing art department. Faus
has been wi th Hyatt Advertising
since
2004 ............ ..
Preside nt/CEO
Kevin
McCarthy of PFF Bank &
Trust has a nnounced the
appointment of John Randall to
v1ce president and Susan
Boudreaux and Debbie Mason
to ass ista nt vice president.
Combined, the three officers represent over 70 years of bankmg
and management experience and
commum ty service ............. San

Bernardino

Cit\ Economic
Agency Director
Maggie Pacheco has decided to
step down effective late January
2008 . ... Outdoor Channel
Holdings, Inc. announced that
William A. Owen submitted his
res•gnation, electing to step
down from h1s posts as execuuve
v1ce presi dent and ch ief financial
o fficer effective immediately.
The company said Owen has
agreed to serve as an adv1sor to
the company as needed through
Dec. 15, 2008.
Outdoor
Channel Holdings named Shad
L. Burke, a certified p ublic
accountant who joined the company as ch1ef accounting officer
in October 2007, as interim c hief
fi na ncial o fficer.
Outdoor
Channel Holdings, Inc. owns
and operates Outdoor Channel,
Amenca 's leader 111 outdoor TV.
The national network offers prog ramm ing that captures the
excitement of hunting. fishing .
li festyle,
off-road
Western
motorsports. adventure and other
outdoor lifestyles.

De~elopment

TRJT():'\1
Com mun icat io n :-;, I nc.

OF
LISTS
GET A JUMP ON YOUR
COMPETITION ...
secure your space in the Inland Empire's
premier reference tool

TODAY.

Plc.t~

allow us to mtrodu~o:e our.ehc\ . Tnt~m Commun~eo~hon'§, ln..: .• a lull
()nltn3.11) fonnrd In JI.,\MJ. and
h'k:orpnr.ttcd on Aug:w.t l:!th JQ82 \\c bcpn L'i a '-'ontra..:1or prm.admg
IO!t.lallataon SCI' itt lor Rolm of C'.allloma.a In 19K5, Tnton
l(lmmun1c.1taon... Inc became an mh!n:onn«t and t'le~illlto ~n.e 11~ o"'n
cu-.t(lmet"\

!OCT'\- ICC tcJC\:UffiffiUilh.."UIIUn'\ compan~

We ;tJ"e \CI) proud to \.1)' that man) ot vur vnt:,tnal~.:u ..tonlCr. .tn: ..uu .... ,th
U\ toda) Plca-.c ~\'k".... the (l,t or SCn.t«S .Jrtd qu;~hficati<.'K\5 ~lu ... V.c aTC'
cenam )UU \It Ill fmc.l t1ut Tntoo Commumcal•ons. Irk: em be or USI,IMICC' It' )OU and your ~.;ompan) \\e hll\·C
a 'el) ""ell tramcd techm(;al Matl ancJ our m..tall.•tuln .tnc.l 'iCI"\'H.-e tct:hnKlMI\ ha'c: an :nena~ ot f11tec:n )COif'\
e~tpenence c:ar.;h lllc rollo"" mg '" :a 11,1 ol our \('f' 1ce"

• Sale\ and Set"u.:e tlf relurhL'ihed ~'ortcl. Tc:KhtNl &. OC\.Oo C'iEC) tckpbone "Yitcm.\ and ~u1pmmL
• Complete S)-.tcm cabling ol \Oir.:c, c.IJta, aru.l computer OC:I\.OoOrlmtt
• VoJt:e \t:ul and Pa~tng ")'ICIII\ to \1dco conlerenc:m~ nnd Call AOOlUnhog '>:Ucm
• Pro'•~t.ng Local Daal Tl)OC Tl Long D1\Wli.."C .tnd ~no numht:~
• VoiP llliUIIOO\

Sponsorship Packages ... $6,000
Full Page ... $3,750

•

Half Page . .. $2,750

For details, contact your account manager at

Tnlon Commun1cattom. Inc

MJ Brea Can) on Road St< 4
\\ ,,lnut, C A 9178Q
Phonc:909.5Q4 58QS
fa"')(l9 5Q~ .2SJ2
v.v.v..tntoncomm.com

-
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BIA Honors High Desert
Homebuilders
Jim and Madeline Tatum
receh e Lifetime Achie\ ement
Anard from the Building
Industry Association, Baldy
View Chapter
The
Building
lndu~try
Association,
Bald)
Vie\\
Chapter honored High Desert
home builder-, Madehne and Jim
Tatum at the 2007 installation
ceremony at the DoubleTree
Hotel in Ontario.
The
Building
Industry
Association recognized Baldy
View Chapter President Todd
Tatum for his leadership and
commitment to the home building industry. Ray Fernandez of
Rainbow Building and industry
giant KB Home were also honored for their contributions to
the building industry and community.
More than 300 community
leaders, elected officials and
homebuilders attended
the
Building Industry Association
installation ceremony wher~
Madeline and Jim Tatum
received
a
Lifetime
Achievement Award for their
commitment to the High Desert
region.
The Tatums are the founders
of the American Housing
Group, a private home building
company that constructs more
than 200 homes annually. In
200 I, they also created the
Tatum Foundation, a philanthropic organization that develops schools, parks, hospitals and
civic buildings worldwide.
"The Tatum family has been
an integral part of the development of Victorville since its

tnccption" said Terr) Caldwell.
ma) or of Victon Ill c. "the) arc
one of the most prominent families in Victor Valley."
Clyde Tatum. J nn's father.
was the tiN in the family to
start building homes and holdtng a commitment to the High
Desert community. Clyde built
more than
10.000 home~
between 1950 and 1970. His
philanthropic
contributions
tnclude donaung 18 acres to the
Cit)' of Victorville for its ci\ ic
center and land for vanous parks
and libraries throughout the
High Desert. His contributions
also included servtng as a
founding board member of the
Mojave Water Agency.
Madeline was a founding
member and past president of
the Victor Valley Women's
Democratic Club.
She was
named San Bernardino County
Woman of the Year for three
straight years and has also been
honored by the State of
California as one of its
"Outstanding Citizens."
The Tatums' contributions to
the High Desert community
include dedicating parks and
sponsoring sports teams. The
Tatums have also served on
many philanthropic boards
throughout the High Desert
region.
"Jim and Madeline love
their community.
It's where
they raised their children and it's
where they made their livelihood. It's important to them to
make (their community) a better
place" said Richard Lewis, president of Lewis Group of
Companies, based in Upland.

Drucker award...
contmucdfrom pg. 7
111 N't" PAs and has placed
ever) smglr: one of them into
the production workforce.
Addiuon,lil). sc\cral of the
program's graduates have
a lrcad) moved into htgher
positions.
The ProductiOn Assistant
Training Program builds on a
well-kno\\n marketing campaign. The "Made in NY"
Incentive Program offers film
and television productions a
combination of tax and marketing credns, along wtth various
customer services, for shooting
111 the Big Apple.
" By partnenng with the
mayor's film office. Brooklyn
Workforce Innovations was
able to take advantage of the
'Made in NY' brand and use it
to help serve those who arc
truly in need ,'' Wartzman said.
"Drucker wrote that any successful organization needs to
do two things constantly to
thrive: innovate and market.
'Made in NY' earns high marks
on both counts-and we hope,
given that cities and states all
over the country have film
commissions of their own, others will take notice of this program and use it as a model."
According to the Mayor's
Office of Film, Theatre and
Broadcasting, the "Made in
NY" PA Training Program also
addresses a growing market
need, as New York City last
year had the highest number of
television and film shooting
days
in
its
history.
Additionally, the program targets widespread unemployment and lack of career opportunities among young AfricanAmerican and Latino New

Yorkers. tnety-sevcn percent
of those \\ho have gone
through the program are people
of color. and all arc from economically disadvantaged hackgrounds.
"Wr: 've had so much sue
cess because we're helping
people develop skills th~
employer really \\.ants," sa 1d
Kat) Finch. the Program
Director of the "Made in NY"
PA Tra111ing Program. "The
staff has a production background, so we really understand what happens on a set."
"PAs are the first point of
contact that residents have with
film and television shoots on
our
city
s treets."
said
Katherine
Oliver,
Commissioner of the Mayor's
Office of Film, Theatre and
Broadcasting. 'The ' Made m
NY' PA Training Program ts
committed to providing welltrained PAs from diverse backgrounds for the hundreds of
films, televis ion s hows, and
commercials that come to New
York each year. These talented
graduates further the goals of
smooth relations between productions and communities.
We're very proud the program
has already accomplished so
much."
The Drucker Institute honored the winner and two runners-up on Nov. 19 in New
York at a gala dinner co-hosted
by the Leader to Leader
Institute.
The dinner was preceded
by an all-day conference,
"Creating
the
Future of
Nonprofits: Opportunity and
Innovation in the Social
Sector." (For more on the conference, including a list of
speakers,
please
go
to
www.DRUCKERinstitutc.com.)
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RESTAURANT

City Broiler in Chino Hills Gets Rave Reviews
By Robbie Molter
The Cit) Broiler p, a restaurant tre<l';urc. <md one that I have
recent!) discovered in Chino
Hills.
It opened in Fcbruaf)
2007 to rave rC\ te\\\. and is a
family-owned restaurant headed
b) Roger Cr,l\\ ford \\ ho ha>. for
0\ cr 40 year-,, opened man) other
tine restaurant> acnl>s tht> >tate
1l1e Cll) Broiler \\as high!) reL
ommcndcd h) a friend so I dcctdcd to II) it out Ill) self.
As I \\ alked into the rc>taurant. I \\a> total!) impreS>ed h)
the bea uti fu I decor and the \V ann
welcome from the servers. 1l1c
spactou> dinmg room b decorated
m natural wood and brick wllh
touches of brass and etched glass.
I was unpressed right at the start.
The ltrst room I entered was a
sports bar. and It \\as prett) lively
that night. With a wide screen
TV. sports fans can cheer on their
favorite te<mls pia) ing whatever
event that is schedu led for that

day. The lounge on the weekends
otTer entertammcnt with dancing
(sometimes hard to lind in a
restaurant) and dtnncr I> also
se1'\ cd there. I lowe\ cr. during
the week the lounge I'- u'ed for
meetings and banquch. In fact.
the da) l wa> there. the) were
preparing for two large banqueh-one Ill the pall(> .trea and one Ill
the other banquet lcx:atioth. The
Cit) Broiler offer, several areas
for '>pcual events- -pri\ ,\le break
rash. lunche-. or dmncrs, mcetlllgs ,md even wedding receptions.
1\lm, for the best part---the
food! The menu included so
many or Ill) favorite di-.hes. ll
was chfficult lo make 111) selections. Finall). I chose the chtckcn
stnps as an appetizer, and I was
not disappomtcd. The presentation was unique and the chicken
\\ •ts terri tic. F-or Ill) entree. I
ordered the steak. It was done to

my chotec. and 11 \\as dcliciOLt'>.
The server \\as attentive hut
not overbearing. She ahvays had
a smile and made sure that nothing was overlooked. I noticed that
Roger was a man of detail whtch
ts essemial in this business. He
went from table to table to make

sure the roses were still fresh for
his customer-,.
The City Broder was voted
b; "Inland Emptre Maganne" .ts
the Best Restaurant in 2CXlR 111 a
yearly contest held h) the puhli-

cont11111ed on page 39

THE HISTORIC

GALLEANO WINERY
We can custom
design a label
just for you
using: Photos,
_ Logos, Colors,
Invitations,
Themes.

950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario
Mon / Thur II!JO a.m.-9:30p.m.
Fri II!JO a.m.- ro:3o p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m.- IO!JO p.m.
Sun 4:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended

It's New York wtthout the attitude! This award-wmnmg
restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu
features prime steaks, Australian lobster tail, garlic roasted
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood
specialties. Join us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where

08-09 Book of Lists

REVIEW"

acclaimed artists have made us rhe Inland Empire's most

Weddmgs • Anniversaries
Birthdays • ')pee tal I.\ cnts
Graduauons • llolida) • Gtfls
Wine Tastmg Available Daily

intimate jazz experience! We take care of every detail with

innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts,
outstanding wine selection and entertainment to complement your dining experience - and discover our magnificent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event.

4231 Winevillc Road
Mira Loma, CA 91752
(951) 685-5376 or (951) 360-9180
www.galleanowinery.com
Tour the llistoric Winery weekends from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm or b) appointment
Listed in the '<ational Register or Historical Places
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City Broiler...

"Award Winning Customer Service:
101 Ways to Guarantee Great
Performance,"
By Renee Evenson;
Amacom. Ne\\- York. ew York; 2007;
232 pages. $17.95.
Congratulations to author Renee Evenson. Someone has finally got the analogy right. Customer sen tee ts not ltke a football
game. a soccer match. or hand-to-hand combat. It is. as Evenson
suggests. more like theatre. Your customers are your audience. not
your competitors.
Just like any audience your customers may not always be right.
or even appreciative. but they are always the people who buy the
tickets. That's the reason why they can pass JUdgment on \\-hat you
offer and how you offer it, even when the judgment is unfair.
Evenson plainly states her philosophy about customer service: "If
your customers stop coming. you will not need to stock the
shelves ... The customer ts the reason you have a JOb."
The book is devoted to the ·'what\, why's, and how's" of keeping your customers coming back to your long-running show. Each
chapter ts organized in the same way. making it easy to find the
major point raised by the author, her key tips (which she calls
"Performance Prompts") on what to do, a sample situation (called
··When Thts Happens ... "), and a possible solution (called "Try
This"). The major points are numbered in series throughout the
book and compose the "10 I Ways to Guarantee Great
Performance." It's an Interesting structural approach that not only
promotes cover to cover reading, but allows the book to double as
a reference source.
All the "101 Ways" no more than two pages long, making the
reading easy to read and remember. Here's a sample from item 20.
Listen. Listen. Listen tn Chapter 4, Communications.
'"Listening is the most tmportant part of effective commumcation. Listening well is more important than speaking well. Without
the ability to truly listen. communtcation can never be effective.
"Performance Prompts" "Pay close attentton to the speaker.
Look at the person and pay close attention to what is being satd."
The author goes on to list eight more "prompts" and offers her
sample situation and possible solution. In this case these are:
"When This Happens ..
"You are listening to a customer tell you about a problem he
had on a previous call to your company. He is upset and is startmg
to ramble and get off track. You are afraid you are going to miss
the message and not understand what the actual problem is. You do
not want to interrupt him, though, while he is speaking.
"Try This"
"This is a time when a polite interruption is appropriate. Wait
for a lull, then interject, Tm sorry that happened, and I'm going to
help resolve this for you. When you told the employee you wouldn't be home yesterday and needed a different appointment date,
what did the employee say to you?' This will guide the customer
back on track."
The book is filled with basic front-line customer service tips
and approaches. That's its strength. It addresses the key issues
faced by customer services representatives on a daily basis and
offers a way for both reps and their managers to deal with customers' problems when they are most easily correctable and most

economically solvable.
One point docs leap out at the reader. Most of the examples
involve women as the customer service representatives who are
solvmg the problem. That ·s not so much any gender bias on the
part of the author. In case you have noticed, the vast majority of
people employed as reps and working level CSR managers are
women. That's probably the same reason why the author used an
analogy other than football or warfare.
Although a basic employee primer on customer service,
"Award Winning Customer Service" is a much needed one and an
excellent starting pomt for managers responstble for sales and follow-up service. Dozens of ideas and tips make it an excellent to
learn or re-learn how to make customer scrvtcc an effccttvc customer satisfaction tool.
-- Henry Holtzman

Bestselling Business Books
Here are the current top 10 bestselling books for business. The
list is compiled based on information received from retail bookstores throughout the U.S.A.
l. "The Age of Turbulence: Adventures in a New World," by Alan
Greenspan (Pengum Group ... $35.00) (2)*

Former Fed Reserve Chairman tells ... all more or less.
2. "Think Big and Kick Ass in Business and in Life," by Donald
Trump with Bill Zanker (HarperCollins ... $26.95)(3)
'The Donald' continues to brand his favorite product.
3. 'The Dip: A Little Book That Teaches You When to Qutt (and
When to Stick)" by Seth Godin and Hugh Macleod [Illustrator]
(Penguin Group- USA ... $12.95) (5)
Why winners often quit while losers stick.
4. "Launchmg a Leadership Revolution: Mastenng the Five Levels
of Influence,'' by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward (Busmess
Plus ... $23.99) (6)
Detailed view of how to develop leadership skills.
5. "The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business Is Selling Less
of More," by Chris Anderson (Hyperion ... $24.95) (4)
Why products sold by Internet generate nearly unending sales.
6. "Jeffrey Gitomer's Little Red Book of Sales Answers," by Jeffrey
Gitomer (Pearson Education ... $19.99) (I)
Sales guru offers answers to sales questions.
7. "Good to Great," by Jim Collins (HarperCollins ... $27.50) (7)***
Climbing the steps from a good organization to a great one.
8. "Execution: The Discipline of Getting Things Done," by Larry
Bossidy & Ram Charan (Crown Publishing ... $27.50)(8)***
The key to transforming dreams into reality.
9. "Freakonomics: A Rogue Economist Explores the Hidden Side of
Everything," by Steven D. Levitt (HarperCollins ... $25.95) (I 0)
Why you shouldn't accept the official version of anything.
10. "The Five Dysfunctions of A Team: A Leadership Fable," by
Patrick M. Lenclon(John Wiley & Sons ... $22.95) (9)
Common problems that prevent teams from working together.
*(I) -- Indicates a book's previous position on the list.
** -- Indicates a book's first appearance on the list.
*** -- Book previously on the list is on the list once again.

contmut·d from pg ?"'
cation. I \\as not '>Urprised.
As I menlloned, the menu ts
cxten-.ive \ppctizcrs tnclude
buffalo shnmp. calaman. shrimp
cod. tail. cen iche. scared ahi
sash1m1 and teriyakt chtckcn
skewers. Salads and soups
mclude crab LoUie. Chmesc
chtcken, Caribbean Cob, Cajun
salmon Caesar, Boston clam
chowder or the soup of the day.
The entrees that are highly recommended mclude macadamia
nut maht mah1, large llger shnmp,
trout, sesame crusted aht, halibut,
salmon. swordfish, and lobster
tail. Other dishes to choose from
arc chtckcn Marsala, filet
mignon, charbroiled chtcken
breast, New York and porterhouse
steak, rib eye steak and prime rib.
If that docs not tempt you, try
their gourmet piuas (even lobster) or pasta--really untque and
temptmg.
Besides having delicious food
and great service, the City
Broiler\ prices are affordable and
rea~onable. Champagne Sunday
brunch is also a hit. It is served
from I0 a.m. until3 p.m. I will be
back on a Sunday to check it out!

The City Broiler is located at
i2959 Peyton Drive in Chino
Hills. The plume number is (909)
627-9555. Visit their Web site at
www.cil)broilerrestaurml/.com
About the Author:
Robbie Motter is a business
coach, consultant, national
speaker and the Western and Mid
Atlantic regional coordinator for
NAFE the largest business
women s group in the U.S. She is
one of the founders ofthe For You
Network and her Website is
http://www.nlwttel:colll.
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REAL ESTATE
NOTES ...
continu~d from

pg.2 I

the center ts J project of
Highland
De' elopment
Company. whtch expects to
break ground on the new development in August 200S, with
completion slated in February
2009 ... .. ... And. the Cit)' of
Coachella has gt ven approval
to a new 20-acre mixed-usc
development that will cons1st
of a 56,000-sq.-ft. retatl proJeCt
called Van Buren PlaLa and a
restdential component known
as Durango . The proJect, a
development of Capstone
Advisors. ts located at the
northwest corner of Avenue 50
and Van Buren Street. Van
Buren Plaza will be anchored
by CVS/Phannacy along wtth
another
Fresh
&
Easy
Netghborhood Market. The
167-unit Durango community
will use an innovative courtyard style layout to create a village-like atmosphere for tts
residents. The shopping center
and residential community will
be connected vta a pedestnan
link to enhance the appeal of
both prOJeCtS.

This column provides a review
of the latest commercwl real
estate acilivity throughout the
inland Empire. It is produced
i11 a joint media effort between
the Inland Empire Business
Journal and Rent1•.com. a leading internet real estate news
site which has been covering
the industry in California for
nine years. For more commercial real estate informatiOn
from around California, go to
www.rentv.com.

CLASSIFIED
El\1PLOYI\1ENT:
As pan oT our cxpan-,1on program·
mme, we are ,\ Cortec suppl) com
p<U1) kx>~ing for pan time employL'C~ from home account manager.
and sales reprcsenti\lives, it pays
about $2.500 a month plus benefits
and takes only ltttlc of your time.
Plea-.e contact us for more details.
RequtremenL~ - Should be a computer ltterate. 2-3 hour. access to the
intemet weekly. Must be over 22 yr.
of age. Must be efficient and dedt-1
cated. If you are interested and need!
more information. please send c-1
mail to : costacoffee@c-mile.co.uk

I

CSUSB briefings ...
continued from pg. 22
essence comes alive and
increases bottom-! ine resu Its.
She
is
also
Southern
Caltfomta ·s first certified brand
strategtst.
• March 6 "Strategies for
Kecpmg and Organization
Entrepreneurial," Noel Masste,
vtce
president
Southeast
California District for United
Parcel Service. Massie also
served in various other posit tons
for UPS, including district manager in Atlanta. Massie links hts
organization with business and
ts deeply involved m communtty service.
• March 13 - "Selling with
Intention," Ursula Mentjes,
president and chief executive
officer of Potential Quest, Inc.
Mentjes has helped businesses
double and triple their sales revenues in time as short as two
months. She attributes her success to setting aggressive goals
and empowering her employees
to be the best that they could be.
She is the author of "Selling

oil

F xpan\ton

program
Starpoint Tradin)! Store, A
small Lompan) ts looking fort
ACCOL 1\JTA 'iT REP. Please
contact us for more details.
Requirements - Should be a,
computer literate. 4 6 hours1
access to the internet weekly.
Efficient and dedicated. II
you arc interested and need
more information, please
lsend e-mail to
Starpomtacctdeptl56-l@gmai l.com
Starpoint Tradmg Store.

Yea C... 1let:au P...t 06 TN

~

~.r-t~s-...~

The: Coupon lr-..ha.tl)' n, thm mg 'N', (l!lho.: Un1tcd Stall:S
p.llkllatJon u...n couponi Coupom ha\c rt:l.l;.llnrd )U'Onl', no
m»1C'r

•tw "'~ dk c:"t.l-.nt"4n~ l't.

SIMI • ....,., ~ n.dlioo Ia , _ 11-. T-t

(909)386-0550

...-..w.monthl)coupons.com
'-----

with IntentiOn" to cover I 0 sale.
princtples for success.
To regtster online. vtstt
www.csusbalumni.com and go
to the "Events" menu. To print
out a registration form to be
faxed back or mailed, visit
www.cbpa.csusb.edu.
For more information on
Cal State San Bemardmo, contact the university's Office of
Public Affairs at (909) 537-5007
and vtsit http://news.csusb.edu.
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N Ew s u
\ & R 110\IF
1\tPRO\ t\U '\T
~~74 GARDF'i DR
SA'i BERl'.ARIJI'\iO, CA

GO.c\ HEALTHC' \R•
STAFFI'G
GOA STAFFI'G
27t>~.l0 ATI.A ".Jll(' WE.
SL ITEM'
HIGHLA\;0, CA 92141>

92~().1

ABOH: IT \!.I MA.RINt
2.~6 ST\TE llWY 17~
LAKE ARROW HE \D, CA
92352

(Q(l<l)4~~-99~4

GORRA'S PRODLC'E
2D07 BEAR VALLEY RD
APPLE VALLEY. C'A ~210X

\MERIC\'Io RF
\PPR USA!. "'FTWORK

GVD-Gl'FFEY
P\RTNERS II
.127~5 HW') 18
Rl:l\NI'I,G SPRI'.;GS, CA
92.182

"c

1.~h~ C ·\R'\ELJA'\i ST N 20!<
RA'-CHO Cl CA\10'\GA.
CA 917~11

ARRO'I\<HU.F.Y
CLH'I'\G A'\D
\tAIYfE'\A'\Cl:
2~S50 CEDAR DRIVE
LAKE ARROWHEAD. CA
92~~2 1!>-14
ATS APPR\IS.\L~
E&.STRAK APPRAISAL
25470 ~~RD ST
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92~6

BANNERS &. MORF
lib N RIVERSIDE AVE
RIALTO, CA 92376

s I N E s s County of San Ber~~r~in~"

HAIR RAGE
125CMO'i ST
REDLANDS, CA 92.17J
HEADLJ:r.&S HAIR DESIGN
5~~ N BENSON STE A
UPLAND. CA 917~n
HORNDOG
PRODUCTIONS
516H SUNDANCE DRIVE
SAN BERNARDir-iO, CA
92407
INLAND WHOLF.SALE
E. CE.\ITRALAVE L NIT

7~0

\11S[fR FISH
HRTIIIH'R
o~ '5 LJ'IDA LEE
YUCC -\VALLE') ('A 922H4

'\CELLNT Pl.l ..1BING ('()
77% PEAC'CX'K \V E'l/l'l
HIGilL·\ND, C.A 92.~~6
(Q(l<)).179 ~().12

"'10RRIS WFI DING
1Nl .\NN-\NDALl DRIVE
LAKE ARROWHEAD. CA

A AND C C Lt;ANING
SERVIC&S
15111 PIPELINEAVE
SPAC'Io #I~J
CHINO HILL~. CA 91709

9:!,~2

NO STRINGS AITACIIFD
WIRElt'SS
·_p~ EAST AVE
FO'\iTAr\A, (A 92"6
P\CIHC CF'\TRAL
C\PITAI.
1460~ TF\ ·\S CT
FO>.;TANA. CA 92.1~6
PA\I. IN \ 'S CLEA..,I!\G
st:RVIet:s
~OW"l.I\'F.OAK

RL!\1'.1'-G Sf'RI\;GS. CA
92.~H2

QHCK PICK LIQLOR
1~21~ SEVENTH ST SUITE A
VICTORVI!.LE, CA 92395
RALLY MOTOR SALK$
INC
822 W VALLEY BLVD
RIALTO. CA 92316

I
BARRIC\Df~<;

ETC
11602 ~'iD STREET
Yl'CAIPA. CA 92W9
B&.SSEIT HO\t:E
Fl R"'L.~HI,GS
4175 E ISLAND E'I.1PIRE
BLVD
01\TARIO. CA 91764

SAr-i BERr-iARDINO. CA
92408
IRO'I/ lNDLSTRIAL
ORNO\t:E!I<'TAL MEX
1288-B !\.IT VERNON
COLTON, CA 92324
I'l09!644-R069
LICSAL&S

BEST l.lBt. &. TUNE
BEST l.l BEN Tl!'.F
16319 FOOTIIIU. BLVD
FONTA"'A, CA 921~6
('10918234060
B&<;T WFSH:R"' \TCCA
Hl.LE\ HOTU, &. SL:ITL<;
56~2~ TWENTYNI:'IIE PAL'I.1S
HWY
YL('('A VALLEY C ~ '122H7
BETHU . CIIRISTIA"'
ITIIOWSIIIP
91:14 MA'\i(;OAVL
FO'\i fA'I, t\, CA 923l5
Bl.l t , JA\ \'\TJQLES Of'
\RROWI!t \D
l871lWY 17J
LAKE ARROW II! AD. C A

923<2

147~4 FOXFIELD LANE
FONTAJ'A. CA 923.1h

LA COSINITA PAISA
IM5 E FOOTHrLL IJLVD
l PLAr-iD, CA 91781>

SAN"lOS AlrTOMOTIVE
I~III·A VALLEY AVE
BLOOMINGTON. CA 92316

LCS

LA SIERRA MOTORS INC
Xl4 W VALLEY BLVD
RIALTO. CA 92315

SCOTT& SO"'S
'H4 W \!ARIANA ST
RIALTO. CA 92376

L\'\DSCAPl'\G 4 LESS
16516 RA"'DALLAVE APT B
FO!\TA'.;A. C \ 921~~

SOC AL ISLANDS
IH.~ S GIFFORD
SAN llERNARDI1'.0. C'A
91416

('J ,\1 Pl.A'\Nl'\G &
t :DlCATIO'\
LITTLE U : AR'\ERS n.~ll ·
l.YCJIILDCARE
1042 >.; TLR!\ER A'- E.
l.,Nil 214
()'I,'TARIO, CA '11764
\1 &. R \l'TO GL \SS
9~06 \1ANGOA\'h
FO!'.IANA. CA 92.11~

U.\1 PJ.A'\'\"G &

\1 \CS ('l'ST0\1

tl)l(. \110'\

HOORI'G
lJOAI \BA\IA SlllEA
RfDlA'DS, C A '1217~

COMP'HCII
!4070 \1 AR 11'0~ A S I
Y L CAII'A, CA 9239'1

S &. A TOBACCO
~04~ S ARCHIBALD AVE
STEH.o
ONTARIO. CA 91761
SAM'S LIQlOR &
MARKET
902 N C ENTRAL AVE
LPL AND. CA 91786-3530

C.\UH)R'\'1.\ PROPt Rf\
\PPR \IS.\ IS
ISHII SLHI') 0 \K ROAD
CHI"() IIIII S, ( \ '11709

l.ITII t U \R'\f R~
H\111 .\ ('Jill J) C\Rt
1042 N rl R,'l,l R \\I
I:Nir214
O''TARIO CA 91764

ROI'>tA"'ITOS AUTO SALK$
I~ II W \11SSION BLVD
ONTARIO. CA 91762

\1\Rn:u.E &.
\SSOCI \TL<;, 1'\l'
1549 SOlffH I \l 1<1-1 AVI
0'\'TARIO. CA 'IJ71J1

\If \10RIES 1'\K I
16312 ARROW HICii!WAY
l·mnANA. C.-\ 923~5

STRfNGTH FOR s n:VE
I ~~15 H~ ~RTRFt STREET
f·ONTA\1·\. CA '121~6
n : \~t t'IRf PROH.CTIO'\
(0\IP\'\), INC
12~ I BOll IJLR ,\VI N5~:1
IIIGIII Ar>.JJ, ( ,\ '12\-111
I l'OPI \YOGI RT
:11746 29 1'. \I \1S IIWY
H CC \VAl I E) <A '1221!4
\ •. l'ltS & RODS
1014 1'. \10l Nlt\IN \VI·
11194
ll'l A\;Jl, CA 9178h
V\IC CRt.IHlORS
641 A(,Nf S IJRIVE
BARS'JOW , <'A 92~11

ALLJtO STl OIOS
~01 MAPLE LANE. NI4.1X
SUGARLOM, C \ '12.1Mb
AREA 54
SJB PROOlCTIO'\S
582 W VALLEY BLVD
LNIT 12
COLTON, CA 92324
(Q()C})X 17· 7~00
ARROWBEAR PROPt.RTY
CARE
1~69 MUSIC CAMP ROAD
ARROWBEAR, CA 92382
ARTE
4448 FOXBOROLJGIIDRIVE
FONTANA. CA 923}6
AITITUO&S SALON
13692 APPLE VALLEY RD
#230
APPLE VALLEY CA 9230~
B A HERNANOt:z
lOW W CONGRESS ST
SA'I BERNARDINO. CA
92410
BLLEPALJ\.1
CORPORATION
2329 NORTH ORANGE
AVENUE
RIALTO. C'A 92376
BONITA GLOSTER &
ASSOCIAT&S MORTGAGE
& REALTY, INC
BONITA GLOSH:R
MORTGAGE
BONITA GLOSTER
REALTY
17361 EAST VIEW DR
C HINO HILL~ . CA 91709
(909)606-2633
CALL GEORGE
11163 CACTUS ·\VE
llL00\11NC..'TON. CA '12.116
CASA CAM \010
TAQl'ERIA
1438 W FOOTHILl. Ill VD
STE A
RIALTO. CA '12176
(71~)715-:1:107

CliENt \\I \RKF1
118 F FOO'I 1111 L Bl.\'ll
RIALTO. CA '1:~76
(9{1) 1421-0'12.~
Cl.S HYDRO-S\Hfl'
926 W PJIII \ill I 1'111 \ S I
O'T·\RIO, CA 9171>1
COILHTIH.
1'-.\ lST\HSI'S
t\01:1 \1JRA VISTA 1.'\
fO\;TA'IA, C \ '111~6

C RfSTCO INDl STRIF~
7010 I'ENNY CT
RAN('IIO CUC'AMO!\GA.

131'15 BRANT RD
\JCTORVIU I ('A '12W2

(A 917~9

ClR\ES
14366 YUCAIPA BLVD
STEC'
YUCAIPA. CA 92199
OF LA C REME INTERIORS
tn2.~ lllGHLANDAVF.. #226
RANC'IlO CUCAMOf'GA
C-\917.19
DU:PVISION
t:'HERTAIN\1E'\'T
7X2~"' HA\ E'l AVENLE
RASCIIO Cl'CAMOl'.GA.
C·\ ~1730

JOE'S CONCRFH:
PUMPING
14D OYNU.O ST
ClllNO IIlLI S. CA 91709
JP'S VILLA MEXICAN
GRILL
77:10 PALM AVE. liN ITS
lliGHLAND. CA 92146
JS & LT BLILDf:RS
Tt;RRA/-\S &. S l QlTrn.
DEVElOPMtNT
1218X CEN1RAL AVE HS97
CHINO. C ·\ 91 10-24~0

REALTORS Ot AMt RICA
:1-100 INLAND EMPIRI
BLVD
SUITE 200
ONTARIO. CA 91764
REALTY WORL[) ALL
STARS
9821 WHIRLAWAY STRHT
ALTA LOMA, CA 917.1 7

ROYAL EAGLE SERVIC&S
12938 NEWPORT ST
HESPERIA. CA 92344
{7(\())669.()277
RP PROPERTI&S
2790 BRAWLEY RD
PINON HILLS, CA 92372

FOOTHILL MORTGAGE
2377 W FOOTHILL BLVD #7
LPLAND, CA 91786

LEE f STAR DESIGN
7486 Cl BOLA TR
YUCCA VALL FY, CA 92284

FOUNTAIN PLACE
HOMFOWNERS
ASSOCIATION
133 E VINE STREET
REDLANDS, CA 92373

MAC'SCl STOM
FLOORING
310ALAIIAMA ST SL'ITEA
REDLANDS. C ·\ 9D73

S &M CARPETS
2394 DITTO DR
SAN BERNARDINO. CA
92407
{909)887·7808

MASMAGAZIM
1408 S GROVE AVE SL ITE E
O"'TARIO. CA 91761

SAVECO
15469 DUPONT STREET
CHI:-.10, CA 91710

Gl'S MARKET
8922 BEECH AVENUE #E
FONTANA, CA 92335
II&H PERFORMANCE
:1932 FAU.JNG TREE LANE
ALTA LOMA, CA 91737
llt;ALTII SAFE
INSURANCE
INFINfrY R&SOLRCE
MANAGEMENT
6~21 SCHAEFER AVE.
liNITO
C HII\0, CA 91710
lf0\1E GLIDE REAL
f:STATE
I~H~ SENECA RD., #101
VICTORVILLE, ('A 92392
l"'t:S BAI\lORI DBA
JA'I/-PRO t'RA>.;CHJSE
OWNFR
~%9 UTILE OAK CT
RANCIIO CUCAMONGA,
CA<JJIW
l'X19!8'19 I 58:1
1'\FI'\1 l'f \ ISIO:"<
l'IX\\1/ \It J>1 \
I :lBO f'.\IRI·lfl 1J RA'iC'II RIJ
Sl Ill· I
Oil NO I JILl S. C'A '11709

\tAXIMLS NAil.SPA
4190 E 4TH STREFT
SUITE A~
ONTARIO, CA 91764
MIKf:'S FLOORS & MORE
JANITORIAL
4~5~ f'ARADISF VI~.W
BARSTOW. CA 92311
NICO El FCTRIC
754 N LA PALOMA AVE
ONTARIO, CA 91764
(909)983·0~~7

0 G CABALLO I.Wf
SFR\'ICES
17407 HOLLY DR
FO'\TANA. ('A 9211S
(562)4:10-7077
0'\I.INE WJIU.l. Ol'TI t.'T
12221111Giii.AND AVE #226
RANCHO C'llCAMO'\GA,
C·\91 J9
ORIGI'\ \L \1 TO ('F... Tt:R
178~~ HXYilllll BlVD
f-ONT.·\N.\, ('A 92~~:1
PH<ATR&J>
12401 ~RIJ Sl
Yl ('-\JP,\.CA'lc\<J<J
Pl. \'\S \NI) S('llt \1FS
1222.11lJ(Olll \ND \\I, #!2h
RA 'ICIU J Cl ( A\H J'\i(j ·\.
(,\'11~1'1

1'\NOY.\fiH f'SCROW
l-ICNJ I"'LAl'.D E\1i'IRE
~llll. 200
0'\i TARIO. ('A 917M

2772 '1/ III.RI\El.EY AVE
SA'IIJERNAROI'\iO, ('A
92~0:1

POOL I 'SPH fOR OF
1'\I \ '[) t \1PIRt
460 ORA'\i(;J· ST
Sllll#1tl
RI-DLANDS. CA 9217.1

AZLRF HilL~ [)t.NTA L
GROUP
22:17~ BARTON RD
GRAND TERRACE, C A
92313

STANDARD OF PRACTICE
634 N LANCEWOOD AVE
RIAlTO. CA 92376-4611
(909)879 75~
TACO O'ORO
16157 SAN BERANARDINO
ROAD
fONTANA. CA 92335

A.G. RECORDS
1533 W liTH ST SUITE #14
UPLAND, C'A 91786

BAGELSTlH
165 N HOSPITAliTY LANf,
SAN BERNARDINO, C'A

92354
BARTO'I UQ!OR
21900 BARTON RO STE Hlt\0
GRAND TERRACE. CA
92313
BELTFED
OH67 EGRET STREET
CHINO. CA 91710
CLOUDBURST PHOTOS
8441 COMET ST
RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
CA 91730
COMFORT CARE
NON-EMERGENCY MEO·
ICAL
TRANSPORTATION
17705 SHAMROCK AVE
FONTANA. CA 92336
COMPLETt. INTERIORS
PO BOX 8502
ALTA LOMA, C'A 91701-8S02

s us IN E s s

REAL &STATE REHAB
26718 TRAFALGAR WAY
MURRIETA. CA 92563
BAROCHIERE
CONSULTANTS LLC
40335 WINCHESTER RD
STE E-319
TEMECULA. C'\ 92591
THREE SISTERS '
INY&STMENT
4242 CANTERBL:RY
RIVERSIDE. CA 92.~().1
UNITY SERVICF~
~2 W ESPLANADE AVE #109
SAN JACINTO. CA 92583
GREEN LIGHT MEDICAL
TRANSPORT, INC.
939 UNION ST
BEAUMONT. CA 92223
D&SERT DORADO VILLAS
850 E VISTA CHINO RD
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92262

UNIQUE PIZZA AND SUBS
719 SANDERSON AVENUE
HEMET, CA 92545

SPORTS COliRT St;RVICES
229~ KENDALL DR APT F-2
SAN lll·RNADINO. CA 92407

A.G HANDYMAN
14816 CLOVIS ST
VICTORVILLE. CA 92394

REASONABLE FINDINGS
2066 CALIFORN IA AVF
CORONA. CA 92881

M & NN PUMPING
11572 BUNKER PLACE
BEAUMONT. CA 92223

ABU 2CABU
1526 UPLAND llll.l S DRIVI
t:PLAND. CA 917Ho

TAX OFFICE-SENIOR
ASSIST
31514 YUCAIPA BLVD
SUITE A
YUCAIPA, CA 92399

RWC AND ASSOCIATL<;
9442 JACK RAil BIT DR IVE
#102
RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
CA 91730

NEw

Slim STOP
144S [ f-OOTIIII.L BLVD
l PLAN D. CA 91786

S PRINT WIRELESS
4.120 E MILLS CIRCLE RD
STE C
ONTARIO, CA 91764

REY&S COIN LAI.JNORY
2848 W RIALTO AVENL•F
RIALTO. CA 92376

ENGAGE REALTY
72(ll llAVEN AVE. STE E-387
RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
('.\ ~1701

GIFT & SMOKE SHOP
10700 FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE 140
RANCHO Cl'CAMO'iGA.
(.\ 91730
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NEv._:_~~ s u_s 1 N E s s Coun.~Y oL$~n -~ernardino

KB IIOMt: SOL rm:RN
CALIFORNIA
M31 O"'TARIO MILL~
PARKWAY
ONTARIO. CA 91764

JC TRL'CI\.1'\(;
CO,.,TRA('TOR ,\('('t~SS
27~0 Ic \ST \11SSIO" Ill VD
ON'TARIO, CA 91761

Jl\. ,\SSOCIATFS

~nuary 2008

JUST LJVIN'THE
DREAM, INC
30724 BENTON ROAD
SU ITEC'
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
CRAZY8
22500 TOWN CIRCLE STE 1129
MORENO VALLEY. CA

PRECISELY WRITE
920 VIA CARTAGO #57
RIVERSIDE. CA 92507
LORALLEN FABRICATION
SERVIC&S
38154 II A/ELWOOD ST
MURRJ["J'A, CA 92562
P.o. nox :167
MURRIETA. C'A 92564
SORFNA ROTISSERIE 8..
GRILL
'743 HAMNER AVENUE
SUITE 108
NORCO, CA 928(\()
MEDPLUS4LESS.COM
633 BRUIN DR
RIVERSIDE. CA 92507
SMOKE SHOP, THE
26806 CHERRY HILLS BLVD
SUN CITY, CA 92586

I>'S l -RBAN DISCO liNT
8200 HAVEN AVE
SUIrE #2114
RACIIO CUCAMONGA, CA
~1730

Ot:SERT MANAGE
PROPERTY
MANAGEME"'T
IW58COLTCT
VICTORVILLE. CA 92394
DIAMOND CIJI'S SALO'
19059 VALLEY BLVD #114
BLOOMIGTO'I. CA 92316
DOLPHIN BILLING
SOLUTIONS
7790 ARROYO VISTA AVE
RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
CA 917J0-2001
OOMF~TIC WORKFORCE
9608 BASELINE ROAD
RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
CA 91701

EAGLE EXPRESS
TRANSPORTATIO"'
1894 CLEMSON STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407

tiiH NAII.S
!()(,(~) S Sl!cRRA AV[ #!)
FONTANA CA 9233'

GORDOS MEXICA"' FOOI>
16951 FOOTH ILL BLVD
STEB
FONTANA. C ·\ 921~5.1:\().l

t:MERGt:NCY H 111('1 f
MOBILE St.RVIC'f
I 8521 VAL tN('IA ST
HI SPl·RIA. ('A 9'34)

IL\RMO"'Y TIIROl Glf
AYl R\ EDIC HEALING
2444 SIERRA DRrvE
l PLANO. CA 917H4

F.E.I. ASSOCIATES
CO'I/Sl LTI"<G ENGINEERS
6172 CIIII'OLA CT
C'HINO.C'A91710
G&.G TOWING AUTO
St.RVICF
19059 VALLEY BLVD
SLin.:ltO
BLOOMII"'GTON, CA 92116
('109JR77-l421
GENESIS FINANC IAL
SERVICES
MISSION MORTGAGE
SERVICES
14144 CENTRALAVENL,E.
STE D
CHINO. CA 91710
GOO'S UTILE BL&SS·
INGS FAMILY CHILO
C ARE
1~74 N PENNSYLVANIA ST
SAN BERNARDlNO, CA
92411
('109)473· 11!41

HARV&ST COMMLNITY
BIBLE CHt;RCH
HARVEST C0!\1MlNITY
BIBLE CHLRCH ·CHINO
VALLEY
14144 CE.N'TRAL AVE,
SCTTE D
CHI'\0, CA 91710
HERITAGE EDlCATIO'
PROGRAMS
621 W CRESCENT AVE
REDLANDS. CA 92373
HOT OIGGIDY DOGS
SAN BRUNO CT
FONTANA. CA 92.136

69~

IAPMO R&T LAB
5001 E PHILADELPHIA ST
ONTARIO. CA 91761
(909)472-4100
INLAND EMPIRE HOUSE
RAfl'LE
10~00 CIVIC CENTER DR
RANCHO CUCAMO'OGA,
CA 91730

County of Riverside

E&J PLLS, INC
2995 GERANIUM WAY
CORONA, C'A 92881

ANO-DYF~, LLC
3~840 CARLTON RD
WILDOMAR, CA 92595

DISCOUNT CLEANL PS
22036 AMADO LN
WILDOMAR. CA 9259)

FIRST CLASS PIZZA
RIVERSIDE
4290 RIVERWALK PARKWA)
SUITE 310
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503

O.K. PACKAGING
11993 MAGNOLIA AVE
SLITE #G
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503

t: XTREME GLASS
MAINTENANCF
29629 C'AMir\0 C'RISTAL
MENIFEE. CA 92~84

ROBERT OWEN PROPERTY
MANAGEMEN'T LLC
39058 ·\GUA VISTA
MLIRRIETA. CA 92563

A Gt;L Lll.LIE
141 MORGAN C'OvRT
SAN JACINTO. CA 925~6
PO BOX ~7~
MORENO VALLEY, Co\

C.C.P. EQUIPMENT
2902 RUBlDOUX BLVD
SUITE C
RIVERSIDE CA 92509

CALIE"'TE RETAURA"'T
BAR & GRILL
21().1(] ALESSANDRO BLVD
BLDG C'
MORENO VALLEY CA
92553

92.~60

SOUTHWEST C·J
2~25 HAMNER AVE
'-ORCO. CA 92Kt\O

9255~

CJ'S PARTY SUPPLI&S
12t\OI EXCELSIOR ST
WHITE WATER. CA 92282

t Rt:ATH R OF-S IGN
X250 VI'IEYARD AVE
APT 1~8
RANCHO CCCA/1.10:-.!GA ,
CA 91730

INLAND EMPIRE
PIZ.lA INC.
~00 COLLEGE AVE
RIVERSIDE. CA 92~0S
ELSIJI.ORE VALI.E\
RENTALS \ND READ\
MIX
31275 FRASLR ST
LAKE ELSINORL C ·\ 92~30
MATRIX CREDIT
SOLUTIONS
.100~7 HAPPY HUNTER DR
CANYON LAKE. CA 92~87
PMB 433
29991 CANYON HILLS RO
#1709
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92~32
INDEPTII Ml'SIC'
2442 IOWA AVE APT N C6
RIVERSIDE. CA ~2~ll7
CLEAN AIR SYSTEMS
AMERICA
33264 WALLS ST
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92530

WATERROUNOS
CORTE DESCANSO
M~ RRIFTA. CA 92562

24~67

THE DATING CLUB
14Q2 W 6TII ST SUTTEG
COROI'<A. CA 92882

VARIABLE LABEL AND
PRINTNG SERVICt;s
32620 ASHFORD LAr-iE
WINCHESTER, CA 925~6
HNSGROUP
2525 HAM'IER AVE
NORCO. CA 928t\O

ANDRt:WS CIIASSIS
ENGINURING
VALLEY METAL Cl~IN G
~2(Xli>-M A\ENIDAALVARAOO
TEMECU.A, CA ~~''Xl
EASY BREATHING
3903 BR(X'KTON SUITE
RIVERSIDE. CA 92501

~2

!HOPI936
IOHX r\ PERRIS BLVD SLTTE J
PERRIS. C'A 92.~71

TROP-CAL POOL
SFRVIC&S & REPAIR
4~20 CALLE TORCIDA
TEMECULA. CA 92591

BG\t PROMISE, l!IOC
101~~ W LILAC ROAD
ESCONDIDO, CA 92026

VERCINI
40820 WINC HESTER RD STE
1410
TEMECULA. CA 92591

BSC PET SITTING
915 EAST EL ESCO"'DERO
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92262·
3256

JK MODA FASHIO'I
12303 LIMONITE AVE
STE #730
MIRA LOMA. CA '11752
COITO'I/ CLLB CATERING
15648 VISTA DEL MAR
MORENO VALLEY C'A
92555
PO. 7727
MORE."O \'."LLEY, C'A
92553
VMG CO..,STRl'CTION
9290 MAYWOOD WAY
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
GAT&$ INSTITUTE, THE
49317 HOHOKAM
INDIO, CA 92201

.lanu,tr} 200H
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NEW BUsINESS
•

..........

_ _ .....

\1G\li..,YFST~U:~<TS

bb-717 I:.L DORADO PL-\Cf
DESERT HOT SPRI?'<GS. CA
Q2:!40
SLM\1ER SPRII\G
CLEAMNG SERHCES
81-48.~ PALMYRA
INDIO, CA 92201
CO'>fPL.ETE SECIU.IAR!AL
SER\1CES & IM\DGRATIO'i

w.

-

,... ~~r~...:-

•

BROKERS DIRECT Rt:~L
ESH.TE
14Q5 BOTTLEBRUSH CT
BEAUMO'H. CA 92!21
PO BOX 2103
BEA'GMONT CA 9~223
COLLEGE PLANNING
STRATEGIES
6529 RIVERSIDE AVE,
SUITE IJ.I
RIVERSIDE. C \92506

CO~l1XANT

12541 PAL\1 DR
DESERT HOT SPRINGS CA
92240

VMG CONSTRl'CTION
9290 MAYWOOD WAY
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503

J CREALTORS
12.543 PALM DR
DESERT HOT SPRI?';GS, CA
92240

CIRCLE CITY TIRE &
AUTO
3858 PIERCE ST STE D
RIVERSIDE. CA 9250.1

JAPANSP~

AliSTI'i TILE CO
25141 TAHQUITZ ROAD
IDYLLWILD, CA 92549
PO. BOX 1891
IDYLLWILD. CA 92549

73981 HIGHWAY Ill
PALM DESERT. CA 92260
SALINAS WINDOW
CLEANING SERVICE AND
PRESSURE WASH
48-157 ESTRELLA TOMAS ST
COACHELLA. CA 92216
LASER VAGINAL
REJlVENATIO'I
INST!Tl'TE OF THE
DESERT
39000 BOB HOPE DRIVE
W20Q
RAISCHO MIRAGE, CA
Q22"70
'iiLSO' REALT\
4:1284 SE"o'TIERO DR I\ E
II> DID. C A 92203

METAL OF AMERICA
234 N SHERMAN AVE
CORONA. CA 92882
ADVENT 1'>1EDIA
15427 PARK POINT AVE #104
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92532
CRB DESIGN &
CO'iSl'LATIO'i
315 "oORTH ORCHID TREE L\;
PALM SPRL\;GS. CA 92262
P.O. BOX 4534
PALM SPRI"oGS. C -\ 92263
>,fp CO!'ITRACT LOA"'

__
·

~

F AND M CLE \'I LPS
83101 AV 4H ST #129
COACHELLA. C \ 92216
"''U E PRESSE GER\1AN
"'EWSPAPER
71 SHOREUto.E DR
RANCHO MIRAGE. CA
92270
JAUSCO TRA~ E:L
l:'liSl'RA"CE A"''D
SERVICES
81671 HWY Ill STE 4
I"DIO. CA 92201
EL TRIL:"if'O CAFE
RESTAl'RANT
49978 HARRISON ST
COACHELLA. C'A 9221(>
SOUTHt:RN C'OMt'ORT
AIR CONDITIOSII'iG &
ELECTRJC
51 735 AVE VALLEJO
LA QUI"'TA, CA 92251
l'liHICT
44060 TIARA Pl.
LAQUJ'ifA C'A922'3
Kl'lo(; Of Tilt. 1111.1
KE.TTtf. KOR"
971 OAKDAI EST
CORO'iA, (' <\ '12880

10028 COUPLES AVENUE
>,.1L RRIETA. CA 92563
CIIABAD JEWISH
COI.f'fUNlTY CE...,IER
3579 ARLito.GTON A'• E
SUTE 100
RIVERSIDE. CA 92506
E\tMA"'tEL l'N!Ql'F.
OUTREACH PART"''ERS
325 DA.,BU RY COL:RT
CORONA. CA 92579
P.O. BOX 1861
CORO"A. CA 92X7X
O'li·TII\1E I\1AGI"G
24071 CAMBRIA LN
MURRIETA. CA 91562
KIK NIT CLOTtD'IiG LI"''E
115:14 LOS MOLINOS WAY
RIVERSIDE. CA 92505
HEALTYHAJR
K40 E PARKRIOGE AVE
UNIT 102
CORONA. CA 92879
A.A.H. FOR YOl, INC
1240 EASTO'iTARIO AVE
St-ITE 102-234
CORO"oA CA 97XRI
ELAR" l"Dl STRIFS
57~~ TERRITORl L"
C'ORO" A, (' \ nHxO
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~CCORD tiN \1\CIAL
SER\ ICf~~
1101 C AIIFORNIA AVE
SIENIOO
CORONA. CA 92881

FEELING I l C"l
ENIERT,\I'IMENI
115~0 WILLOW H \\'EN L'l
#104
MURRIETA. CA 9256.1

1\.l.NNH K~TO
ELECTRIC
l8-~78 ANITA RD
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92214

CORlAr'IO'S COOKING
StPPUES
9403 HOT SPRINGS RD
CORONA CA 92883

SHAMELESS INK
4259 ROSEWOOD PL
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506

L~ QUINTA NURSERY &
LANDSC APE CO
78-023 CALLE ESTADO
LA QUINTA. CA 92253
PO. BOX 1511
I A QL,INTA. CA 92247

EVERYTIIING FOR SELL
ATOZ
21455 DICKINSON RD
\10RENO VALLEY, CA
92557
THE PERFORMERS
STlDIO
27574 CQ\11\.fERCE CENTER
DR ~137
TE>,.1ECULA. CA 92590
DEMEN ENTERPRISE
8H4 PATRICIA WAY
RIVERSIDE CA 92504
RIVER NAIL SPA
21>439 YNEZ RD SUITE B
TEMECULA. CA 92591
MIKE SEABLOM
SERVICES
29662 MT BACHELOR WAY
St-'1 C'ITY CA 92586
SORIA'S TRtCKING CORP
3907 MYERS ST
RIVERSIDE C-\ 92503
PACIFIC \\ATER TRlCK
REI'IIALS
19370 LIFFER RD
TEMECuLA CA 92WI

PROCESSI~G

YOl'NGS CO,STRl'CTIO'Ii
1>4520 O'iDA DRIVE
l'liDIO. C \ 92203
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CIII\ALRY-NOBLE
ENIERPRISES
17'Xl'l PEACH DR
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
A\1ERICA'I TRl'CKING
CO'Io1PA'i'r ,U.C
J()-110 BALDY Ll
CORONA. CA 928X1
:'IGW t:I'IGI"EERI"G
1217 !\Til STREET SuiTE 2D
l"ORCO. CA 92860

HAMILTON LEVEL
24807 LEICESTER ST
MENIFEE. CA 92584
VIDA I
31847 CAMINO ROSALES
TEMECULA. CA 92592
R+R CONSTRtCTION
917 IS MlJRRAY ST
BANNING CA 92220
INLAND TILE
3325 RUSSELL ST
RIVERSIDE. CA 92501
AUTO XCIIANGE
TRANSPORT
9550 CHANDELLE WAY
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
MARIA & HUMBERTO'S
CLEANII'IG SERVICES
15384 ELEANOR LANE
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92551
PAWS 2 REMEMBER LLC
714 S SHERMAN
CORO"oA. CA 92882
MARCEL ENIERPRISf:
11-tZS REAL ESTAH:
DEVELOP~1ENT I.LC
80691 WICKET LANE
1:\010. CA 92201
PO. BOX 2162
PALM SPRINGS. CA 9?~61
BLIZZARD APPRAISALS
64045 APPAl.AC'fiiAN
DESERT HOT SPRINGS. (A
92240
P.O BOX 1494
PAL'I-1 DESERT C'A 92261
SC~'iDALOlSSALO"''

"WHERE YOt R BEAtTY
IS THE T ,\LK OF TilE
61-555 E PALM CAI"YO'I DR
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234

OliTFIT YOl'R LlFE
841 VIA SIERRA NEVADA
RIVERSIDE CA 92507

SANDALWOOD MASSAGE
44-410 BISKRA ST #2
fNDIO, CA 92201

STRl.CTURAL
SOLUTIOI'iS
24305 MESA RIDGE LANE
MORNFO VALLEY, CA

TV'S CUTO SALES
30980AVENIDA A LV ERA
CATHEDRAL CITY. CA
92234

92~57

f "" IRO" \U "TAL
TRe\I"I"G & ~f \11" \RS
11825 II\\\ I HORN
CORO" \. ('A 92KXO

DESERT BEAR HUGS
74 711 DILLON RD #565
SKY VALLEY CA 92241
DESERT CITIES
SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT
66174 1ST ST #C
DESERT HOT SPRINGS. CA
92240
PERFECT WEATHER
10665 BAY HILL CT
C'ATIIEDRALCITY, CA
92214
D.L.C SUPSPENSION &
OFF ROAD
48050 HARRISON ST
COACHELLA. CA 92236
COACHELLA VALLEY
REHABILITATION
1586 6TH ST
COACHELLA. CA 92263
PO BOX 2110
PAl M SPRINGS. CA 92263
tOLEl MO DESIGN
912 E C'Hl CKWALLA RD
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92262
BRODER CONSTRUCTIO'i
16099 CATHEDRAL
CANYON DRIVE
CATHEDRAL CITY. CA
92214
ADRtLL HD SATELLITE
SFRVICES
13313 PALM DRI\E HB
DESERT HOT SPRI.,.GS, CA
92240

TOW'~;"

JERLL SA'IiDtR
E"HERPRISE
37701 WARREN RD
WINCHESTER. CA 925%

TRWUINGTA"''
1412 \11C'Hfi.LE RD
"ORCO, <A 92860

FAIRY GODMOTHER, THE
51615 AVE MARTINEZ
LA Qt-INTA. CA 92253

BJCO
50-660 EISENIIO\\ ER OR
#1212
LA QliNTA, ( -\ 922.~1
PO BOX 6162
LA QLI'iT\, C-\ 92MX
DE~t: RT

DIFSfl Sf R\l(f
46352 WILLOW I \ "E·
I"D!O. CA 92201

GLITZ A"'D GLA>,1
F"IERTAINMENT
77777 COUNTRY CLUB DR.
#314
PALM DESERT, CA 92211

Jl,ST t'LOORING
35681 SLNFLOWER WAY
WILDOMAR, CA 92595
HONEY
10025 THORNBIRD L1
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92557
DIAMOND VALLEY
DELIVERY
26723 AMANDA AVE
HEMET. CA 92545
PO BOX 970
WINCHESTER. CA 92596
BRAVO Bt RGERS
MOREI'IO VALLEY
21635 EUCALYPTuS AVE
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92551
C REATIVE TILE & STONE
11872 BIRCHWOOD DRIVE
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92512
PLUMMERS BROTHERS &
FAMILY MOBII.E
DETAILING
197 SEATON AVENL'E
PERRIS CA 92.~70

Chanukah festi\ itie~
in Upland. which
included the lighting
of the menorah by
Upland's Mayor
John Pomierski .
Fontana Mayor Mark
Nuaimi demolishes a
house for the groundbreaking ceremony of
the lnterstatc I 0
Commerce Corridor
Lori Anas of
Riverside Community
Hospital accepted the
"Healthcarc Partner
of the Year" award at
the American Cancer
Societ) 's Communi!)
Salute in November.

\IGS-\10l.LY'S GIFT SHOP
~8~0 I (KH\100R OR
-\PT 60
RIVLRSIDI c \ 925()',
PALM SPRI..,GS
RECOVER'
1404 to.ORTH PAl M
CANYON DRIVE
PALM SPRINGS ( ,\ Q221l2
STE\P•SO'<S
CO"STRlCTIO"''
5.148 ROC Ill'S I LR STRLFT
RI\ERSIDI-, ( -\92504
TOTALI.E"T
2559~ HORADO L"'
MORENO VALLEY, (A
97551
GIITOF LIFE
.1800 ORA ...GE STREET #280
RIVERSIDE CA 92503
AMERICAWIDE
11711 STERLING AVE
STEI&J
RIVERSIDE, CA 9250:1

DOMINGUEZ PALMAS
68555 POLK ST
fHERMAL. CA 92274
PO BOX 232_1
\1EC'CA. CA 922.54

DEALER SERVIC'f~~
7726 CAUrDRNIA AVE
RIVERSIDE CA 92504

\ & J TR\,SPORT
lo~X Gl !: .... VIt\\DR
I'E-.RRIS. C A '125- I

Lightmg" event

CHEI.ETTE PLl \<~BING
142~1> CHOU A DRIVE
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553

RAMOS PAII'<TlNG
31230ARBOL REAL
fHOUSAND PALMS. CA
9227&

A"f:W LOOK
Rt. \10DHI'\G
~1>51 PAll \ ST
Rl\fRSID!' C-\ 9250Q

Wand Empire's
People and Events

COONE\ t .'\PRt:SS
~555 BELMONT WA\
HEMET C<\ 92545

ALRK lNIVt.RSAl
1017' II GR'\\1FRC'Y Pl
RI\ERSIDI. l -\ 92.~0~
RC1 ('0\1'\U RCI \I DOOR
_lX41~ '''OV\110" c·r
StilE D
\11 RRIE· I'A, C \ 9Z~62

-:~Hundred.., gather for

the Abraham Campus
Center groundbreaking ceremony at the
University of La
Yeme. From left,
Michael Abraham,
Steve Morgan, Sara
Abraham, Leo the
Leopord. ASULV
President Jonathan
Fitzhugh. Barbara
Harris, and Benjamin
Harris.

Chino Htlls ·Mayor
Gwcnn Norton-Perry
signs the last of the
iron beams to be
placed in the Chino
Hills Govemment
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Sonoma Count) is home to
more wine variettes than any
other wine region in the world.
( o. no---don't argue with me.
th1s ~tatcmcnt comes straight
the1r
Chamber
of
from
Commerce via their Web site.)
The wincnes. with their
coastal and inland growing
region> and distinct micro climates and soils. have the
immense good fortune to be able
to produce spectacular harvests.
The grapes arc used to produce
world-renowned wines. Small
lots of grapes arc still being
grown on plots of land that have
held grapes for over 140 years.
Wending through some of the
most picturesque wine country in
California takes visitors on a sensually gratifying JOUrney of natural beauty. sublime tasting expencnccs <md memorable personal
encounters with the state's most
devoted and individualistic winemakers. chefs. and residents.
Do not miss the 30th Annual
Barrel Tasting on March 1-2.
2008 and March 8-9, 2008 weekends. This promises to be the
biggest Barrel Tasting Weekend~

ever -- \~ ith mer I 00 w mene~
opcmng their cellars for your
tasting pleasure.
My recent five day visit to
Sonoma \vas one of the greatest
travels of my life. I will. on th1s
page. mention the winencs,
restaurants and recent hotels
which will delight you and
imprint in your mind lifelong
mcmoncs.
When you think
Sonoma. think great wine .... great
food ...... great scenery and wonderful people!

Where to Stay.
Well, in my opimon, there is
only one place and that is the
FountainGrove Inn in Santa
Rosa. You arc located in the
m1ddle of the county and literally
I 00 yards off the I 0 I Freeway. It
is a beautifuL super modem inn
and home to Equis Restaurant.
You cannot find any better in
Sonoma County. It is located at
I0 I Fountaingrovc Parkway in
Santa Rosa (phone number is
(707) 566-3179 and the Web site
is www.fountaingroveinn.com).
Again, it is my recommendation.
Try it... .. you will love it!

Food. along with wine
scemc beauty. are the draws or
magnch of Sonoma County. I
hope that over the past 20 years
my 250 reviews have been well
received h] our readers and arc
accepted as honest and reliable. I
offer to you the following short.
short comments of culinary suggestions for your enJoyment:
• Equ1~ at the FountainGrove
Hotel (Santa Rosa) a must for
lunch or dmner.
Try the Sunday Brunch---you
will not be disappointed.
• Mosa1c Restaurant at 6675
Front Street in Forestville (reservations a must (707) 887-7513 ).
Chef owner Tai Olesky does
magic in his kitchen with food.
Visit www.m0sa:ceats.com Best of Sonom:, County. Don't
let the outside front of their
building fool you.
• Willis Seafood & Raw Bar.
403
Healdsburg
Ave ..
Healdsburg: Visit TripAdvisor
......... Willis is in some circles
considered to be the #I seafood
restaurant in Sonoma.

'l'l~e Kenda/1-Jack.\~w,;m--~

Where to Vi<;it.
There arc hundred' of wineries in Sonoma and from \O many
cho1ces. the following arc "not to
nHSs" wincncs to vi\it. There are
many, man) local free magazines
located at hotels, wineries. etc.
which contain helpful maps
showing their locations:
• Trentadue (features petit
sirah and port)
• Foppiano (features zinfandel and sirah)
• Kendall-Jackson (features
chardonnay. fume blanc and all
red wines)
• Ledson (hy appointment (707) 537-3810) ---not. not to
miss!
• Chateau St. Jean (<m oldie
hut goodie). Bring your lunch
and enjoy it under the trees at the
picnic tables.
• Frei Brothers (Gallo family
owned)
A. Rafanelli (Russian
River) Think of zinfandcl (by
appointment hut a must visit).
• Martini - Established in
188 I -- when the old meets the
new!

to create extraordilwry
11'i1u' from California:~
hest1·incyards ... ··

